"THE COASTAL THREE"
By A. JOHNSON-RANDALL
A bigger range of Burndept Standard Precision Condensers
—obtainable with Super-Vernier Dials

THE introduction of Burndept Standard Precision Condensers last season met with instant success. Wireless enthusiasts will be pleased to learn that a new type—Corrected Square Law pattern—has been added to the range and, further, that these Condensers may be obtained with ordinary dials or with the new Super-Vernier Dial which has attracted so much interest.

Owing to careful design, the Burndept Condenser absorbs less than 0.05 per cent. of the power applied—a remarkable approach to theoretical perfection. It is ruggedly constructed and the spindle is self-aligning. The upper bearing runs in a flexible steel housing and the lower bearing consists of a metal cone running in gun-metal. Contact is perfect, and the movement is very smooth. These Condensers are absolutely noiseless even when used on waves as low as 40 metres. To protect the plates from dust and to obviate hand capacity effects, metal snap-on covers are provided.

The description, "Corrected Square Law," needs a little explanation. Most square law condensers are designed without regard to initial circuit capacity, but the plates of the Burndept Corrected Square Law Condenser are of special shape giving wave changes truly proportionate to dial settings.

STANDARD CONDENSERS. All Metal, completely enclosed type.

Model S. V. Fitted with Super-Vernier Dial and Knob
No. 917. Corrected Square Law, .00027 mfd. £1 7 6
No. 918. Corrected Square Law, .0005 mfd. 1 12 6
No. 919. Normal Type, .0005 mfd. ... 1 7 6
No. 920. Normal Type, .001 mfd. ... 1 15 0

Model N. Fitted with Black Bakelite Dial and Knob.
No. 921. Corrected Square Law, .00027 mfd. £1 2 6
No. 922. Corrected Square Law, .0005 mfd. 1 7 6
No. 923. Normal Type, .0005 mfd. ... 1 2 6
No. 924. Normal Type, .001 mfd. ... 1 10 0

The new Burndept Super-Vernier Dial is ideal for controlling vario-couplers, etc., as well as condensers and enables fine adjustments to be made with ease. It is no larger than an ordinary dial and can be fitted to almost any set without dismantling the instrument. The reduction of about 7:1 is effected by means of a novel friction-driven epicyclic gear, which is perfectly smooth and silent in operation. The gear ratio of 7:1 has been selected after careful trial as the most suitable. There is nothing what- ever to go wrong and slight wear is self-compensated. Dials have required no adjustment after an experimental run of half a million revolutions.

No. 905. Model A. For 1 spindle (no projections above panel) complete with knob, etc. ... 7 6
No. 907. Model B. For 5/ and 7 spindle (one- hole fixing condensers, etc.) complete with knob, distance ring, etc. ... 8 6

Write for a copy of our latest 100-page catalogue, sent free on request.
October, 1925
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Cam-Vernier—the master-patent, for efficient fine control.

Since the commencement of the Broadcasting era, no more useful or more popular device has been introduced than the Polar Cam-Vernier principle—which has added infinitely to the simplicity of fine tuning, and appeals to any listener who appreciates soundness of design.

The Polar Cam-Vernier Device (Patent No. 17838/25) is illustrated diagrammatically above. This diagram shows: (A) the "driven" member—coil-holder or condenser, etc.; (B) the friction disc; (C) the centre spindle and rotating plate carrying pin (D) engaging in slot in intermediate plate; (E) the cam, integral with the intermediate plate, carrying an eccentric pin which engages in slot in driven member A. This device, which occupies less than 3/16 inch in thickness, gives 10 degrees of "vernier" movement (about 1 to 8) at any portion of the sweep—at the end of which the positive movement operates.

The 'Polar' Cam-Vernier Variable Condenser embodies the principle described above—both rough and vernier adjustments being registered on scale. The vanes are designed to give true square-law readings when working with parallel capacities (e.g., self-capacity of inductance coil) and scale readings are continuously proportional to wavelengths. Single-hole fixing: low-loss ebonite end-plates .001 mfd., 12/6; .0005, 11/6; .0003, 10/6.

The 'Polar' Cam-Vernier Coil-Holder is made in three types: Type "J," the most popular, made of best grade ebonite, nickel-plated fittings; can be locked in positive drive by pulling knob outwards; two-way 6/-, 3-way 9/6. Type "N" has in addition a rotary movement as well as swing, giving extremely fine variations from close-coupled to right-angled loose position; 2-way 11/-, 3-way 17/-. Basket-coil Type—lighter in construction—2-way 4/6; 3-way 7/-.

Sold by Radio Dealers everywhere. In case of difficulty write to:

Radio Communication Co. Ltd.
"How can I cut out interference?" is a question constantly asked. With the progress of broadcasting the problem of selectivity is becoming increasingly important, and the broadcast listener is beginning to realise that it is better to lose a little in signal strength provided a big gain in selectivity is obtained, rather than to receive strong signals together with perhaps even stronger interference.

Effective Signal Strength

In short, the effective strength of a received signal is simply the ratio of signal strength to interference. It is only necessary to compare the effects of a loud signal accompanied by interference from a multitude of spark stations with a weak signal together with a reasonably silent background, to realise the truth of this statement.

Some wish simply to be able to cut out the powerful local station in order to receive other more distant ones, while on the other hand, many are unable to obtain satisfactory results from the nearest station on account of local interference, such as spark jamming from ships. This applies particularly to those listeners living near the coast.

It was with the object of satisfying the requirements of those who desire selectivity combined with simplicity that the receiver described in this article was designed.

Simple Control

I have always been of the opinion that to appeal to the majority the number of controls must be a minimum, and some considerable thought was expended in the choice of a suitable circuit. Since long-distance reception is desirable, in fact, almost essential, it seemed necessary to employ a stage of high-frequency amplification, which, in addition to extending the range, would at the same time tend to increase selectivity. Again, many listeners require loud-speaker reception from at least one station, hence a stage of low-frequency amplification was indicated.

The Circuit

The circuit finally chosen was one described by Mr. John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E., in an article entitled "Trap Circuits," in the February issue of Modern Wireless (Vol. iv., No. 1), and is shown in Fig. 1.

I have called the receiver the "Coastal Three" because I consider it to be eminently suitable for those living at a distance from the coast where interference from ships is bad.

The aerial coil consists of an aperiodic coil of comparatively few turns and has coupled to it a coil L2, tuned by a 0.0003 μF variable condenser. The effect of coupling L2 to L1 may be regarded as equivalent to turning the aerial circuit into a single tuned circuit, but the net result is a great increase in selectivity, without the disadvantage of an increase in the number of controls. Tuning is therefore precisely the same as in the case of the ordinary conventional three-valve circuit employing one stage of high-frequency amplification but very much more critical. The decrease in signal strength is only slight, and the receiver is very suitable for those who are unfortunate enough to reside in a district where interference is bad. Reaction is employed on to the anode coil and this has the advantage of minimising radiation should the receiver be in an oscillating condition.
Adequate control of oscillation can be obtained by means of the potentiometer.

Constant Tuning
Since the method of tuning is independent of aerial characteristics, any variation in the aerial constants will not appreciably affect the condenser setting, hence the receiver can be calibrated with a practical degree of accuracy by receiving three or four stations, and in this way determining the approximate positions of others, whose wavelengths are known, by interpolation. Plug-in coils are employed so that the set may be used for the reception of 5XX in addition to those stations working on the ordinary broadcast band.

Components Required
One cabinet, mahogany, 16in. by 8in. by 7 in. (inside) with loose baseboard (Camco).
One ebonite panel 16in. by 8 in. by 4 in. (Paragon).
Two 0.003 µF variable condensers square law pattern (Erganic Electric Co.).
Three dual filament rheostats (L. McMichael, Ltd.).
One potentiometer (L. McMichael, Ltd.).
One two-coil holder, type R (Burne-Jones & Co.).
Three "anti-pong" valve holders (Bower-Lowe Co., Ltd.).
One 0.003 µF grid condenser and 2 µA grid leak (L. McMichael, Ltd.).
One coil plug, baseboard mounting type (Burne-Jones & Co.).
One trap coil, size A/T to clamp on to existing coil, and also one size D/T for 5XX if required (Gambrell Bros., Ltd.).
A quantity of square bus-bar wire (Sparks Radio).
Two angle brackets, a few 4BA screws and nuts, and a short length of flex.
A set of Radio Press panel transfers.

Mounting the Components
The mounting of the components upon the panel is particularly simple in this receiver, since the filament rheostats and the potentiometer are of the one-hole fixing type. In the case of the two variable condensers, which are secured by means of a three-point suspension, a drilling template is supplied, so that the position of the spindle hole having been marked off, it is only necessary to prick through the centre marks on the cardboard template to determine the points of
which the fixing holes are to be drilled. It is as well to mention that this should be carried out with great care, since a slight inaccuracy may render the mounting of the condensers somewhat difficult. The three filament rheostats and the potentiometer require a 1⁄8 in. drill, and the operation of drilling these large holes is simplified if small pilot holes are run through first. The two-coil holder is placed on the centre line of the panel and may with advantage be used to form its own template.

Baseboard Lay-out

Turning now to the disposition of the components upon the baseboard, these are not placed in position to any fixed dimensions, but the constructor should follow the lay out shown in the wiring diagram Fig. 3, since the general scheme was decided upon after much careful thought.

The terminal strip on the back of the baseboard can be obtained engraved and ready for use, or it can be made by drilling seven holes one inch apart and half an inch from each end of a 7 in. by 2 in. by 1⁄2 in. ebonite strip.

Wiring up the Set

Having now drilled the panel and mounted the components upon the baseboard, the next operation is to commence wiring up the set. Before securing the panel to the baseboard join up the filament rheostats with a length of square section wire as shown in Fig. 3, this particular lead being rather difficult to solder when once the panel is mounted. A good plan is to solder all the inside leads, working gradually towards the back of the baseboard, and starting with the filament connections to the valve-holders. Always take care to allow ample clearance in the immediate neighbourhood of the valve-holders, for the valves themselves to be inserted. This applies also to the leads near the aerial and trap coils. Lack of care in this respect may cause certain important leads to be damaged in removing the valves or coils while in use. In soldering cleanliness is an essential factor and provided a really hot iron is employed there should be no difficulty.
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If other than a resin flux is used it is good practice to clean up all joints, in order to prevent corrosion, with methylated spirit.

Operating the Set

First connect the aerial, earth and telephone leads to their respective terminals and join up the L.T. battery. Place the valves in the valve little practice is necessary at first. The best size of reaction coil should be found by experiment, the two sizes mentioned being tried to commence with. Any good general purpose valve can be used in the receiver and that in the H.F. socket might be one specially designed for H.F. amplification. For loudspeaker work a small power-valve worked with the H.T. voltage and grid bias which the makers specify will be found an advantage.

Test Report

The receiver was carefully tested upon an aerial, 100ft. in length and 33ft. high (average), at a distance of 15 miles from 2L0. London was full loud-speaker strength and during the ordinary programme Bournemouth, Newcastle, Birmingham, Belfast, Aberdeen and Glasgow, together with a number of Continental stations, were received at full telephone strength. The coils, used were a Gambrell a/T and "C" for the aerial and trap circuits with a "C" in the fixed socket of the two-coil holder and a "B" for reaction. During a test at midnight all of the B.B.C. stations with the exception of Cardiff were logged, Bournemouth on a wavelength of 367 metres (774.7 Kc.) was separable from 2L0 on a wavelength of 363.5 metres (724.8 Kc.), Manchester could be heard with 2L0 in the background, and the ratios of their respective strengths when tuned to Manchester I should put down as Manchester three and 2L0 one. The wavelengths were announced during the test.

Receiving 5XX

In addition to the thorough test on the broadcast band, the receiver was employed upon several occasions for receiving Daventry on the loud speaker. Using a D/T coupled to a G coil for the aerial and trap circuits respectively, with an F as anode coil and an E for reaction 5XX came in at full loudspeaker strength, suitable for a large room. Of the numbered coils a No. 250 would be correct in the anode socket and a No. 100 or 150 should suffice for reaction. It will be noticed that I have not included H.T. shunting condensers in the receiver itself, the reason for this being that I consider these to be essentially part of the H.T. unit.

Practice Necessary

Any tendency to oscillate can be controlled by means of the potentiometer, rotating it anti-clockwise increasing it and vice versa. Tuning will be found very sharp, and some

There is ample clearance for valves of all types.
MOST people who have used valve receivers and amplifiers in the last three or four years are familiar with a very objectionable feature of some types of valves. Certain disturbing noises are produced under various circumstances. When a valve is "flicked" with the finger a sound is started in the telephones or loud-speaker which may continue for a few seconds. When the amplifier is knocked, again the noise is obtained. Generally when the amplifier is subject to any form of vibration or movement, noises are produced in the loud-speaker or telephones, which tend to destroy the quality of speech or music which is coming through.

Another feature which is noticeable is that sometimes when one speaks loudly or sings in the neighbourhood of the amplifier, again this noise is produced. The banging of a door will also sometimes produce it. Sometimes this noise becomes very bad, and perhaps the worst feature from the broadcasting point of view is that the loudspeaker produces sound waves which are sufficiently powerful to act on the valves and cause vibration, which again produces these microphonic noises. When this happens, a continuous howl washes out any reception of telephony. This is microphonic noise in its worst form. These noises can be produced whenever there is mechanical vibration or direct mechanical shock, and thus for broadcast reception the problem is divided into two parts, either when the mechanical shock is produced direct, or when it is produced by sound waves, particularly from the loudspeaker.

**Dull Emitter Valves**

Troubles with microphonic noise have been more pronounced since the introduction of dull emitter valves. Of course, the noises can be obtained with bright emitter valves, but it is due to the introduction of the dull emitter type of valve that the noise has become serious. However, the trouble is not pronounced with all types of dull emitter valves (but depends on the thickness of the filament to a very large extent).

We must now ask ourselves the question why noises are produced when the valve is subject to shock or vibration.

**The Cause**

We must consider which parts of the valve are set in vibration. This question will be answered in the following paragraphs, but in the meantime supposing that any single part of a valve is subject to vibration, we must consider how this can produce microphonic noises, or, in other words, how this can cause a note to be produced in the telephones or loudspeaker? The reason appears to be as follows:

The characteristics of valves depend upon the shape and disposition of the various electrodes. It is the function of valve manufacturers to know precisely how the change of electrodes can alter the characteristics of valves, so that they can produce valves with any desired characteristics. We will refer to one example in this connection. This is the case of the influence of the grid mesh.

**Spiral Type Grids**

We can consider grids of the spiral type. The closeness of this spiral as regards winding controls the lateral position of the characteristics. Referring to Fig. 1, two characteristic curves are shown. The characteristics which are shown are the grid-volt, anode current characteristics. The curves are for a fixed anode voltage and for fixed filament current. The two curves AB and CD are almost identical, except for the fact that one is to the left of the other. The difference is accounted for by the fact that in the case of the curve AB, the mesh of the grid is comparatively open, and in the case of the curve CD, the mesh is comparatively close.

These examples tend to show that the shape of the electrodes controls the characteristics of the valve. Other examples could be given, such as, for instance, where one displaces the filament somewhat, inside the grid. Thus, whenever there is mechanical motion of any part of the electrode, the result is that we move immediately to another characteristic, keeping the anode voltage and the filament current constant. If we move from one...
characteristic to another, this usually results in giving different anode currents. Changing the anode current suddenly produces a noise in the telephones or loud-speaker. Thus we see that relative mechanical movement of the electrodes will produce noises in the telephones or loud-speaker, and thus we can account for the production of microphonic noises due to the shaking of a valve or to mechanical vibration produced by sound waves.

**A Serious Problem**

The annoyance produced by microphonic noises is very considerable in private houses, but there are conditions where these noises are very serious indeed. There are many conditions where the amplifier is necessarily subject to a considerable amount of vibration. In my recent capacity as technical head of the Wireless Laboratories of the Royal Air Force, the problem was very serious indeed, for reception in aircraft is by no means under ideal conditions. There is continual vibration of the aircraft, and this must be kept from the amplifier as much as possible.

In the Royal Air Force the problem assumed very serious dimensions, and it was necessary to attack the problem fundamentally. It was necessary to work in close touch with valve manufacturers in order to produce the best type of valve which would be least disturbed by microphonic noises. It was further necessary to perform all types of tests with valves which had been produced.

**Apparatus Designed**

The members of my staff who were principally engaged on this problem were Captain H. L. Crowther, M.Sc., who is now with Radio Press, Ltd., and Mr. B. Williams, B.Sc. The apparatus about to be described for investigating microphonic noises was suggested and made in the first place by Mr. Williams. This apparatus was designed in order to determine the actual frequencies which produced microphonic noises, and further to discover which portion of the valve was responsible for producing the worst type of noise.

We know that mechanical jars produce the noises. Sometimes the noise produced is of the nature of a "ping" which appears to be of a definite frequency. At other times, the sound appears to be a mere noise without any specific single frequency. It is necessary to determine whether there is any definite frequency of vibration which will give the noises, and thus it is essential to have an instrument whose frequency can be altered continuously so that we can obtain any frequency we desire. We can then make the valve vibrate at any particular frequency to see whether any resonance effect can be obtained.

Various musical instruments exist which will give a variable frequency.

**The Monochord**

The instrument suggested by Mr. Williams consists of a stretched string, which will give frequencies from a low value of about 50 vibrations per second to a high value of the order of 2,000 or 3,000 per second. This instrument is called the Monochord. Many musical instruments depend upon the use of stretched strings. The frequency or pitch of a note produced by a string depends upon three factors: first, the mass of the string per unit length; secondly, on the amount of tension; and, thirdly, on the length of the string.

These principles are well known, and can be readily appreciated by reference to the violin. There are four strings on the violin, the string giving the lowest pitch being the heaviest one, and that giving the highest pitch being the lightest string, and thus the first principle is illustrated where the pitch is controlled by the weight of the string.

**Adjusting the Pitch**

Again, in order to adjust the pitch of the string, pegs are provided on the violin which can stretch the string to any required tension within limits. In order to raise the pitch of a particular string, it is necessary to stretch it a little more tightly. The third principle is also readily appreciated by reference to the violin, because the fingers of the left hand are used in order to stop the string at any particular point and thus to make the string essentially shorter. By shortening the string in this way a higher note can be obtained. With the violin, of course, a bow is used to produce the sound. With a monochord, however, a bow is usually not used, but the string is usually flicked by the finger.

**Description of the Monochord**

The Monochord, then, is essentially a string which can be stretched to any required tension, and which can have its length altered to any required amount. Fig. 2 illustrates the essential features of the monochord. There is a baseboard XY, which is screwed down upon a table. The string is fastened rigidly at one end, V, and at the other end there is a tension apparatus, A, so that the string can be stretched as much as required. Bridge pieces C, D and E are shown, each of which is variable in position, so that any required length can be obtained.

**Investigating the Noises**

In order to investigate the microphonic noises of a valve, all that we require is to place the valve
with its valve holder on one of these bridges, and this is shown in the figure at the bridge, EF. Into this small board EF is screwed the valve holder, into which is put the valve G. We thus have a portion of the string DE, which can be altered in length by moving one or both of the bridges. Also the tension of the string can be altered by tension screw A. Thus we can obtain any frequency we require within limits, and by moving the bridge piece E or the bridge piece D, we can get any required length between these two bridge pieces. By suitable adjustments a wide range of frequencies, say, from 50 to 3,000 per second, can be obtained. In order to appreciate the microphonic noises the valve G is made one of the valves of an amplifier. For preference the valve should be in the detector position of the amplifier.

Method of Operating

The method of operation is now to flick the string between the portion DE by the finger and to move one of the bridge pieces D or E until some pronounced microphonic noise is obtained in the loudspeaker. The baseboard XY is calibrated so that the length between the two bridges can be measured, and the actual frequency can then be obtained by adjusting the length between the two bridge pieces to get a note of the same frequency as that of a standard tuning fork whose frequency is known.

Then the length for a standard frequency is known, and thus the frequency for any length between the bridges can be calculated by the use of the formula which determines the frequency \( n \) in terms of the length \( l \), the tension \( T \), and the mass per unit length, \( m \). This formula is:

\[
\frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{T}{m}}
\]

(being measured in centimetres, \( m \) in grams, and \( T \) in dynes.)

A photograph of the apparatus as used at the Royal Air Force Establishment is shown in Fig. 3.

Instead of flicking the string with the finger it is possible to excite it in a much more convenient manner. This is done by using a string of magnetic material such as iron or steel, and placing the magnets of the telephone head receivers immediately under the string, as shown in the photograph. This telephone headpiece is now excited by the low frequency hummer, which is an oscillating valve circuit arranged to give low frequencies of the order required.

Results

Some most remarkable results have been obtained. It was found that for any particular valve at least four different frequencies combined to give the microphonic noise. For two valves of the same type these frequencies were never the same. The frequencies varied from about 1,000 to about 50 per second. It was found that these notes were also fairly selective, and as the string was altered in length by altering the distance apart of the bridge pieces, the microphonic noise was not
It was very soon discovered that the disturbance in the form of microphonic noise came principally from the filament and from the filament supports. This was due to three different causes: First, the pitch of the note produced; secondly, the amplitude of the note; and thirdly, the persistence of the note. In some valves the note persists for many seconds, whereas in others its duration is small. The duration depends on the damping of the vibrations. One of the ways of having considerable damping is to have as little elasticity in the filament and in the support as possible. As regards the filament this depends on the temperature, the higher the temperature the less the elasticity constant. When the note produced is of a frequency below about 100 per second, the influence on speech is not serious, and in fact when below about 30 per second it has no appreciable influence at all. The disturbance becomes serious when the pitch of the note is above 200, and thus the chief feature on which to concentrate are the filament and the filament supports.

Oscillograph records were also taken of the microphonic noise, but this did not add very much to our knowledge except as regards the frequency. The actual frequency of the note produced was identical with the frequency of the Monochord required to give resonance.

Conclusions Drawn
We shall now enquire how this information can be used to enable us to avoid as much microphonic noise as possible. The first conclusion to draw is that it is necessary to prevent as much as possible, the vibration of the parts of the valve as possible. The anode and its supports must be as rigid as possible, thus tending to prevent any mechanical vibration being conveyed to the anode. The same remarks apply to the grid. Valve manufacturers should pay very careful attention to this point of design.

Further Considerations
As regards the filament and its supports, the problem is not quite so simple. It is, of course, possible to pay some attention to the filament supports, and these should be as rigid as possible. This is a point about which manufacturers may have some doubt, because they think it is necessary to allow the filament supports to have some form of movement in order to allow for the sag and general change of length in the filament due to change of temperature. In fact, patents exist for supports in the form of springs to take up the change in length when the filament is heated. This applies however more particularly to transmitting valves. As regards the filament itself, we shall discuss this in the following. The next point which arises is that it is advisable to design the valves in such a way that any mechanical vibration which can be obtained is of as low frequency as possible. Our investigations show that if the frequency is below 100 the microphonic noises, as a rule, are not serious.
Thick and Thin Filaments

We have seen that the pitch of a note produced by a string depends upon the mass per unit length, and thus if we can have a thick filament the note would be lower provided that the tension were not too great. It is obvious why the microphonic troubles have only become serious within the last three or four years, because some dull emitter filaments are essentially thinner than those of bright emitters. The tendency has been to attempt to obtain filaments which will give the required emission with as low a filament current and filament voltage as possible, and thus to make it possible to use low capacity accumulators or even dry cells to heat the filament. This has led to valves being made with very thin filaments. Some dull emitter filaments are thoriated, and this does not account for the filament being much thicker. Another form of dull emitter filament is the coated type, and this is automatically heavier, as the active material is put on to the metallic filament. In general practice it is found that coated filaments do not produce the same amount of microphonic noise as the thoriated filaments.

Filament Tension

The filament must have some tension in order to guarantee that as it changes in length owing to heating it will not sag on to the grid. Thus the manufacturers have a very difficult problem to solve in order to guarantee that the filament will just have the correct tension to prevent it from sagging on to the grid and at the same time will have small enough tension in order that the pitch of the note shall not be too high. The problem is again made more difficult for the manufacturer because he does not know what the tension will be when the filament is heated.

Elasticity and Temperature

Another point of interest is that the metallic filaments have a considerable amount of elasticity, which quality varies with temperature. At the very high temperatures which are used for bright emitters, the elasticity is considerably less than at ordinary temperature. At the temperatures used for low temperature emitters, or dull emitter filament, the elasticity is greater than for bright emitters. The temperature for the dull emission filaments of the thoriated type is of the order of 1,300 to 1,400 absolute, and of the bright emitter receiving valve of the order of 2,000 absolute. For transmitting valves the temperature might be of the order of 2,500 and 2,700 absolute.

As regard the question of making the electrodes as rigid as possible, various suggestions have been made from time to time. One suggestion was made by Captain S. G. Frost to keep the filament support and the grid rigidly attached together. In this case, of course, insulation has to be provided between the grid and filament support.

In some cases, again, the filament is supported at the middle in addition to the end supports. This, again, helps to keep the natural frequency of the filament low, as less tension should be necessary in such cases.

Minimising Existing Defects.

Up to this point we have discussed how microphonic noise can be minimised, by paying careful attention to the design of the valve, and we have seen that a certain amount can be done in this respect though practically impossible at the present moment to eliminate it completely without using very thick filaments, which is not always advisable, as these consume too much current. As so many listeners already have valves which have this microphonic noise, the problem is being attacked from another point of view by various manufacturers. In this case the existence of the microphonic noise is accepted, and attempts are made to prevent mechanical vibration from reaching the valve. In some cases rubber is placed between the valve and the valve cap, and in fact various forms of spring or padding are used in this way. In other cases the valve holder is mounted on a spring, so that the vibration of the amplifier is kept to a considerable extent away from the valve itself. In other cases the whole amplifier is often suspended on springs.

These devices only deal with the type of microphonic noise which is produced by mechanical shock or mechanical vibration. They do not deal with the question of the noise being produced by sound waves from the loud-speaker reaching the valves. Whenever this type of noise is produced, the only remedy at present appears to be to cover up the valve in order to prevent the sound waves from striking it.

We have discussed at some length the objectionable features of microphonic noises. It is possible, however, that these objectionable features from the reception point of view might become of great importance in other ways, and in fact suggestions have been made to use valves as microphones. It is possible to conceive conditions in which valves may be so designed that sound waves impinging on some parts of the valve may cause parts of the valve to vibrate with the sound waves, and thus cause the anode current to vary. This would then give a microphone, which is an instrument for converting sound energy into electrical energy.

The apparatus for testing microphonic noises which has been described here is quite easy to construct, and experiments with it are full of interest.
Those Figures

I wonder why these mathematicians must keep on butting in. Not so long ago wireless was an interesting and straightforward science such as a self-respecting man might study in his leisure moments. But now you are always finding yourself up against the most horrible things. You start an article the first page of which is splendidly interesting. Then you turn over and you find at the top of the next: ‘Hence it is obvious that

\[ \frac{Ex}{Ez} = \frac{nK^2}{t^{1-n}K^3} \quad \ldots \quad (1) \]

or something of that kind. That ‘obvious’ is insulting. The thing is not obvious. It is far from it, to me at any rate. I have a sort of idea that the fellows who indulge in these rows of figures do so simply in order to get out of some nasty fix in which they find themselves. Having no reasonable explanation on a certain point to offer they simply say ‘It follows obviously that …’ and then comes a mass of figures and of mathematical signs. They feel quite sure that they are safe since readers will lack either the ability or the energy to probe deeply into these things. Mathematics are certainly most useful in this way; I find them of the utmost assistance when I want to stave off those who put awkward questions. In case you do not know it, I give you the tip here and now free gratis and for nothing, you can prove conclusively that A would win by something over 11 yards whilst actually he would probably be beaten into seven different kinds of cocked hat, for A is obviously a long distance merchant whilst B is a sprinter of prowess. Even if you change A and B into racing motor-cars your mathematics are still as misleading as ever since in one race A’s carburetter is probably a little wonky, whilst in the next B’s suffers from semi-paralysis of the baffle-shaft or something of that kind.

Calculations

Mathematics would be all right if, everything always behaved exactly as it ought to. One of the great joys of wireless is that nothing ever does. You may calculate, with the aid of reams of paper, that in order to receive a certain station to the best advantage your frame aerial must point just so many degrees east of true north whilst for a second station it must be turned a good way from this bearing in one direction or the other. Actually you will find as likely as not that in both cases it has to be pointing towards the fire-place. This may offer an explanation of why it is that wireless reception is so much better in winter than in summer. In warm weather the waves go cavorting about simply anywhere thoroughly enjoying the genial temperature. But in winter they feel the pinch of cold, and seeing a chimney, they say to themselves ‘Ah, that means a fire and a nice warm room’ and
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so I can now, in time, really understand a slide rule.

Elementary Principles

It struck me some time ago, after having watched him make use of it, that the slide rule must be a splendid time-saver. I therefore purchased one at great expense and obtained also a little book of instructions in the art of using it. Having read the booklet through, I came to two conclusions: (a) that there was something in this slide rule and (b) that to master it I would entail a lifetime's work. However, I took the thing round to my mathematical friend one night and asked him to tell me all about it. He readily agreed, little realising what he had let himself in for. At the end of a week I had thoroughly grasped the elementary principles of the thing. I could multiply 17 by 42 or divide 195 by 5, not taking more than ten minutes to produce the answer in either case.

Practice Required

At the end of another week I was juggling with decams and decimals and things. My friend was delighted with my progress. He assured me that now I had got the hang of the thing speed was only a matter of practice. I practised so hard that I wore out the first slide rule and had to buy another one. If it had not been that I never could remember whether you read off the answer under the 1 or scale C or over the 1 on scale D, I think that I should have become in time really expert on slide rule.

Mathematics and Design

I need hardly say that my friend Professor Goop is an ardent and convinced mathematician. None of his great inventions ever assume concrete form until everything has been calculated and mathematically to unnumbered places of decimals. If, for example, it is a question of a new circuit, the Professor calculates with the utmost nicety the position that each component of the components must occupy in order that there shall be no interaction between them. He then calls in Poddleby and myself to help him to make up the receiving set. As he is rather short-sighted and things, my mathematical friend one night, and I shall lecture to a crowded hall at the end of the S.O.S. call, distracts the Professor's attention by reading on his toe or something of that kind, and in the meantime I find a convenient home for L2. And

Aids to concentration.

so the set gets built, and it works perfectly as all Professor Goop's sets do, thanks largely to Poddleby and myself. When we test it out he leaves the marking out of the components must occupy everything is just as it should be."
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New Words

Other fellows that I have no patience with besides mathematicians are those who will strive to invent new terms for the mental undoing of would-be students of wireless. Here I think we are up against sheer jealousy. The actual expert fellows are those who are really getting on to top things they invent a lot of new terms which they drag into their writings by the scruff of the neck in order to perplex and bewilder them. They are frightfully fond of things ending in -ance. Provided with a wet towel and other aids to mental concentration you master reluctance and reactance and impedance and capacitance and inducance. And then one day they hurl admittance at you, like the proverbial half-brick at the stranger's head. I suppose that they coined that term just to show that they do not want you and me to enter their sacred precincts; it was doubtless suggested by the well-known notice "No Admittance Except On Business."

The Hero of the Hour

Some day I shall offer to read before one of the learned societies a paper upon The Metagalabulous Promulgance of Exoneme Imbulations. They will accept, of course, for the title of the paper will be sufficient to show them that they are in for something special in the way of a mental feast. I shall lecture to a crowded house using nothing whatever that like those contained in my title, and they will sit nodding their heads and wafting their beards and applauding loudly whenever a pause in my discourse occurs. And the next day you will see in the papers glowing reports of my remarkable new discovery. No one will be quite sure whether it is a wireless direction finder, or a new constellation, or a safety signal devices for railways or a cure for bunions; but that will not matter. I shall become the hero of the hour; smudgy photographs will appear in all the daily papers and I shall receive the first class of the Order of the Bearded Goat from the Emperor Awakia. Meanwhile I would just like to place on record my own disgust with those who make still thornier the thorny path of wireless. In case you do not know it, the unit of disgust is the peha. The LISTENER-
This receiver is specially suitable for the long-distance enthusiast. By careful design losses have been kept to a minimum, and the selectivity is such that Bournemouth can be easily separated from 2LO at a distance of 10 miles from the latter station, when using a large and efficient outside aerial.

How many amateurs have been requiring a really powerful "DX" set for long-distance reception of stations on the broadcast band? Not a few, I expect; but I doubt whether many have realised their ideal in practice.

Essential Qualities

Let us examine the main essential qualities which such a receiver must possess. First and foremost we must have selectivity of a fairly high order, not merely a "general selectivity" sufficient to separate distant stations operating on fairly close wavelengths, but "special selectivity" which will enable the set to be worked to best advantage on a large outdoor aerial in close proximity to a main broadcasting station, and yet be capable of receiving stations working on wavelengths near to that of the main station.

Secondly, the set must be easy to control, tuning controls being limited to not more than two dials.

Thirdly, there must be fine control of reaction.

Lastly, we must limit the number of valves, say, to three or four, unless it is possible to use the more elaborate equipment of the superheterodyne.

Degree of Selectivity

If, then, we fix an approximate degree of "special selectivity," say, the complete elimination of London on full power without the use of a wavetrap, at 10 miles on a large outdoor aerial when receiving Bournemouth on the loud-speaker, we see that to combine all these qualities successfully in one
receiver we have set ourselves no small task.

**Simple to Operate**

This task is somewhat simplified if we concentrate solely on a receiver for one band of wavelengths only, in this case the 200 (1.507 Kc.) to 600 metre (4097 Kc.) band.

In this connection I have been carrying out a considerable amount of experiment with various sets and circuits for the purpose, and it is no exaggeration when I say that the receiver illustrated in the photographs is fully capable of doing this, and can honestly be said to comply with the conditions specified above.

The set is remarkably stable, simple to operate, and the reaction is delightfully smooth to night, direct on the loud-speaker without preliminary tuning with the headphones. In its present completed form the set possesses the same capabilities.

**The Circuit**

Consider the actual circuit diagram shown in Fig. 1. Here we have a "semi-aperiodic" aerial coil consisting of only 25 turns of wire on a small former loosely coupled to the grid inductance of the H.F. valve. Now the grid circuit of the H.F. valve is a circuit where there is little damping and this we can appreciably reduce; so it is an advantage to use here a low-loss single-layer coil with air spaced windings and remove any further damping as far as possible by the action of the grid battery.

The question now arises as to what form of inductance to use in the grid circuit of the detector valve. In *Wireless Weekly*, Vol. VI., No. 17, Mr. A. D. Cowper, M.Sc., has shown that the grid circuit damping of a detector valve operating on the leaky grid condenser method of rectification is of a fairly high order, equivalent in fact to an H.F. resistance of around 50 to 60 ohms.

**Coil Considerations**

Thus, apart from any other considerations, it does not seem worth while to go to the extent of using a low-loss coil here, and a plain single layer solenoid wound on a dry cardboard or ebonite tube is indicated. The great point is to avoid capacitative coupling handle. The receiver should therefore prove extremely popular with those enthusiasts who are keen on long-distance or DX reception of broadcasting stations, unhampered by the working of a powerful local station.

**Capabilities**

When the set was finally completed in its experimental form I was agreeably surprised at the results, and found no difficulty in tuning in such stations as Bournemouth, Newcastle, Glasgow, Belfast, Birmingham, Brussels, Hamburg, Munster, and other Continental and B.B.C. stations at full loud-speaker strength, on a good making the grid adequately negative by means of the grid battery connected as shown.

The H.F. valve must be coupled to the detector valve in such a manner that in these conditions the circuit is perfectly stable, and I have found that the method shown gives the best results. A good high-frequency choke is included in the anode circuit and what would have been an H.F. transformer is turned into another "semi-aperiodic" primary again loosely coupled to a tuned grid circuit of the detector valve. A stopping condenser $C_4$ is provided to prevent shorting the batteries between $L_4$ and $L_3$. I have tried several forms of inductance for $L_4$, and find that a small basket coil of few turns placed at the end of $L_4$ gives the best results.

**Reaction**

Where shall we provide reaction is the next question to be settled. We have seen that the damping in the grid circuit of the H.F. valve is fairly low, and full advantage is taken of this fact to obtain selective tuning. In the grid circuit of the detector valve the damping is fairly high, and this is a convenient place to apply reaction. This is done by a combination of magnetic...
Fig. 2.—This wiring diagram may be obtained as a full-sized blue print, price 1s. 6d. post free (Blue Print No. 1300).
and capacity coupling as shown in the diagram.

Arranging the Coils
We now encounter a further difficulty, for we have two inductances to mount in the same set.

Tuning Range
Now a word as to tuning ranges. In Wireless Weekly, Vol. VI., No. 23, and in previous articles in the same journal, I discussed the effects of stray capacities in relation to tuning ranges and gave practical details of experiments carried out with a view to showing the order of the maximum range possible, using only one fixed coil and a variable condenser. The values of inductances and condensers specified here are based on these experiments, and there will be no difficulty in covering the whole of the 200 (1499 Kc) to 600 metre (499.7 Kc) band with sufficient working overlap. I have also erred on the side of generosity in the number of reaction turns and the size of the reaction condenser, so that, while still giving the fine control necessary, there will be no difficulty in securing oscillation of the detector valve. It is interesting to note that the method of obtaining reaction and the design of the circuit largely preclude the possibility of much radiation from the aerial due to self-oscillation.

Further, if the sizes and numbers of turns in the coils $L_1$ and $L_2$ are carefully followed, the condenser readings on the tuning dials will be substantially the same on each for any given wavelength.

Stability a Feature
The whole circuit is so stable that I have put 100 volts on the first H.F. valve with more than 14 volts negative grid bias, and the control is still quite normal.

Fig. 3.—The filament rheostat $R_1$ controls the H.F. and detector valves. Ask for blue-print No. 130a price 1/6d. post free.

Fig. 4.—Details of the second grid Inductance and the reaction coil $L_4$. The small basket coil $L_5$ is shown separately on the right.

Panel Layout
As to the layout of the actual set I have followed the conventional American practice now very popular in this country, with the result that a symmetrical and pleasing panel layout is possible. The three dual type rheostats are along the bottom of the panel, and the first grid tuning condenser, reaction and second grid condenser dials along the top, reading from left to right. The aerial and the earth terminals are on the left, telephone terminals on the right; while the battery terminals are carried on a strip at the back of the base-board.

Below a complete list of components required is given, and if you have not had much experience in set building, and operation, I would strongly advise you to adhere strictly to these components. More experienced and discriminating constructors have ample selection in the choice of components.

Components Required
One ebonite panel, 21 by 7 by \(\frac{1}{4}\) in. ("Radion," American Hard Rubber Co.).
The terminal strip at the back of the baseboard eliminates unsightly battery leads from the front of the set.

One Collinson low-loss former, 5 by 3¾ in. diameter.
Two 0°005 µF variable square law condensers (Collinson Precision Screw Co., Ltd.).
One 0°005 µF variable (square law) condenser, geared (G.E.C.).
Two H.F. chokes (Lissen, Ltd.).
Four “Clearer tone” valve holders (Benjamin Electric, Ltd.).
Two H.F. chokes (Lissen, Ltd.).
One 0°005 µF variable (square law) condenser, geared (G.E.C.).
Two L.F. transformers, 1st and 2nd stage (Gambrell Bros., Ltd.).
Three dual-type filament rheostats (L. McMichael, Ltd.).
One grid condenser, and grid leak mounting (Dorwood Precision).
One grid leak 2M Ω (Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd.).
Two clip-in condensers, 0°1 µF mounted, and 0°02-0°06 µF with clips (for L.S.) (L. McMichael, Ltd.).
1½ in. ebonite tube, 2 in. diam., and 5 in. ebonite tube, 2½ in. diam. (both as thin as possible, say, ½ in.).
Four large terminals and one No. 1 terminal strip.
Small strip of ebonite, 2½ in. by ½ in., wood screws, angle brackets; square wire for wiring; 2 oz. No. 22 d.c.c.; ½ oz. No. 24 enamal and ½ lb. No. 20 enamel.

One suitable cabinet (Carrington Mfg. Co.).
One 1½-volt dry cell (Ever-Ready, type UV 1).
Radio Press Panel Transfers.

Construction.

In the construction of the set no great difficulty should be experienced; the actual set took about a day or a couple of evenings to make after all the preliminary experimental work and the design had been completed.

The coils are, perhaps, best made first. When the Collinson former has been assembled, secure one end of the No. 20 enamel in the two small holes provided in one end ring and wind on 70 turns, having previously inserted the glass disc supplied with the former in the centre of same. The windings should be put on tightly, and the wire carefully straightened as the winding is proceeded with. Finally secure the other end of the wire in the second end ring.

Twenty-five turns of No. 22 D.C.C. are then put on the ½ inch length of 2-inch ebonite tube, the ends of the wire being simply secured through a pair of small holes at each end of the tube. This constitutes the coil L3, and is simply placed on the glass disc inside the low-loss coil L2, which has just been made.

The second grid inductance, L4, consists of 70 turns of No. 22 D.C.C. wire on the 2½-inch tube. When this has been put on, 45 turns of the No. 24 enamel are wound continuously with this first winding, and in the same direction. This constitutes the reaction coil, L5.

Mounting the Coils

The small basket coil L3 has ten turns of No. 22 D.C.C., and is wound on a former 2 inches in diameter.

The L3 winding is started about ½ inch from one end of the 2½-inch former, and the other end of same is bared and twisted round the bared end of the wire which forms the beginning of the reaction coil, for about ½ inch, and finally soldered. This constitutes the tapping point, which is connected to LT negative.

This whole coil is secured behind
The use of a geared condenser enables a delicate control of reaction to be obtained.

After a final clean up of all the wiring and components, the transfers may be affixed to the panel where desired.

**Preliminary Tests**

There is ample choice in the selection of valves, and I would recommend two of the dull-emitter '06 type for the H.F. and detector, such as the D.E. 3 or B.T.H. B 5 type, and two small power valves, such as the B.T.H. B6 type, if dull-emitters are used for V1 and V2 in the two L.F. stages.

As high an H.T. voltage as possible within the limits specified by the makers should be used on the first valves (H.T. + 1), such as 80 volts.

During the preliminary tests, first see that the set oscillates (you can tell this by the rushing sound and the faint "plonk" in the phones when the dial of the centre condenser is turned to the right). There should be no "backlash," i.e., when the set just starts oscillating it should stop when the condenser is moved back just a degree or so and not require the dial to be rotated back very much. Suitable adjustment of the H.T. + 1 voltage and the filament current of V1 will ensure that this is so.

Do not expect to tune in stations by swinging the dials; this is fatal, as tuning is remarkably sharp. A little practice will soon enable you to acquire this fine sense of tuning.

In conclusion, I should very much like you to write me if you try this set, as it will give a good indication of the popularity of sets of this description and be helpful in the design of future receivers.

**Test Report**

I shall not say much about the test report, since I have already given an indication of the capabilities of the set. I do not want to give any false impressions as to its possibilities, since conditions vary to such a large extent in various localities, but would rather that readers judge the receiver on its own merits.

**A SAFEGUARD.**

When ordering goods or corresponding with wireless firms be sure to use one of the special order forms inserted in this issue.

**NOTE THE GUARANTEE.**
A talk on the Design of an Important Component.

The high-frequency transformer, as a popular instrument in amateur design, dates from the introduction of the plug-in type by Mr. Burbury, of Criggleston, near Wakefield, an enthusiastic and experienced amateur. Mr. Burbury sent a number of his own make of plug-in transformers to Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton, who, after confirming many of Mr. Burbury's experimental results, presented a paper before the Radio Society of Great Britain in 1921.

Early Forms

Prior to this time the high-frequency transformer had not proved very popular, and probably the most efficient design existing at that time was the type used in Army apparatus during the war—an ebonite barrel with a number of slots cut in it and with the slots filled alternately with primary and secondary windings. All the primary windings and all the secondary windings were respectively in series. By adopting this form of construction a good tight electro-magnetic coupling between primary and secondary was secured without too much trouble from capacity effects.

The Plug-in Type

Mr. Burbury's high-frequency transformers were ingeniously adapted to plug-in to an ordinary valve socket, a method of fitting which has been very widely copied. In form, they were of the disc type, similar to that shown in Fig. 1, the primary of the secondary being tuned with a variable condenser. It must not be forgotten that at the time of the introduction of these transformers, short waves such as we know them to-day, were rarely used and broadcasting was but a vague possibility. Amateurs devoted most of their time to the study of longer waves, and it was very rarely that any wavelengths below 600 metres (499.7 Kc.) were considered of interest. For this reason it was possible to market a number of tapped transformers designed 'to work without any variable condenser across primary or secondary winding, and arranged to have tappings on wavelengths which were popular at that time. An excellent transformer which

I used with considerable satisfaction in those days, is that illustrated in Fig. 2, and made by Messrs. H. W. Sullivan. There were four tappings connected to a stud switch. The first stud covered on 600 metres (499.7 Kc.), and when so used the transformer gave excellent amplification for ship signals. On the second stud the Hague concert could be heard, the third tapping had a peak on the Eiffel Tower wavelength, and the fourth (very flatly tuned), gave quite good amplification on even the longest waves.

With the introduction of Mr. Burbury's plug-in transformers experimenters soon found that here was a way of getting excellent high-frequency amplification on the amateur band, which was then a thousand metres (299.8 Kc.). When Croydon started, however, on 900 metres (333.1 Kc.), it was found that the thousand metre (299.8 Kc.) amateur telephony often gave considerable interference, particularly on Sunday afternoons. A drop was then made to 440 metres (681.4 Kc.), and here also the plug-in transformer proved very serviceable.

The Barrel Type

The next step forward was probably the introduction of the plug-in transformer of the barrel type, suggesting in its appearance a combination of the Burbury type with the older Army design. This type of transformer was brought out by Mr. Hesketh, and had as a distinctive feature the "staggering" of the slots, the slots for the primary winding being much deeper than those for the secondary winding. In this way the capacity effects between windings were still further reduced. I think I can claim to be the first to popularise this type of transformer, for it was an essential part of the first of the "Transatlantic" designs, which I described in this magazine about two years ago. This type of transformer has been very extensively reproduced by other manufacturers, but it is only right that Messrs. McMichael should be given the credit of first introducing it.

An interesting modification of this design was described in Wireless Weekly some time ago by Mr. Donald Straker (see fig. 6). Dis-
tinctly improved results, both in sharpness of tuning and general efficiency, were obtained with this type of transformer, for as the illustration shows, there is a minimum of solid dielectric in the field, and the winding is not in any way bunched together. This transformer is, as Mr. Straker pointed out, a modification of my X coil design, which was first described in Wireless Weekly.

The Honeycomb Type

Before leaving this branch of the subject it would be a serious omission if I did not mention the plug-in transformer made by the Igranic Electric Co., and illustrated in Fig. 7. This was probably the first high-frequency transformer sold in this country to have a fairly thick wire for its winding. It is wound in the honeycomb fashion, similar to this Company's coils.

Available Components

In this brief survey of the history of the high-frequency transformer I have purposely omitted reference to anything other than the components generally available to the home constructor. Many commercial sets have, of course, special transformers wound to suit the particular instruments; and, of course, the tapped transformer, another means of covering a wide wavelength with variable condenser, is still available in a number of commercial forms.

American Lessons

My visit to America proved to me conclusively that if we are to equal with British apparatus the selectivity obtainable with the transformers sold in America which are comparable in quality of reproduction to the majority of those sold here, and as to valves, there is greater uniformity in the British product than in the American, quite apart from the fact that we here have a much greater variety to choose from.

A Useful Instrument

The plug-in high-frequency transformer, as it is available to-day, has proved a most excellent and helpful instrument in the development of the art. Without it I doubt whether the average experimenter would have had any appreciable success in high-frequency amplification. But with the rapid multiplying of stations, and the fact that many of us have to do our work near a station of much higher power than that of the average American broadcasting station, makes it necessary to have the highest selectivity if we are to enjoy long distance reception. Before proceeding further in this article, I would like to direct attention to one or two aspects of high-frequency amplification which we must bear in mind in considering transformer design.

The Main Problem

In an efficiently-designed receiver, if both grid and anode circuits are tuned to the same frequency, and no special form of damping is introduced into one or the other, then self-oscillation will occur. If, by connecting the aerial to the grid circuit (or the anode circuit, for that matter), we bring into action the damping of the aerial, then this will serve to check self-oscillation, and in many cases to stop self-oscillation entirely. A grid current set up by losses set up by grid current. The best known method of effecting this is to connect a potentiometer into the grid circuit so that a varying degree of positive bias may be placed on the grid. Another method is to introduce resistance in the plate circuit or the grid circuit (often unconsciously done by the home builder) in winding coils of very fine wire, or by placing them in such a position that eddy currents set up in adjacent metal work give the equivalent of resistance in circuit. All these methods are what may be termed "loss" methods, and every one of them has the effect of considerably reducing the selectivity of the set; while the selectivity of the set suffers far more than most home constructors, and even commercial builders, imagine. It is, of course, useless to utilise low-loss coils in those circuits when we are deliberately introducing losses in other directions.

Inefficiency

Some high-frequency transformers, wound with fine wire in multi-layer formation, are very inefficient. I carried out an interesting test the other day with a commercial type of plug-in transformer, using it as a "coupler" (aerial and grid coils). The circuit used is shown in Fig. 4. Compared with a good quality plug-in coil (commercial make), the signal strength obtainable was only about one-third, which shows how far we can go in improving our high-frequency transformers, both in sensitivity as well as selectivity.

I have come to the conclusion that efficient high-frequency transformers can be developed with the secondary wound as a single layer, the wire for this winding being of fairly
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heavy gauge compared with that now used. In short, we short make low-loss high-frequency transformers. A further important point is the coupling between the primary and secondary. The tighter the coupling within limits, the greater the tendency for feed-back between circuits. The coupling can, as a matter of fact, be

In short, we short make low-loss high-frequency transformers. A further important point is the coupling between the primary and secondary. The tighter the coupling within limits, the greater the tendency for feed-back between circuits. The coupling can, as a matter of fact, be

A Suggestion

In my opinion the best method is one which enables the user to change valves if necessary without upsetting the whole design, and the neutralising portion should be made adjustable for this purpose. Another very important point in high-frequency transformer design is the question of capacity coupling between primary and secondary. Great improvements will be found by making the primary winding geometrically small compared with that of the secondary. The capacity coupling between primary and secondary windings in high-frequency transformers in this country is one of their chief disadvantages, and I am at present carrying out experiments with a new type of transformer which will be even simpler to manufacture than the present kind, and in which the chief difficulties are overcome. Meanwhile this article is intended to be suggestive to experimenters by pointing out the way in which developments are likely to take place.

Fig. 8.—A modification suggested by Mr. D. Straker.

loosened to such a degree that practically all tendency to feedback disappears. When this point has been reached, however, there is considerable loss in signal strength. By tightening the coupling and getting better signal strength, we increase the tendency to self-oscillation; but this again can be checked by one of the several neutralising methods now available. Many neutrodyne sets neutralise on the Hazeltine principle, which is so well-known in the United States; but most of them have the disadvantage that the neutralisation has to be carried out very accurately to suit the particular valve supplied.

In working out neutralising arrangements, do not forget that the less capacity shunted across the transformer windings, the greater the tendency to self-oscillation. For this reason a set with the ordinary form of Hazeltine neutrodyning is generally less sensitive on the upper part of the tuning scale than on the lower.

A Suggestion

In my opinion the best method is one which enables the user to change valves if necessary without upsetting the whole design, and the neutralising portion should be made adjustable for this purpose. Another very important point in high-frequency transformer design is the question of capacity coupling between primary and secondary. Great improvements will be found by making the primary winding geometrically small compared with that of the secondary. The capacity coupling between primary and secondary windings in high-frequency transformers in

Fig. 7.—The honeycomb type.
ONE hears a good deal of discussion at the present time of the "selectivity problem," but it does not seem to be generally realised that from the practical point of view it is convenient to regard this problem as being divided into two parts.

Two Classes

First, there is the question of what is sometimes described as "general selectivity." By this phrase is meant the power to separate distant stations from one another, and further, the power to receive any given distant station with a relatively small amount of spark and other miscellaneous interference. Secondly, there is "special selectivity," by which is meant the power to shut out a single powerful local interfering station, in order to receive more distant stations transmitting on near-by frequencies.

"Special Selectivity"

At first sight this would appear to be a "distinction without a difference," but as a matter of fact it is very convenient to regard the problem as being divided in this way. To achieve the degree of "general selectivity" needed to separate fairly distant stations whose frequency difference is more than the usually accepted minimum value of 10 kilocycles is not a very difficult matter, and it is fairly easy to design a set which will do this, but to achieve the amount of "special selectivity" which will suffice to shut out a powerful local transmitter such as a broadcasting station, to so effective an extent as will permit of the reception of quite distant stations on near-by frequencies, is a problem of a very different order of difficulty.

The Wave-Trap Method

It is, therefore, natural that there should be a considerable attractiveness about the wave-trap method of obtaining "special selectivity," although perhaps it is not quite correct to describe this as a method of obtaining selectivity at all, since it is really purely a matter of shutting out one particular station. Most experimenters no doubt have tried the various types of wave-traps, as they have been described in the past, and with varying success, since there can be no doubt that the behaviour of any one of the majority of such traps varies considerably on different aerials and earths. The particular type of tuner incorporated in the receiving set with which the trap is used also appears to have some influence.

An Effective Type

The type of trap which is to be described in this article appears to be one of a degree of effectiveness and reliability very much above that of most of the well-known ones, and I would strongly commend it to the notice of all those who desire to achieve what has been called "special selectivity." Now, one of the most effective of the simple circuits for obtaining a good degree of "general selectivity" is that in which what is known as the "aperiodic aerial" arrangement exists. The aerial circuit in this scheme consists merely of the aerial, a coil of some suitable number of turns, and the earth, no means of actually varying the tuning being provided. More or less closely coupled to this primary circuit is a sharply tuned secondary circuit, in which a fairly good degree of selectivity is usually obtainable.

Simplicity

A special type of wave-trap has been developed by Mr. A. D. Cowper for
Theoretical Considerations

When this acceptor circuit is tuned to resonance with the frequency of the incoming oscillations, these undesired oscillations will pass through the acceptor without producing any difference of potential across its ends, so that, in theory, no current can pass through the primary winding of the tuning arrangement, and nothing can be transferred to the secondary. I have emphasised the words "in theory," because to achieve such a desirable end the acceptor circuit must possess zero resistance, and this, of course, is not obtainable in practice. However, by using a good condenser and low-loss coil, the resistance can be kept low, and a good degree of interference elimination achieved. It is, of course, to be understood that this trap can be set to eliminate only one station at a time, and, therefore, it can only give selectivity of the "special" type.

Fig. 1.—The wave-trap may be cut in and out of circuit by means of the switch S.

use in conjunction with all such circuits, including under this heading the aperiodic aerial type, the auto-coupled circuit, and the Reimartz arrangement. This trap I have found extremely effective and dependable with a great variety of arrangements, in addition to which advantages it possesses the very great one of notable simplicity of construction and operation. The trap arrangement consists simply in placing in parallel with the primary winding to which reference has been made a coil and condenser in series with each other, constituting what is known as an "acceptor" circuit.

Fig. 3.—Showing theoretically how the instrument would be connected to a simple neutralyne circuit.

Components

To construct the instrument the reader will need the following components or their equivalents of similar good make:

1. Ebonite Panel, 5in. by 8in. by 3in.
2. Cabinet to take the above panel, arranged vertically, with a space of 8in. available inside from back to front. (Burne-Jones & Co., Ltd.)
3. Two-way Switch (Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd.)

Fig. 2.—With the switch arm to the right the trap is in circuit.

The Coil

The coil is wound with a total of ninety-five turns, and provision is made for varying the number of turns in circuit, by the following arrangement. At turns 70, 75, 80, 85, and 90, a point upon the wire is bared and to this is soldered a short piece of tinned copper wire with the end left projecting about half-an-inch. To any one of these ends the tapping clip mentioned in the list of components can be attached.
and this clip is carried on the end of a piece of flexible wire, whose other extremity is soldered to the moving plate terminal of the variable condenser. After the coil has been wound, it is mounted upon the 7 in. by 2 in. strip of ebonite, which is in turn attached to the upper part of the panel by means of the two brass brackets, in the manner illustrated in one of the diagrams.

Operation

The wiring-up of the trap will be found a very simple matter, and until you find the one at which the extinction point seems to be sharpest and most definite. This will probably give you the best results in practice, but it is as well to carry out the test very carefully again when some distant station has been tuned in, which is normally badly interfered with by the local station, noting upon which tapping point the best results seem to be obtained. It is, of course, understood that any alteration of the tapping point and consequently of adjustment of the trap condenser may slightly upset the calibration of the receiver itself. In general, the best results will be obtained by using as large a number of turns as possible in the trap coil, with a fairly small setting of the trap condenser.

Operation

The wiring-up of the trap will be found a very simple matter, and until you find the one at which the extinction point seems to be sharpest and most definite. This will probably give you the best results in practice, but it is as well to carry out the test very carefully again when some distant station has been tuned in, which is normally badly interfered with by the local station, noticing upon which tapping point the best results seem to be obtained. It is, of course, understood that any alteration of the tapping point and consequently of adjustment of the trap condenser may slightly upset the calibration of the receiver itself. In general, the best results will be obtained by using as large a number of turns as possible in the trap coil, with a fairly small setting of the trap condenser.

Results

As regards the actual results which can be obtained with a trap of this type, it is, of course, impossible to speak very definitely, since they will depend to some extent on the locality and the efficiency of the aerial with which the instrument is used, and, of course, upon the actual degree of selectivity possessed by the receiving set. With a set of quite indifferent general selectivity, at a distance of only seven miles from the new 2LO station, I find it quite an easy matter to obtain good signals from Bournemouth without any interference from London, and also, I think, without any loss of signal strength. With a set of fairly high general selectivity it is possible to obtain clear and undisturbed signals from Manchester, without very much difficulty in operation.
The Valve as a Rectifier

by JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART,
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

There are innumerable valve users who have only the most remote ideas as to how a valve acts as a detector. It can act in two or three different ways, and each is explained in this article.

I

N almost every valve set a valve detector is used, and even when a crystal is used as a detector instead of a valve, one or other of the valves of a receiver is often acting unintentionally as a rectifier. This rectification is the cause of much distortion and unless it is eliminated it is not possible to get pure reception, hence the great importance of the whole problem of rectification in a wireless receiver.

Little Progress Made

I have previously expressed my views regarding the inefficiency of the valve as a detector. It has hardly progressed for the last 20 years since Fleming first used a two-electrode valve containing a filament and a plate as a means of obtaining rectification.

Not only has the problem of rectification never been seriously tackled by investigators, who have been far more concerned with amplifying methods, but there have been practically no published facts regarding any efforts in this direction.

The Grid Condenser Method

To-day we use the grid condenser method of rectification which, as a matter of fact, was invented by Dr. Lee de Forest in 1907. He used a grid condenser, and it is said that he obtained the leak effect by making the condenser leaky by moistening across its terminals with the aid of his finger.

Whether this story is true or not I cannot say. The chance of the "leak" drying up seems very great! Whether de Forest really understood what he was doing is very doubtful, but it is interesting to recall that the grid condenser made its appearance in the first three-electrode valve patent in this country. At any rate, the honours of the grid condenser and leak go to America in any case, because there is a patent dating back to October 29th, 1913, by Alexander of the Radio Corporation of America which not only specifies the grid condenser and leak but also gives an explanation of its operation.

A Neglected Subject

During the last year I have probably interviewed at least 500 applicants personally for staff appointments in the Radio Press, and of these only an extremely small fraction could explain how a valve acts as a detector; "I know how it does, but I cannot explain it;" is the usual reply. As a matter of fact, the question is the first one which is put to an applicant for a post in my organisation, so that those who have any ambitions in that direction may care to study this brief résumé of the subject.

The fact of the matter is, that detectors are taken for granted, always have been, but will not be in the future, if our new Elstree laboratories have anything to say in the matter. The rectifier valve is the weakest link in the reception chain. We can amplify high-frequency currents relatively easily and we can amplify low-frequency currents to any extent we desire, but we can use normally only one detector and a bad detector will spoil the whole reception.

The Fleming Valve

The incandescent filament valve using two electrodes is generally recognised as being the first commercial valve detector.

The Fleming valve was used by the Marconi Company and at the beginning of the war numerous sets used this method of rectification.

Although it might appear that a discussion of the ordinary two-electrode valve as a detector is dealing with an obsolete subject, yet on the contrary it is vital to enable us to understand the action of the common form of detection used to-day. The whole question of rectification may be dealt with assuming certain broad facts which are quite sufficient for the purpose of a simple, easy and fairly accurate explanation of the valve acting as a detector. I propose to adopt this plan in the present article and

Fig. 1. An explanatory diagram of a two-electrode valve.

Fig. 2. Increasing the value of B1 increases the current through the galvanometer I.

Fig. 3. When alternating potentials are applied across A and F the resultant current through I is in the direction of the arrows.
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The Brandola!

Experts in radio acoustics since 1908

To capture an electrical impulse and transform it to audible sound is easily accomplished in this age of advanced radio. To reproduce that sound in its original purity and texture, without a suggestion of alien influence is quite another matter. Our long and intimate association with the "voice of radio" has, of course, necessitated minute and exacting study of acoustics—the science of sound.

Radio acoustics is the science of transforming the electrical impulse into audible sound, and Brandes have been engaged in this absorbing study of real reproduction of voice and music since 1908. The expert knowledge thus accumulated shows itself in the unique principles embodied in the Brandola, our latest and most perfectly developed Speaker.
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The Brandola will be for those who demand supreme performance. Its large adjustable diaphragm gives new rounded fulness to the low registers and new clarified lightness to the high, together with luxuriant depth of volume. Special constructional features ensure greatest volume with minimum current input and exceptional clarity over the full frequency range. The semi-goose neck born has a distinguished "antique finish," and is constructed of non-resonant material which defeats harsh or metallic resonance. The base is of polished walnut with electro-plated fittings. Substantially, yet elegantly built, the Brandola will harmonise effectively with any decorative scheme. Height 26½ ins., diameter of bell 12½ ins.

Ask your dealer for the Brandola.

Brandes

Three other famous Brandes products.

The Table-Talker

Re-designed goose-neck horn which produces clear, more rounded and mellow tones. Constructed of special material which defeats any suggestion of metallic resonance. The adjustment lever, located at the rear of base, controls the volume and sensitivity. 18" high, diameter of bell 10".

Matched Tone Headphones

Every pair of Brandes' phones is matched in tone by special apparatus so that the two receivers produce exactly the same sound at the same instant. Comfortable and light in weight with clutch on headband giving perfect adjustment to any head. Included in the leading types of completely equipped receiving sets.

Audio Transformer

Ratio 1 to 5. Developed along state-of-the-art engineering lines to give high amplification of applied voltage with straight line amplification - frequency curve. Well protected mechanically with shielding such that interaction is eliminated. With outside soldering tabs, screw terminals and screw mounting base. On comparative test the extra volume and clearness of this transformer are immediately noticeable.
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to follow it at some future time by a more detailed examination of what I might call the special refinement. An extremely full explanation of valve rectification from several angles, both in two-electrode valves and three-electrode valves, is given in my book: "Thermionic Tubes in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony." Although this book gives a very detailed account, yet I propose to draw on a method of explaining which is given in my "Elementary Text-Book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes," a work of a much simpler character.

**A Two-Electrode Valve as a Detector**

Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically a filament F and anode A which constitute the simple two-electrode valve. Within the bulb are two-leading-in wires S1 and S2, between which is stretched the tungsten filament F. Near to F is a plate A, from which is taken a wire which passes through the bulb B. The filament is shown heated by an accumulator B1. If the plate A were left disconnected, the electrons E from the filament would simply float around near to the filament and then return to their source. If, however, we connect (as in Fig. 2) a battery B, and a galvanometer or other measuring instrument I across the plate A and filament F, electrons from the filament F will pass across the space to the plate A and so round the external circuit which is usually termed the plate or anode circuit. In the figure the resistance R1 is connected in series with the filament to enable the current through it to be varied; by this means we can vary the temperature of the filament and, therefore, the number of electrons emitted from it per second. The plate A is given a positive potential by means of the battery B2, and it is this positive potential which attracts the negative electrons given off by F. The plate A is called an electrode, and since it is given a positive potential it is called an anode; the term anode is preferable and is becoming more common than the word plate, which really means a disc, whereas anode is applicable to cylinders. The external circuit is usually called the detector circuit. The filament F is sometimes called the cathode, since it is negative with respect to the anode, and electron repel each other, whereas they attract each other if of opposite sign. Since there is no anode current whatever when the anode is made negative, we call the arrangement a valve. The valve only allows electricity to pass from the filament to the anode. No electron current can pass from the anode to the filament, since the anode is cold and does not emit electrons. The two-electrode valve is a device which is said to have unilateral conductivity since it conducts only in one direction.

**The Effect of Alternating Potentials**

Fig. 3 shows a circuit which demonstrates very clearly the valve action of a two-electrode vacuum tube. Across the plate A and filament F of the tube is connected a source L.F.A. of alternating current and a measuring instrument such as a galvanometer I. The source L.F.A. may be an alternator. Whatever the nature of the source may be, it will make the anode A alternately positive and negative with respect to the filament F. When the anode A becomes positive, electrons pass from F to A round through L.F.A. and I back to the filament. When the next half-alternation is supplied by L.F.A., the anode A is made negative and no current whatever flows through the valve. We thus see that positive half-cycles will produce a current through the valve but negative half-cycles will produce no current. The current through I will consequently take the form of a series of impulses of direct current always flowing in the direction of the arrow head; thus, whereas we started with alternating current we have now obtained a direct, although fluctuating, current by means of the valve.

**A Practical Case**

Looking at Fig. 3, we may imagine the source of alternating current L.F.A. to be the receiving circuit of a wireless station. The incoming currents will be of an alternating nature, but instead of being of low-frequency they will usually be of a frequency of the order of a million. Nevertheless, the action of the Fig. 3 circuit remains exactly the same whatever the frequency of the alternating currents applied across the anode and filament. The current passing through the galvanometer I will
always be a direct one. Since the galvanometer will not respond to each impulse, it registers the average current.

**Actual Reception**

Fig. 4 illustrates a wireless receiving circuit in which we use the circuit of Fig 3 with incoming signals acting in place of L.F.A., and a pair of telephone receivers taking the place of T. The usual form of coupled circuit is shown. The aerial contains an inductance L, shunted by a variable condenser C. To the coil L, is coupled the inductance L, which is shunted by a condenser C.

**The Circuit**

The closed receiving circuit L, C, is connected across the anode A and filament F of the two-electrode valve, the filament of which is heated by current from the accumulator B, which has in series with it a variable resistance. Between the negative side of the condenser B and the lower end of the inductance L, is connected a pair of telephones T of high resistance (usually about 4,000). Shunted across these telephones is a fixed condenser C.

**The Telephone Condenser**

The action of this circuit is briefly as follows: When spark signals are being received, the oscillations in the circuit L, C, take the form shown in the top line of Fig. 5. Each spark produces a group of waves which increase in amplitude up to a certain point and then die down again. The oscillations are called damped oscillations, and it will be seen that these currents apply alternating potentials to the anode A of the two-electrode vacuum tube or valve. The half-oscillations (or half-cycles) above the line, make the anode A positive with respect to the filament; consequently, a flow of current takes place round the anode circuit at each positive half-cycle. The negative half-cycles (those beneath the line) make the anode A negative with respect to the filament; as a result, the anode repels electrons and no current flows round the anode circuit. The action of the condenser C, must now be explained. If the telephones were disconnected entirely, the high-frequency potentials supplied by the oscillatory circuit L, C, would still be communicated to the anode and filament of the valve, since condensers, while acting as insulators to direct current, will allow alternating currents, particularly if they are of high-frequency, to pass through them. For each positive half-cycle on the anode there will be a flow of electrons to the anode round the anode circuit, through L, and on to the left-hand plate of the condenser C, but the second positive half-cycle may again make the anode positive and cause a further flow of electrons round the anode circuit and into the condenser C. We will thus see that during each wave-train or group of oscillations the condenser C will gradually get charged up to a high voltage owing to an accumulation of electrons on the left-hand plate. Since, however, the telephones T are connected across the condenser C, the store of electricity in C flows round through the telephones thus discharging the condenser C and giving a signal in the telephones.

**A Reservoir Action**

Since the telephones, connected across the condenser C, are of high resistance, it is not likely that much current passes through them except when the wave-train is finished. While the condenser C, is being charged up, it is, however, also being discharged to a certain extent by the telephones T. The action of the condenser C, is, therefore, somewhat similar to that of a reservoir which is being filled up by a stream and which has water taken from it through the main outlet pipes. Even if we eliminate the condenser C, the telephones will be shunted by the self-capacity of the windings and leads.

**Diagrammatical Representation of Rectification**

Fig. 5 illustrates very clearly how the circuit of Fig 4 operates. The top line shows two groups of incoming waves which produce similar oscillations in the aerial and the closed receiving circuits. The second line shows how the negative half-cycles are ineffective since only the positive half-cycles produce high-frequency impulses of direct current which charge the condenser C. The bottom line of Fig. 5 shows the impulses of fairly steady direct current which pass through the telephones T. The impulses of direct current shown here are really the average effect of the high-frequency direct impulses of the second line.

If we removed the telephones out of the Fig. 4 circuit the condenser C, would continue, being charged up so that the left-hand side became negative and the right-hand side relatively positive. When the voltage across C, equals the amplitude of the signals in the circuit L, C, the condenser C, will no longer charge up but will remain in its charged condition. Under these circumstances...
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Enormous interest is being shown by wireless users in the new GECOPHONE Low - Loss Slow - Motion Variable Condenser. Never before has any condenser permitted of such a fine degree of selectivity in tuning.

The large control knob, together with the patent micrometer movement, makes this extremely delicate tuning possible. Rotating in the same direction as the dial, the knob allows the setting to be altered to such a minute degree that the dial movement is almost imperceptible—and so in the most crowded wave-length band it is possible to separate stations with remarkable ease.

Ask to see the GECOPHONE Low-Loss Slow-Motion Variable Condenser at your dealer’s.

Other unique features:

1. The patent reduction mechanism gives micrometer adjustment without backlash, and a dead silent velvety movement in operation.
2. Insulation of fixed plates outside electrostatic field reduces dielectric losses to a minimum.
3. Minimum capacity is lower than in any other type.
4. Hand capacity is entirely eliminated.
5. The condenser is adapted for one-hole fixing, and can be mounted on a metal panel without insulation.

Sold by all GECOPHONE Service Depots, Wireless Dealers and Stores.

For full particulars of GECOPHONE Components ask for booklet No. BC. 3759.
the bulb B would no longer take part in any rectifying action. This, of course, assumes that the condenser C2 and the rest of the apparatus is so highly insulated that a leakage of the charge in C2 is impossible.

**Experimental Illustration**

An interesting experiment which has been proposed to show the charging-up action of a condenser in a two-electrode valve circuit is illustrated in Fig. 6. We have here the primary T1 of a transformer T1, T2 connected to a source of alternating current A C. The secondary T2 is connected on the one hand to the anode of the two-electrode valve V and on the other side to one plate of the condenser C. The right-hand plate of C is connected to the negative side of the filament accumulator B. Across the condenser C is connected a spark gap S, which may be adjusted to such a separation that a spark will take place when the voltage across the terminals reaches, say, 50 volts. The voltage across the secondary T2 may be, say, 100 volts, while the condenser C may have a capacity of 1 or 3 microfarads. If this arrangement is connected up, the following action takes place. The currents in T1 will be alternating, which means that the anode will alternately become positive and negative with respect to the filament F. When the anode A is positive electrons will be attracted from the negative side of the filament to the anode A, and when the anode becomes negative these electrons will be attracted back to the filament. Thus the anode acts as a condenser and leak method which may be used as a detector. These two voltages therefore oppose each other and, in fact, the voltage across the condenser C is all the time opposing T2, and gradually becomes equal to the voltage applied by T1.

**Sparking Point**

The second positive half-cycle draws up more electrons from the filament which go to charge the left-hand plate of C still more negatively. This process goes on until the potential difference across the condenser C is 50 volts when a spark immediately occurs at the spark gap.

**The Point at which Rectification Stops**

If there were no spark at all, the condenser C would charge up to the full voltage of T2, i.e., 100 volts. Afterwards the valve would no longer be carrying any useful function as a rectifier because the voltage across T2 which tends to make the anode A + 100 volts is counteracted by the voltage across C which is trying to make the anode A -100 volts. These two voltages therefore oppose each other and, in fact, the voltage across the condenser C is all the time opposing T2, and gradually becomes equal to the voltage applied by T1.

**MODERN WIRELESS**

**H.F. Currents most Important**

In actual practice, of course, we are not particularly anxious, in the ordinary wireless receiving circuit, to rectify low-frequency alternating currents, but we are interested in rectifying high-frequency currents because they cannot directly operate telephone receivers or similar instruments.

I now propose to discuss the question of the three-electrode valve as a detector and use the explanations I have already given in connection with the two-electrode valve.

**The Three-Electrode Valve as a Detector**

There are three essential methods whereby a three-electrode valve may be used as a detector. These are:

1. By working the valve at a bend in its characteristic curve.
2. By taking advantage of grid currents in the valve.
3. By the use of the grid condenser and leak method which is a development of the second method.

I will deal with these three methods in turn.

**Anode Current Rectification**

This is the name given to the method of rectification which depends upon a non-symmetrical change in the anode current for equal changes of grid voltage. When receiving wireless signals we can assume that negative and positive half-cycles of oscillating current are of equal amplitude. These, if applied to a valve which is acting simply as a perfect amplifier would result in a similar high-frequency output current which, however, would be of greater amplitude. It is not generally realised that the grid condenser method of rectification depends upon the valve acting as a perfect amplifier, i.e., a non-distorting amplifier in which positive and negative half-cycles of equal strength are equally amplified. When using anode current rectification, however, we may assume that the input positive and negative half-cycles are of similar values, and that rectification is obtained by an alteration in their effect on the anode current passing through the telephones. If, for example, we arrange that +1 volt...
produces a bigger anode current change than \(-4\) volt, then by applying our oscillating current to the grid of a three-electrode valve we can produce a low-frequency variation of current through our telephones. We talk about valves acting as rectifiers on the incoming oscillations. To be exact, however, a three-electrode valve as a whole never does actually act as a rectifier of the original currents, as is the case with a crystal detector. In the latter case the crystal itself actually rectifies the high-frequency alternating currents and the resulting direct currents are used to work the telephones, or other apparatus. In the case of a valve operating on the anode current rectification principle, the anode circuit is quite distinct from the grid circuit and the oscillations in the grid circuit may not be altered in any way whatsoever when using this method. The grid is really acting as a means of controlling the anode current, the grid circuit and the anode circuit being absolutely distinct. The best explanation is obtainable by looking at the characteristic curve of a three-electrode valve.

**Working on the Bottom Bend**

Fig. 7 shows a typical characteristic curve, and we know that there is a bend near the point C, and a bend near the point G. If we now work the valve at the point C by placing \(-4\) volts on the grid, incoming positive half-cycles will move the representative point up to D and produce a large increase of anode current, whereas negative half-cycles will produce small decreases of anode current. A positive half-cycle of \(1\) volt would cause the anode current to increase from C (0.04 milliam) to D (0.08 milliam), whereas a negative half-cycle of \(1\) volt will cause the anode current to decrease from C (0.04 milliam) to B (0.02 milliam). The increase for every positive half-cycle is, therefore, 0.04 milliam, while the decrease for each negative half-cycle is 0.02 milliam. The result is that, as the high-frequency alternating currents are super-imposed on the fixed potential of \(-4\) volt on the grid, the mean or average change in the anode current will be an increase. When signals cease, the anode current, of course, returns to its normal value of 0.04 milliam. During the reception of signals the average current rises to some value between the points C and D. These increases will be produced during each group of incoming waves and a click will be produced in the telephone receivers if they are connected in the anode circuit of the valve.

**A Simple Receiving Circuit**

Fig. 8 shows a simple receiving circuit in which the closed circuit is quite different. A fixed by-pass condenser \(C_2\) may be connected across the telephones or across the negative side of \(B_2\), and the anode side of \(T\). This condenser is not essential.

**Unwanted Rectification**

It is important to bear in mind that rectification with a three-electrode valve will take place under almost any conceivable circumstances, and the beginner will be puzzled by this fact. As long as you have telephones in the anode circuit of a valve, you are almost bound to get signals of greater or lesser strength.

**A Point to Note**

Any of the above-mentioned methods may be taking place, and sometimes all three are taking place at the same time! There is only one set of conditions when rectification would not take place. This place would be somewhere between the points E and F on the curve of Fig. 7. At this point it is possible to obtain practically no rectification at all, and this point is really the ideal one for low-frequency amplification, wherever distortion is to be avoided.

**The Condition for no Grid Current**

An advantage of anode current rectification is that when the operating point of a characteristic curve is produced by a negative potential on the grid, there is roughly speaking no grid current flowing, and in these circumstances the damping of the circuit \(L_1, C_1\) in Fig. 8 is very small. In the case of a crystal detector, the damping introduced into the circuit by the crystal detector is very considerable and affects both selectivity and signal strength. To a certain extent the same effect is obtained when using grid current methods.
Results are only as good as components permit

The results obtainable from any radio receiver are only as good as the merits of the component parts used. It has been demonstrated time and time again that good components are the cheapest in the end.

Sterling components are made to a standard of performance and not to a price. That does not mean that Sterling components are necessarily expensive, but that the price charged for any Sterling component is the lowest fair price at which a component capable of continuously performing its purpose perfectly can be sold.

You are invited to examine and compare any Sterling component at your radio dealers. We are only too willing to let your judgment decide on its design, finish, precision and workmanship. Any user of Sterling components will be willing to speak of their supreme performance.

fit STERLING Components

Including: High Grade Variometers, Square Law Condensers, Intervale Transformers, Reaction Units, Non-Pong Valve Holders and every other conceivable component for the radio constructor.

At your radio dealers.

Announcement of THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED, 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1
Sole Agents for STERLING TELEPHONE AND ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
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Like wine, the Wuncell improves with age—

It is a remarkable fact that the Wuncell—alone among Dull Emitters—actually improves with age. Whereas in most dull emitters the filament loses much of its emission through course of time, that used in the Wuncell actually gains in productivity of electrons. The Wuncell filament is unique. It is built up layer upon layer under an entirely new process. As a result it is exceptionally robust. When next you get the opportunity to examine a Wuncell compare its filament with that used in any other dull emitter—or even in any bright emitter. You will be amazed at its thickness. It is practically as stout as that used in the average bright emitter. Yet its wonderful economy of current will enable a six-volt accumulator (with its cells re-connected in parallel to give 2 volts) to give 70 hours’ use where it gave but 9 before. Couple that exceptional economy with the fact that the filament never gets hotter than a very dull red and you will readily realise that even if Wuncells cost twice as much they would be much cheaper in the long run than any bright emitter. Eventually you’ll use Wuncells—why not begin now? Buy them one by one as your present valves become useless. If they will save you money in a month’s time, they will save you money now.

The Wuncell Dull Emitter
Voltage 1.8 volts. Consumption 3 amp.
Wt. for Detector and L.F. 14/-
Wt. for R.F. amplification 14/-
Wt. Cossor Loud Speaker Valve
Voltage 1.8 volts. Consumption 3 amp.
Price 18/6

Issued by A. C. COSSOR LTD., Highbury, London, N.5

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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of rectification which come under the headings 2 and 3.

A Bend not Essential

Another point in connection with this method of rectification is that an actual bend in the curve, as modified, is not an essential. Any curve, even of a regular nature, will cause rectification. For example, if part of the characteristic curve were shaped like a portion of the circumference of a circle, rectification effects would be obtained; it is not necessary, as many people imagine, that there should be a change in the curvature, although a big change in curvature at a certain specified point is undoubtedly going to give excellent rectification effects, and various attempts have been made to produce such rapid changes in curvature, although without much success. I have, however, heard of a recent valve which possesses distinct advantages over the ordinary type in this respect.

Graphical Representation of Rectification

Fig. 9 shows very clearly what happens in the Fig. 8 circuit, the top line showing two or three groups of incoming waves such as would be produced by a spark at the transmitting station. The oscillations produced in the circuit L, C, will vary the grid potential above and below the normal negative value given to it by the potentiometer. The second line shows how the positive half-cycle produces an average decrease of anode current greater than the decreases due to the negative half-cycles. The anode current variations are therefore of a high-frequency character and resemble more or less the received oscillations. The average effect of each group of oscillations, however, will be to produce an increase in the steady anode current. This increase is shown by a dotted line in the second line of Fig. 9, and the effect on the telephones will be as though direct current pulses were passed through them. This is shown in the third line of the figure.

Using the Upper Bend

Instead of working the valve at a point C of Fig. 7, we can work at the point G or thereabouts. In this case positive half-cycles will produce small increases in the anode current, whereas negative half-cycles will produce large decreases. The effect of a whole cycle or alternation will be an average decrease in the anode current and this will affect the telephones in the same way as in our previous case.

Grid Current Rectification

We now come to another method of detecting wireless signals. In the first method we did not alter the incoming oscillations, but caused them to produce unequal changes of current in a separate anode circuit. To do this, we utilised the change in curvature of the anode current curve. In the method to be described, we work the valve on the straight portion of its curve, but achieve our object by causing the grid potential variations to differ. The positive half-cycles have their amplitude lessened while the negative half-cycles remain the same. This is done by taking advantage of the fact that when the grid is made positive with respect to the anode current curve of a simple two-electrode valve. Now if we connect a conducting circuit across an oscillatory circuit we will lessen the oscillating potential across the latter; for example, if we connected a resistance across a closed receiving circuit the resistance would take current from the receiving circuit and would have a "damping" effect; the potentials across the oscillatory circuit would be less than if the resistance were absent. Now, the effect of a grid current is to damp out to a certain extent the positive half-cycles of oscillating potential applied to the grid of the valve.

An Analogy

A somewhat similar effect is obtained when we connect a lamp, for example, across a series of dry cells; when a current flows through the lamp the voltage across the cells immediately drops. Since the grid current only flows when the grid is made positive, the positive half-cycles never reach their full amplitude; whereas the negative half-cycles are unaffected. We do what is equivalent to partially short-circuiting the positive half-cycle. The conductive path between filament and grid acts as a shunt resistance to the oscillatory circuit L, C, (Fig. 10), which only affects the positive half-cycles. The grid potential, when using this circuit, should be kept in the neighbourhood of zero volts, and the filament current and anode voltage should have such values that the valve is being operated at such a point on the characteristic curve that the anode current travels down a steep straight portion. Such a point is F in Fig. 7.

The Least Effective Method

Positive half-cycles now produce only a small increase in the anode current, whereas negative half-cycles produce a large decrease. The result is an average decrease in the anode current, and this affects the telephones T. A small fixed condenser is usually connected across the primary T of the telephone transformer T, T, and may be connected so as to shunt both the anode battery B, and the winding T'. This method of rectification is the least effective.

Grid Condenser Rectification

The commonest form of a detector circuit works on a rather more complicated principle than the arrangements already described.
The receiving circuit is similar to that of Fig. 10, but between the grid and the top of the inductance $L_1$ is a small fixed condenser $C_2$, usually having a capacity of about 0.0003 μF, or less. Across this grid condenser, as it is called, is connected a high resistance $R_2$ (see Fig. 17). The resistance $R_2$ has in practice a value of between 1 megohm and 5 megohms, a value of 2 megohms usually giving good results.

**Action of Condenser**

Let us first of all consider the action of this circuit without the high resistance or leak. The condenser $C_2$ acts as an insulator to steady currents which might otherwise flow in the grid circuit. The potential of the grid is usually in the neighbourhood of zero volts, or slightly negative. Electrons on their way to the anode pass through a certain extent to the grid which collects them. These electrons charge up the grid, but since they cannot flow through the condenser $C_2$, the grid acquires a slightly negative charge which prevents more electrons from going to it. The effect, then, of putting a condenser in the grid circuit is to give the grid a normal potential which is just sufficient to prevent the flow of any current round the grid circuit. We may say that the normal steady potential of the grid will be equal to that potential which, when connected to the grid circuit (C2 being shorted) would just prevent the flow of a grid current. This potential is usually between zero volts and minus one volt. It is that voltage which, if slightly raised in a positive direction, would start a flow of electrons to the grid. We will assume, for the sake of the following explanation, that the grid potential is normally zero volts, and that if its voltage is raised above the value it begins to attract electrons.

**The Grid**

When incoming signals produce oscillations in the closed circuit $L_1$, $C_2$, the grid will become positive and negative alternately with respect to the filament. This is because the condenser $C_2$, although acting as an insulator to direct currents, will act as a conductor to high-frequency or pulsating impulses. When the grid is given a positive potential with respect to the filament, it immediately begins to attract electrons from the filament, but these electrons remain on the grid and on the right-hand side of $C_2$. These electrons give the grid a small steady negative potential, which remains after the end of the positive half-cycle. The negative half-cycle of oscillating current makes the grid momentarily still more negative, but since no electrons are drawn to the grid, the change in grid potential only lasts during the short period of the negative half-cycle. The next positive half-cycle comes along, overcomes the small steady negative potential on the grid, and raises the grid potential once more above zero. The grid, becoming momentarily positive, attracts a further supply of electrons, which, since they cannot escape, increase still further the negative potential on the grid. At the end of the second positive half-cycle, the steady grid potential will have become still more negative. The process repeats itself a number of times, the grid potential gradually becoming more and more negative.

**Decrease of Anode Current**

At the end of the wave-train, however, there is a comparatively long interval (actually about 1.000th of a second) for the accumulation of electrons on the grid to leak away through the resistance $R_2$. When they have all leaked away, the grid is once more at about zero potential, and the process is repeated as each subsequent wave-train. During each spark at the transmitting station the grid potential gradually drops, and the anode current at the same time decreases. There is, therefore, a click in the telephones for each spark, a note being thus produced when signals are received. Most British valves detect best when the grid circuit is connected to the positive side of the accumulator.

**An Alternative Connection**

Instead of having the grid leak across the grid condenser, it may be connected directly across grid and filament without altering the action in any way. The bottom end of the resistance is connected either to the negative or positive side of the accumulator, whichever gives the best results with the valve used.

**A Graphical Representation**

Fig. 12 shows graphically the process of grid condenser or "cumulative" rectification. The first line shows three groups of damped waves (waves from a station, such as a spark station). The second line shows how at the end of each positive half-cycle the grid potential has gradually fallen. The lowest mean negative potential reached by the grid is always less and cannot be greater than the amplitude of the largest positive half-cycle; a point is therefore reached somewhere between the largest positive half-cycle and the end of the wave-train where the average grid potential ceases to fall. Since it takes a comparatively long time for the electrons on the grid to leak away through the grid resistance, the grid potential is usually between zero volts and minus one volt, which remains after the end of the positive half-cycle.

**The Effect of the Grid Leak**

At the end of a wave-train the grid would normally still be at a negative potential. The anode current which has meanwhile been decreasing, owing to the increasing negative potential on the grid, would also remain at a steady decreased value. Subsequent wave-trains would produce no effect, and consequently the circuit would be useless for receiving wireless signals. It is essential that at the end of each wave-train the valve should be restored to its former positive condition ready for the next group of waves. In order to restore the original conditions, we provide a high resistance which we connect so that the electrons stored up on the grid can leak away back to the filament in time before the next wave-train comes along; we usually connect a grid-peak across the grid condenser. The electrons thus flow through $R_2$ and $L_1$ back to the filament. During the very short period of the wave-train the leak $R_2$ has practically no effect, since its resistance is so high that it takes a very much longer time than the duration of a wave-train for the electrons on the grid to leak away through it.
Sir, you've been looking for me!

RIGHT along you've wished for a better fixed condenser, and now, at last, such an instrument is obtainable. The Efficient Watmel is my name—a better fixed condenser, superior in all the points that make for highest efficiency. Witness my Test Report, it speaks for itself.

Close examination will decide you that I'm the fixed condenser you've been looking for.

Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd.
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"LONDON CALLING THE BRITISH ISLES."

He speaks quite normally and without the least fuss. Very likely he goes on to say "In New York to-day—," or "In Tokyo this afternoon—." Even as he speaks we just give a touch to our "ATLAS" Condenser, alter the micrometric adjustment of our "ATLAS" Coil Stand, perhaps plug in another "ATLAS" Coil, and he gives place to an opera from Germany, or a song from Spain.
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potentials remain at their negative potential for some considerable time. The value of the leak should be such that the electrons on the grid have a sufficient time to leak back to the filament before the next wave-train arrives. In line 2 of Fig. 12 will be seen how the grid potential rises slowly from its negative value to zero volts. All the time that the grid is kept at a negative value the anode current will be reduced, and since the anode current is kept reduced for an appreciable period and to an appreciable extent, the response in the telephones is greater than in the methods of rectification which have been previously described. The fourth line shows the average pulses of current which flow through the telephone receivers.

**The Best Working Point**

Since we desire to get the maximum decreases of anode current for the average decrease in the grid potential we must work our valve somewhere on the steep straight portion of its characteristic curve. The point F of Fig. 7 would be suitable. To obtain the best results with cumulative (or grid condenser) rectification circuits the filament current of the valves should be variable.

**High and Low Frequency Variations**

The grid potential of the valve in Fig. 11 varies in two ways, when signals are received. In the first place, the grid potential is varied at a high-frequency; the frequency of the impulses on the grid is equal to that of the incoming signals. At the same time, however, the average potential of the grid gradually becomes more and more negative during a wave-train. These average decreases in potential occur at each wave-train and, therefore, take place at audio-frequency. Since the anode current variations are cumulative, (or grid condenser) rectification circuits, we get radio-frequency current variations in the anode circuit; but while these are taking place we are getting audio-frequency decreases in the anode current which take place every time the grid falls to a steady negative potential. The high-frequency variations are called the "radio-frequency component" of the anode current, while the low-frequency variations are usually called the "audio-frequency component" of the anode condenser.

**An Example**

It may at first be a little difficult to understand how the two current variations take place at the same time. We may, however, take the analogy of a swinging pendulum. The pendulum may be swinging to and fro very rapidly, but at the same time it may be gradually lowered towards the ground. The rapid sideways movement of the pendulum represents the radio-frequency component, while the slow movement of the pendulum towards the ground is analogous to the audio-frequency component of the anode current. We may also be helped to understand the problem by considering a variable resistance in series with a delicate ammeter which, instead of being supplied with current from a battery, is supplied from direct-current mains. The current supplied by the mains, while being fairly steady, usually varies very slightly at a frequency of, say, 50 times per second. The slight periodic variation is due to the commutator of the dynamo. The ammeter needle, while remaining comparatively steady, will tremble perceptibly. By gradually increasing the resistance the current through the ammeter will gradually decrease, but whatever the current through the ammeter may be, there will always be slight commutator variations which will make the needle tremble.

The commutator "ripple" represents the radio-frequency component, while the slow steady drop in the current through the ammeter represents the audio-frequency component.

**Use of the High-Frequency Component**

In the simple detector circuits which we have so far considered, only the audio-frequency component is used to operate the telephone, which are unaffected by the radio-frequency current variations. In Fig. 11 these latter pass through the condenser C4 and are not utilised in any way. But there are many more circuits in which use is made of these radio-frequency currents.

**An Explanatory Circuit**

A circuit which may help to explain the fundamental action of the "leaky grid condenser" circuit of Fig. 11 is shown in Fig. 13. A two-electrode valve V1 is connected across the oscillatory circuit L2 C2, a condenser C2, shunted by resistance R2, being connected in position shown. A three-electrode valve V2 may be connected across the anode and filament of V1, as shown; but for the moment we will leave out of consideration the valve V2. Incoming signals make the anode of V1 positive and negative alternately. Negative impulses have no effect, but positive half-cycles cause the anode A to draw up electrons from F1, and these electrons accumulate on the anode and on the right-hand side of C2. At the end of each group of oscillations the negative side of C2 and the anode A will have acquired a negative potential with respect to the filament F. In order that this negative potential may leak away before the next train of waves arrives, the high resistance R3 is connected across C2. We can now connect up a second valve V3, to amplify the negative potential on the anode A. This may be done as shown in Fig. 13. At each wave-train the anode A becomes negative, and therefore causes the grid G2 to become negative. The anode current of V3 consequently decreases, and produces a click in the telephones. This circuit is really the same as Fig. 11, except that instead of having a separate anode Al, and a separate filament Fr, the grid G2 acts not only as a means of controlling the current through V1, but as a valve which draws up electrons from the filament.

The valve of Fig. 11 acts as a combination of a two-electrode rectifier and a three-electrode amplifier.

**MODERN WIRELESS**

**The Self-contained Three-Valve Receiver**

Sir,—It may interest you to know that I have just completed the "Self-contained Three-Valve Receiver," described by Mr. John Underdown in the August issue of Modern Wireless.

I have altered the layout slightly in order to put it in a portable form, the size on the panel being 11½ in. by 10½ in. I also altered the wiring of the H.F. transformer to take an Igranic Honeycomb Duolateral transformer.

Using three 1½ v., 3 amp. valves, the last being a power valve with 70 volts on the first two valves and 100 volts on the F,, SXX comes in at loud-speaker strength and Radio Paris at good 'phone strength in daylight. I have not yet obtained a transformer for the lower broadcast wavelengths, so I do not know what the results will be on the lower wavelengths. My aerial is 30 ft. high and 50 ft. long, badly screened, the earth 100 ft. of copper wire buried beneath the aerial. Wishing your papers every success,

—Yours truly,

S. Nino.
Cornwall.
SHARP-TUNING is not generally one of the outstanding features of crystal receivers; in fact, it is well known that one of the disadvantages of this type of receiver is its lack of selectivity. In a great number of cases no attempt is made when designing crystal sets to obtain sharp tuning, ordinary headphone signals only being desired from the local station—a demand very easily satisfied.

Morse Interference

There are, however, several thousands of listeners who are so unfortunate as to reside in areas near the sea or a river, where the reception of local broadcast is very often spoiled by interference from ships.

These people need a selective receiver even to listen to their local station, and it is for them more especially that the set to be described was designed.

Daventry transmissions, I know, offer one solution, but the local programme is often preferred.

The Circuit

The circuit used in this set may be seen in Fig. 1. It will be observed that the aerial circuit is aperiodic, and variably coupled to the secondary coil, which is of the low-loss type, tuned by a 0.003µF. condenser.

The crystal and telephones may be connected across the whole or part of the secondary coil, which is tapped at seven points along its 72 turns. Provision for adding a loading coil for the reception of 5XX has been made in the secondary circuit, and a further position to which the crystal lead may be connected is seen indicated at X. The loading coil plug is placed in this position, and not on the earth side of the coil, in order that when receiving 5XX the effect of tapping the crystal across the low-loss coil alone may be tried.

Three terminals appear on the left-hand side, these being Aerial, A1, and Earth respectively.

The centre terminal, A1, is used when it is desired to receive Daventry, the aerial now being parallel tuned.

Components

The general arrangement of the panel is simple, and lends itself to easy operation of the three adjustments on it.

In order to construct this receiver you will require the following components, and whilst actual names are given, it is not to be understood that the special makes used are essential for successful results; any good quality components will do equally as well, but the quality must be good. Their size, however, will have to be considered if the same size panel is used with them.

1. Ebonite panel, 9 in. by 6 in. (Paragon).
2. Mahogany cabinet to take panel.
4. Shorting plug. (Burne-Jones & Co., Ltd.)
5. 0.003µF. variable square-law condenser (low-loss type). (Jackson Bros.)
THE RIGHT THING in THE RIGHT PLACE

ALTHOUGH the experience of the average man with wireless matters has been comparatively short, it has certainly been intensive. In the summer of 1922 an aerial outside a house was a rarity. In 1925, on the other hand, it is the house without one that is the exception. Literally millions of people nowadays know quite a lot about the theoretical and practical sides of wireless. Above all they now realise that a successful set must be fitted with good condensers, and in every case the name Dubilier is generally recognised as the hallmark of condensers both fixed and variable, Anode Resistances, and Grid Leaks, and other similar products.

In the illustration above, we show some examples of the right thing in the right place:

- at C1 a Dubilier Type 610 Mica Condenser (from 3/-) with Grid Leak (2/6)
- at C2 & C3 Dubilier Type 620 Mica Condensers (from 3/-)
- at C4 a Dubilier Type 600a Mica Condenser (from 2/6)
- at C5 a Dubilier Type 610 Mica Condenser (from 3/-)

Dubilier Condensers are made in a very wide range of capacities, and the Grid Leaks in several values. Every wireless Dealer stocks Dubilier products, and they are used in every good wireless set.

Always remember that quality tells, and make sure you specify—
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A New
B.T.H. Production
that will make
e all the difference
to your set

If your loud speaker does not give uniformly good reproduction of all notes, tones, instruments and voices, the trouble can probably be eliminated by the use of the new B.T.H. Transformer. Its chief characteristics are:

HIGH AND CONSTANT AMPLIFICATION over a wide range of frequencies. (See curve below.)

PERFECT REPRODUCTION, free from distortion, with maximum volume and absolute purity of tone.

NEGLECTIBLE LOSSES—the result of careful design and workmanship.

B.T.H.
Low Frequency Transformer

Made in two ratios
4:1 and 2:1

PRICE 25½d.
Insist on B.T.H.—the Best of all.

B.T.H.

-Advertisement of The British Thomson Houston Co., Ltd.
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Drilling the Panel

Mark out and drill the panel according to the drilling diagram shown in Fig. 2. Since all necessary dimensions are given, this will not be found a difficult matter. Now take the baseboard and temporarily affix the panel to it.

Winding the Coils

The coil former, with the two brass angle-pieces fixed, should now be placed in position on the baseboard, care being taken that it does not foul the telephone terminals. When its position is decided, mark the positions for its fixing screws.

The panel may now be removed from the baseboard and the condenser, crystal detector, terminals and 2 B.A. brass bush mounted.

The winding of the coils must next receive attention. As stated in the list of components, the low-loss former should be 4½ in. long, but if a longer one is obtained, then it will not be found a difficult matter to cut it down to the desired length. As there are 16 threads to one inch, a 4½ in. former will be of sufficient length for 72 turns of wire to be wound on it.

A Point to Note

The circular disc of ebonite supplied with the former should be fixed inside the latter before wiring is commenced. One end of the No. 22 enamelled wire must be secured by passing it through the two small holes provided in the end ring, leaving about 6 in. free for connecting later. Now the winding may be proceeded with, and when completed this end of the wire must be secured in a similar manner to the last, 6 in. being left free.

The Aerial Coil

For the aerial aperiodic coil former I have used an ordinary piece of stiff, dry cardboard. Its exact size is immaterial, and about 35 turns are wound on it in the usual basket-coil manner. The photo makes this clear. Two or three inches must be left free at either end of the winding.

Fig. 1.—The long wave tap is indicated at X.

Fig. 2.—The knob in the centre of the panel is for the purpose of adjusting the aerial coupling.
A sufficiently large hole to take the 2 B.A. rod must be drilled through the former in the position shown.

Soldering the Crystal Taps

Having progressed thus far, take the low-loss coil and fix it temporarily on to the baseboard in its correct position. The small lengths of square tinned-copper wire must now be soldered to the various turns as shown in the diagram.

The first is to be soldered to the end turn furthest away from the panel, 10 turns separating each tap, with 2 being left between the seventh and the coil end.

If the following instructions are carried out this soldering will be greatly facilitated.

Force up the turn to be soldered and push a small piece of a matchstick underneath it, but above the adjacent windings. It is now an easy matter to scrape the enamel off, and, after tinning the wire, solder the small piece of square section wire to it.

The two connections, one from the upper telephone terminal to the detector, the other, a flexible lead (with clip attached) from the other side of the detector, should be soldered in their correct positions before fixing the panel and baseboard together. When this is completed, screw the panel to the baseboard and fix the loading coil plug in position, so that any coil to be used will not foul the condenser or low-loss coil when plugged in.

Wiring Up

In Fig. 3 the wiring diagram will be seen. It is perfectly simple, and with its aid the actual wiring up should present no difficulty. It will be noticed that a projecting length of wire is secured under the fixed plates terminal on the condenser. Being in this position, when the clip connects to it, it places the crystal across the whole of the loading coil, plus the low-loss coil, when receiving 5XX. At the same time, if it is desired, the crystal can be tapped across the near as possible, without fouling, to the low-loss coil end, and flexible leads are connected from the aerial and earth terminals to it.

Testing Out

When the wiring up is complete, the set may be tested out.

First, short the loading-coil socket then connect the aerial to the top left-hand terminal and earth to the bottom terminal, the telephones, of course, also being connected to the correct terminals. The detector lead must be clipped on to the tap furthest from the panel. Swing the coupling to its maximum position, and after adjusting the crystal to what is thought to be a good spot, adjust the condenser slowly from minimum to maximum. If local broadcasting is going on, it is almost certain that something will be heard.

However weak the signals heard may be, the condenser can be adjusted to its correct position by their aid, and a really good crystal setting found.

The effect of varying the coupling and the crystal tap should be tried, and in some cases it may be found that signal strength increases to a certain extent if the crystal is tapped across only part of the coil.

Receiving 5XX

To receive the long-wave station a No. 100 coil must be plugged into the socket provided, and the flexible lead clipped on to the wire projecting from the variable condenser terminal. When signals have been heard and the condenser and crystal correctly adjusted, try the effect of tapping the crystal across the low-loss coil. (Continued on page 67.)
In radio working the letters "Q.R.B." followed by the interrogation mark mean "What is your distance?"

Station replying sends "Q.R.B. . . . . . miles." (no interrogation mark) meaning "My distance is . . . . . miles."

**What is your distance?**

Night flying! Illimitable and impenetrable space, the objective unseen and, to the uninitiated, unattainable, but by keen judgment and the aid of scientifically designed apparatus, the pilot, without fuss or worry, quickly attains to it. "Q.R.B. 100 miles" soon becomes "Q.R.B. 50 miles," and finally "Arrived O.K."

Use your judgment, obtain scientifically designed apparatus, and you will reach to distant stations hitherto considered unattainable.

**H.F. TRANSFORMERS**

"M.H." H.F. Transformers are of original and scientific design.

Supplied in six ranges of wavelengths, covering from 80 to 7,000 metres.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Wavelengths</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 0</td>
<td>80 to 150 metres</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 1</td>
<td>300 to 600 metres</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2</td>
<td>1,100 to 3,000 metres</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3</td>
<td>2,500 to 7,000 metres</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A7. Supersonic Unit ... Each 12/6

No. 3 Transformer is suitable as a Neutrodyne Unit for 5XX.

The complete set in handsome case, Nos. 00-4 60/-

Any number of each transformer can be supplied matched at no extra charge, if requested at the time of ordering.

Write for 16-page booklet on High Frequency Amplification and Allied Neutrodyne and Supersonic (Super-Heterodyne) Reception.

**OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS**

**L.M. MICHAELE Ltd.**

Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus

Head Office: Hastings House, Norfolk Street, Strand, London: W.C. 2. Phone: CENTRAL 8272/3

Telegraphic Address: Radiether, Strand, London
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The high-frequency coupling that ensures the least of losses

The chief aim in coupling high-frequency valves is to secure a maximum transfer of anode potential fluctuations to the grid of the succeeding valve with a minimum of distortion. This is attained to a remarkable degree with Igranic High-Frequency Transformers, as the honeycomb form of winding ensures a highly inductive coupling and self-capacity in the coils is reduced to a minimum. These qualities are absolutely essential for efficient reception, especially on very short wavelengths, when the frequencies involved are exceptionally high.

At these frequencies losses due to the presence of undesirable capacities are very heavy, and unless these capacities are cut down to a minimum the quality and volume of reception is bound to suffer.

The transformers should be tuned by means of a .0005 mfd. variable condenser across the secondary windings and give the wavelength ranges stated below, although a .001 mfd. condenser may be employed with No. 4 transformer, adding considerably to the range given, without any appreciable decline of efficiency.

A four-pin plug is fitted for mounting purposes for use with any standard type of valve holder. These plugs are secured to the transformers in such a manner as to give an angular setting of the coils when the valve holders are mounted with their grid and anode sockets in a vertical line, thus reducing any possible mutual coupling between two or more transformers to a minimum. Two of these transformers may be tuned by means of a double variable condenser of conventional pattern.

See the entire range of IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES at our Stands 30 & 33 at the RADIO EXHIBITION AND WIRELESS CONVENTION Royal Briedwood Hall, OCTOBER 10-16.

IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES include:
- Honeycomb Duolateral Coils
- Variable Condensers
- Fixed Condensers
- Filaments
- Grid-Leads
- Variometers
- Colletors
- Potentiometers
- Verner Tuning Devices
- Switches, etc., etc.

All carry the IGRANIC guarantee.

49, Queen Victoria Street, London.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
Working Your Set from the D.C. Mains

By Captain H. J. ROUND, M.I.E.E.

In this interesting article the well-known Chief Research Engineer of the Marconi Company describes how the H.T. and L.T. supply may be obtained from the house-lighting mains.

A very large number of people are supplied with direct current for lighting purposes and it is now quite easy to use this for working a two or three-valve set, thus avoiding the expense of accumulators and of high-tension batteries, and, incidentally, giving more reliable power for loud-speaker work.

The mains are usually 220 or 240 volts, and one side or the other of these mains is much nearer earth potential than the other. It does not really matter whether the positive or negative is near earth potential except for the following point. If the positive is near earth potential, then a fuse requires one to stand .25 amperes, and with a resistance of \(\frac{240}{15}\) ohms, \(= 900\) ohms.

Where \(240\) = voltage of mains;
\(15\) = voltage of 3 valves in series;
\(.25\) = current.

A Lamp Resistance Preferable

Another way and much cheaper is to choose a lamp which takes .25 amperes at the particular voltage, which will be the mains voltage minus three times the valve voltage.

Or, still a third way is to choose a lamp which takes a little more than .25 amperes and put a resistance across the 3 valves as a regulator.

If you have an ammeter or voltmeter you will be able to judge exactly either by current or voltage.

The lamp or rheostat must be put in on the positive side of the mains, and I would recommend a fine thin fuse to be put in on the negative side in case during the test an accidental earth is put on the set.

It is nearly always necessary to choke the mains with high-frequency chokes. For the ordinary broadcast range two 50 coils are enough, but for Daventry two 150 coils will be necessary. There seems to be quite a lot of H.F. mush coming from D.C. mains. It is preferable to put chokes in right at the mains switch-board if possible, but in this case special chokes must be used, plug-in coils being unsuitable, and an electrician should be employed for the job.

Suppose we incorporate the chokes in the set, the filament lighting system will be like Fig. 1. I will show a little later how you can tell which is positive and which is negative. The high-tension supply has to be well smoothed out, but it was not difficult to do this in all cases I have tried.
The terminals $T_1$ and $T_2$ have the full mains voltage on them, say, 240 volts. We shall seldom need quite as much as this. The connections to be made are as in Fig. 2; $r_1$, $r_2$, $r_3$ are three 16 c.p. 240-volt carbon lamps.

**Comparison Purposes**

With the same set running completely off the mains, the comparison purposes with Fig. 5, the same set running completely off the mains.

**A Safety Measure**

If the whole set is connected up as shown, but without regard to which is positive and which is negative on the mains—and then the mains plug is inserted—no signals or clicks on making and breaking the loud-speaker will be obtained if the plug is in the wrong way round.

It will be noted that I have put a $2 \mu F$, 400-v. Mansbridge type condenser in series with earth lead. This should be put in the earth lead near where it enters the house, so as to avoid possibilities of earthing the mains and blowing fuses.

**A Further Precaution**

I have indicated a leak across it to relieve static discharges. Those who are anxious to prevent any chance of this main earthing happening under any circumstances, can insert in the system a large 240-volt carbon lamp on the negative side at $M$. This, of course, will alter current and voltage values. The larger, it is the less the alteration, but now if the negative side of the system is accidentally earthed, instead of a fuse blowing the lamp $M$ will light up to full brilliancy.

**Grid Bias**

If a greater splitting of voltage is required 3 or 4 lamps can be put in instead of $r_3$ and $r_4$, all of course in series, noting that a condenser of large value must go across from the tapping to the negative end. The only voltage which it is better to supply from a battery is the grid bias, and I will represent this in the set as dry cells, but of course it can quite easily also be supplied by providing a variable resistance of small value in the negative side of the mains. If dry cells are used it saves a lot of trouble and they last a very long time.

In Fig. 4 I show an ordinary 3-valve set working off accumulators and dry cell H.T. for

---

**Fig. 4.** A conventional three-valve circuit, using accumulator L.T. and dry cell H.T.

Z is a choke which can be made by winding in three longitudinal sections, 6,000 turns of No. 28 D.C.C. wire on a straight iron wire core of about $\frac{1}{2}$ in. diameter and 8 in. long (Fig. 3). The two condensers should be 400 volt condensers to prevent chances of breakdown. We now have available 80 volts from $T_1$ to $X$ and 160 volts from $T$ to $Y$, and of course 240 volts across the set.

**Fig. 5.** A similar circuit to Fig. 4, in which both H.T. and L.T. are obtained from the mains. A common H.T. tapping at 160 volts is shown for simplicity.
THE RIGHT WAY TO USE A SUPER-HETERODYNE

Duodyne

BUILD YOUR OWN DUODYNE

The wholly inexperienced can build this long range receiver with the aid of The Curtis-Duodyne Envelope for home constructors, containing:

1. Curtis diagrams for 3 and 5 valves.
2. Simplified Lay-out and Wiring Charts for 3 and 5 Valves.
3. Instructions for Operation.
4. Complete schedule of all material required.

PRICE 1/6

Sold Everywhere

SUPER-HET TWO

THIS Instrument consists of one Detector and one Oscillator Valve, designed for connection to any standard Duodyne V Receiver by means of a simple two-pin plug. When so connected the two instruments function as a Super Heterodyne VII Receiver of Maximum Efficiency. Range 500-1,000 miles on loud-speaker with frame aerial.

PRICE £21.

6,500 NAUTICAL MILES ON LOUD SPEAKER

REGULAR AND CONSISTENT PERFORMANCE

The Times, Los Angeles, on Loud Speaker in Scotland...

... As mentioned in my previous letter to you, wonderful results are still regularly and consistently received on my Duodyne V at home. The latest result to hand, the writer being at sea, was, up to August 3rd, the loud-speaker reception of KFI, Radio Central, and KHI. THE TIMES, PACKARD MOTOR CAR BUILDING, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. Time of reception, 05.15 G.m.t. to 05.50 G.m.t. Loud-speaker medium strength, signals then weakened, but excellent phone reception was possible from Los Angeles until 06.30 G.m.t., which is 7.30 a.m. standard time and full daylight. Other stations heard were WTAM, WJL (special test), KGO and XAD, two latter stations unknown—possibly American.

The above-mentioned results were obtained on the ordinary X18 18s. od. Model of your manufacture. No one is not boring you with this long account of results, but anyone wishing to receive long-distance broadcasting—specify the Duodyne V and extreme satisfaction and many hours of enjoyment will result.

F.V., s/s,
THE SUPER SIX

A Super Selective Receiver of utmost stability. Three stages H.F. automatic tuning, and still "A Child can Tune it"

N.B.—This model is sold in enclosed cabinet with folding doors.

PRICE £35.

Send for 1925-26 Catalogue of all Peter Curtis Productions.

PETER CURTIS LTD.

75, CAMDEN ROAD, LONDON, N.W.1.
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EFESCA

Regenerative AERIAL TUNER

The Efesca Regenerative Aerial Tuner is the natural development of the extremely convenient series of Efesca One-Hole Fixing Tapped Coils. It is a specially designed form of Tapped Aerial Coil incorporating Aerial Reaction in a self-contained Unit. Reaction is effected by means of a rotor revolving in a separately wound section of the Aerial Coil, thereby effecting maximum and uniform reaction over the whole wave band covered by the coil. Wavelength range 150 to 2,560 metres in conjunction with a .0005 variable condenser in parallel. Price complete with Split Switch, Knob, Pointer and Scale, 32/-each.

Other components in the Efesca Series of One-Hole Fixing Tapped Coils are the H.F. Transformer and Anode Tuner (described and illustrated here), Aerial Tuner and the H.F. Reactance Coil.

Home Constructors can employ these units with every confidence and will find that the task of assembling is greatly simplified and the completed set will have a finish that is unobtainable by the use of conventional components. Furthermore no coils or external tuning accessories are required.
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Are Neutrodyne Circuits Worth While?

By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., Staff Editor.

 Quite a number of home-built high-frequency amplifiers made nowadays are fitted with a neutrodyne control, or some other method of neutralising the effect of the inter-electrode capacity of the valves employed. The question as to whether this extra trouble and expense is justified by the results which are obtained is one which must have occurred by now to every serious enthusiast.

Effect of Inter-Electrode Capacity

Let us consider for a moment what happens in a high-frequency amplifier associated with any one valve: we have firstly an input circuit, and secondly an output circuit. These circuits may be represented as in Fig. 1. The input circuit may be the secondary of an inter-valve (H.F.) transformer, or it may be a tuned circuit, either applied directly to the grid, or tapped from the previous valve through a condenser. In any case we may represent it, for the time being, as an impedance of some sort which we will call \( Z_1 \). The output circuit, similarly, may be either an inductance, a resistance, or a tuned circuit, and we will represent this by an impedance \( Z_2 \).

Now the incoming signal will apply a certain voltage between the grid and filament of this valve, which will cause amplified currents to flow in the anode circuit. These currents in turn will develop voltages across the external impedance of the anode circuit, and due to the amplification of the valve, these voltages will be considerably greater than those originally applied across the grid and filament.

Feed-Back

Now, theoretically, one would expect to obtain an amplification of something like 5 or 6 for each stage of high-frequency amplification, and in practice one finds that it requires very considerable skill in construction to obtain an overall amplification of as much as 2. If the amplification is increased any more than this the whole amplifier bursts into oscillation.

The reason for this lies in the inter-electrode capacity. The voltages which are developed across the external impedance \( Z_2 \) in the anode circuit produce currents which flow through the capacity between the anode and grid of the valve, which is shown as \( C_m \) in Fig. 1, and complete a circuit back to the filament through the grid impedance \( Z_1 \).

From this figure it will be seen that the voltage really splits up into two portions, one of which is dropped on the internal capacity \( C_m \), and the other is developed across the external impedance \( Z_1 \). This latter voltage is, of course, applied across the grid and filament of the valve, and will be amplified as if it were an incoming signal.

Fig. 3 shows this part of the circuit re-drawn in somewhat simpler fashion.
plifier, these voltages which are developed by this shunting effect through the capacity of the valve are in such a direction as to cause reaction or

feed-back. That is to say they will tend to produce oscillation, and if they are sufficient in quantity they will actually do so. It is this feed-back which, causing oscillation as it does, limits the amplification which is obtainable in a high-frequency amplifier.

The 'Neutrodyne'

Professor Hazeltine, in America, proposed an ingenious method of overcoming this difficulty, which in one form or another has since come into very general use. He suggested that, in addition to the existing shunt path through the internal capacity of the valve, we should supply, external to the valve, another shunt path arranged in such a way that it would produce voltages across the grid and filament exactly equal and opposite to the voltages produced through the valve itself.

If this were done, it is obvious that the two effects would neutralise each other and the feedback which causes the oscillation would be neutralised. One would then expect that the amplification of the valve could be increased to a figure somewhat more in keeping with the theoretical estimate, and in practice this anticipation was justified.

Increased Amplification Obtained

In an ordinary high-frequency amplifier, without any neutrodyne control, one finds that, as the potentiometer or other control is moved more and more towards the sensitive position, so the amplification rapidly increases, but that this increase is very soon cut short by the set bursting into oscillation. With a neutrodyne amplifier, however, the amplification continues to increase for a considerable distance past this point, and one is able to obtain a really effective amplification from the valve. There is no doubt, therefore, that neutrodyning is very distinctly worth the trouble, for it enables one to obtain more amplification from each valve, and therefore in the long run saves an additional valve, and possibly more.

The Original Circuit

The original circuit employed by Hazeltine for his neutrodyne arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. Here a small condenser is connected between the grid of the second valve, at the point G₂, back
Faithful reproduction of speech and music is no longer impossible of attainment. By a special arrangement of coils, extremely low self-capacity of the secondary windings, carefully spaced terminals, and thoroughly impregnated windings, the Royal Super L.F. Transformer has gained for itself the approval of manufacturers and home constructors alike. The Royal is built to an ideal and not to a price. Its beautiful appearance and thoroughbred performance makes it without question the World’s Finest L.F. Transformer.

**TWO YEARS’ GUARANTY.**

The Royal Super L.F. Transformer is the only Transformer which carries a positive and iron-clad guarantee for 2 years.

Write immediately for our 36-page loose leaf catalogue of high-class American Radio apparatus. This is the most up-to-date and instructive catalogue yet issued, and contains exhaustive information and details of the world’s finest Radio Apparatus and Super-Heterodyne circuits. Send 6d. in stamps to cover cost of postage.

**R.A. ROTHERMELO LIMITED**

24-26, MADDOX STREET,
REGENT STREET,
LONDON, W.1.

Telephone: Mayfair 578 and 579.:
Telegram: “Rothermel, Wado, London.”

**AN OFFER.**

We shall be pleased to allow readers of Radio Press journals to test out one or two Royal Transformers in new sets or against performance of Transformers which they have in present sets, on the strict understanding that if results are not satisfactory or better, we will refund the purchase price, provided the Transformers are returned to us intact and post-paid within 14 days.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
to the grid of the first valve $G_1$. The functioning of this can readily be seen. If the voltage developed at the point $A$ in the anode circuit of the first valve is such as to apply voltages through the capacity $C_m$ of the first valve, across the grid and filament in such a direction as to cause oscillation, then the neutralising arrangement must be such as to apply voltages in the opposite direction.

Fig. 8.—Hand-capacity effects may be obviated by placing the lower end of the condenser $C$ at earth potential.

Now the voltage developed across the coil in the grid circuit of the second valve (which in this case is the secondary of an ordinary anode-tuned transformer), is in the opposite direction to the voltage existing in the anode circuit. Therefore at any instant the voltage existing at the point $G_2$ is in the opposite direction to the voltage existing at the point $A$. Consequently, if this voltage is allowed to produce current through the neutralising capacity $C$, it will produce voltages across the grid and filament of the first valve in the opposite direction to those voltages which are produced by the current flowing through the capacity of the valve itself, and thus by a suitable adjustment of the value of the condenser $C$, this anti-reaction can be so adjusted as to neutralise completely any tendency to oscillation, so making the amplifier absolutely stable.

**Over Neutralisation**

It will be obvious that, in order to accomplish this, the size of the neutrodyne condenser $C$ must be of the same order as the anode to grid capacity of the valve. Now this capacity is very small indeed, ranging from 5 to 10 µµF for ordinary receiving valves, which requires rather special construction if it is to be duplicated mechanically.

However, it is not necessary to employ quite so small a capacity, as will be seen from the following considerations. The larger the condenser the more easily can the energy by-pass through it. Consequently, if the condenser is made too large, over-neutralisation will occur, and the circuit will begin to lose efficiency, and ultimately, due to certain secondary effects, it may even commence to oscillate once again, in this case on a different wavelength from that which is being received.

**Neutrodyne Condensers**

We can avoid over-neutralisation, however, and still use a reasonably large condenser, by reducing the size of the coil which supplies the energy in the first case, i.e., $L_1$, in Fig. 3. With the original circuit, Hazeltine used very small condensers, made up from two lengths of wire partly covered with insulating sleeving, as shown in Fig. 4. These condensers had a capacity of the same order as that of the anode-grid capacity of the valve itself.

By taking a tapping from the secondary winding, however, the condenser $C$ may be increased in value, and this enables us to utilise a practicable form of small condenser for neutrodyning purposes.

There are now various makes of condensers suitable for neutrodyne circuits, having a capacity of the order of 50 µµF.

**Tuned Anode Circuits**

If such a condenser were used with the circuit of Fig. 3, it would have to be connected, not to the point $G_1$, but to a tapping across a comparatively small portion of $L_1$.

It is more usual however, as will be seen, to employ a tuned anode arrangement. One of Mr. A. D. Cowper's arrangements suitable for use with a tuned anode system is indicated in Fig. 5. Here it is necessary to have a coil coupled to the tuned anode coil itself in order to produce the voltage in the opposite direction, as has just been described.

The voltage induced into this coil is then allowed to pass current back to grid of the first valve through a neutrodyne condenser, as has just been described.

Standard neutrodyne units are made up for this type of circuit, the primary winding being tuned and inserted in the anode circuit of the valve, and the secondary winding being used as the neutrodyne winding and connected back to
the grid of the valve through the neutrodyne condenser.

**Operation of Circuit**

After the neutrodyne condenser has been correctly inserted, the value of the capacity is then adjusted until the circuit can be brought to its most sensitive condition without causing any self-oscillation or howling. With complete neutralisation there would be no tendency to oscillate whatever, assuming that there was no appreciable magnetic coupling between the coil in the grid and anode circuit of the same valve, but in practice the neutralising is not carried to this pitch, as a certain tendency to oscillation gives a reaction effect, which is useful.

It is found that the setting of the neutrodyne condenser remains fairly constant over a wide range of frequencies, so that the broadcast band can usually be covered with one setting.

**Other Forms of Neutrodyne Circuits.**

A modification of this circuit, which is employed by Mr. Percy W. Harris in the Harmony Four, if, of course, it was desired in this case also to place one of the plates of the neutrodyne condenser at earth potential, that is to say, if any hand effects were obtained with this arrangement, the neutrodyne condenser could be inserted in the position shown in Fig. 8, which would not cause any radical alteration to the circuit itself. A circuit which may be convenient in certain circumstances is that shown in Fig. 9. Here the neutrodyne coil is made part of the tuning circuit, the condenser C being connected across the whole coil L1.

**Loud-Speaker Circuits**

A stage of low-frequency amplification has been added to the circuit in Fig. 9 to enable the signal strength to be increased, to operate a small loud-speaker on near-by stations. This circuit, however, may not prove as suitable as some of the previous ones, as there is a tendency for the adjustment of the neutralising condenser to vary the anode tune. This defect is not present in the circuits described earlier in this article, which can be stabilised without any effect on the tuning. A good circuit for loud-speaker working is that shown in Fig. 10, in which two stages of low-frequency amplification are incorporated. This circuit would give good reception of distant stations and loud-speaker strength on a large number of closer stations.

**Conclusions**

The foregoing considerations will indicate quite clearly that there is a distinct advantage to be gained from neutralising the valve capacity. Any of the methods described may be used, although the neutrodyne itself, with the simple modifications proposed by Mr. Cowper has advantages in that various plug-in neutrodyne units may be obtained which are specially designed to work with the various types of neutrodyne condenser now on the market. Provided reasonable care is taken, the results obtained amply repay the additional trouble.
THE secret of long-distance reception when using a single-valve receiver largely depends upon a fine control of reaction. Probably the most popular method by which a reaction effect is obtained in receivers of the type under consideration is that of variably coupling a coil in the plate circuit of the valve to the aerial or grid coil, and though this method has much to commend it, it has nevertheless certain disadvantages.

When using a receiver of this type for long-distance reception it is often found that the required fineness of reaction coupling cannot be obtained on account of the receiver falling into oscillation before the maximum signal strength is obtained. Further, when the reaction coil is moved away to stop the receiver oscillating, it is sometimes necessary to separate the two coils by several further degrees before the non-oscillating condition is obtained.

Other Methods
Apart from the swinging coil method, there are several other ways by which a reaction effect may be obtained, chief among which is the well-known Reinartz method, where the reaction coil is immovable and adjustment given by a variable condenser.

Reaction Control
When using a receiver of this type, the chief being that variation of the reaction coil coupling upsets the aerial tuning adjustments.

In the receiver to be described will be found still another method by which a fine adjustment may be obtained, while the reaction setting does not affect the aerial tuning. The reaction coil is coupled to the grid coil in the usual way, but in this case the coupling is not variable, control being given by a variable condenser.

The Aerial Circuit
In order that long-distance stations may be received, it will be appreciated that some attention must be given to the question of selectivity, and in the present receiver auto-coupling is employed with the earth connection arranged in such a way that the aerial turns may be varied in their number. This same earth tapping also serves the purpose of allowing grid damping to be reduced, bearing in mind, however, that when reducing the grid coil turns, the aerial turns are increased in number, thus reducing selectivity. A complicated arrangement possibly, but a compromise is easily found, when the receiver becomes both highly selective and sensitive, in addition to being delightfully easy to operate.

The Circuit
In Fig. 2 is given the theoretical circuit of the receiver, and it will be seen that there are in all three coils L1, the grid coil, with its earth connection shown variable; L2, the fixed reaction coil; and L3. This last coil is a radio frequency choke, and is shunted by a variable condenser, which is used to give control of reaction; the value of this condenser is 0.003 μF, and though in the present receiver this was found to be large enough, it may be experienced with some aerials that a larger value is required. In order to meet such a case, the receiver is fitted with two clips for adding a fixed condenser in parallel should occasion demand its inclusion.

Though the receiver is intended primarily for reception of the short-wave stations, the inclusion of...
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**COMPONENTS**

- the choice of experts

There are good reasons why M Components are the first choice of so many experienced radio enthusiasts, the all sufficient reasons of Efficiency and High Grade Quality. Consider the M H.F. Components here illustrated. Each one is a first class product that will give the maximum results. Follow the choice of experts and insist upon having M Components.

---

**The M Tuned Supersonic Transformer.**

This unit is of original design, incorporating a primary variable condenser (provisionally protected and Patent pending) giving an approximate tuning range of 2,000—3,200 metres, and is fitted with a special iron core, combining with these advantages the low self capacity and high efficiency of the M H.F. Transformers, of which this unit forms part of a series applicable to all H.F. purposes. Used in any Supersonic circuit in conjunction with M Components, the results obtaining are amazing.

---

The pre-eminent position of the M H.F. Transformer, described in our advertisement on page 47, is not a casual happening based on chance, but on sound technical knowledge and experimental work. It was designed with a view to future development. The wisdom of this foresight is now shown by the production of the three new M components—the H.F. Reactor, the H.F. Damper, and the Tuned Supersonic Transformer—described on this page.

---

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS.

---

**H.F. Reactor Inserted in the H.F. Transformer.**

The REACTOR is a device for applying reaction, to the H.F. Transformer instead of to the aerial coil, thereby largely preventing re-radiation, and gives increased selectivity. A closer control with sharper tuning is more easily obtained by this method.

---

**H.F. DAMPER.**

THE DAMPER is a patented device which, when inserted in the central hole of the transformer, has the property of stabilising a circuit which otherwise would oscillate.

---
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**L. McMichael Ltd.**

Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus

Works: Wexham Road, Slough

Phone: Slough 199

Telephone: Central 6938

Cable Address: Radiether, London
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American Types  
C.T. 201A, C.T. 199

British Types  
C.T. 25, C.T. 08

CLEARTRON CROSSES THE WATER  
TO THE NEWEST  
BRITISH FACTORY

An every purpose Power volume valve.

CLEARTRON—the perfect Radio Valve

DISTANCE, tone, quality, selectivity, all depend on the valve. A valve receiver is no better than its valves, and valves backed by an iron-clad guarantee are the kind you want for proper reception.

An Iron-Clad Guarantee

All radio valves vary slightly. Only by rigid inspection backed by a rigid promise to make good can this be cut to a minimum. Cleartron has made good because it fulfills these requirements. Every valve is truly tested; every valve carries an Iron-Clad Guarantee.

Cleartron valves come in four regulation types: C.T. 08, C.T. 15, C.T. 25 and C.T. 25B. They retail at 12/6 and 15/- each, performance guaranteed. If your dealer does not yet carry Cleartron, order direct from us provided you send your dealer’s name and address.

CLEARTRON RADIO Ltd., 1 CHARING CROSS, LONDON, S.W.1
AND BIRMINGHAM.

GRAMS: CLEARTRON, WESTRAND, LONDON.
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Dual rheostat, (L. McMichael, Ltd.)
1 Clip-in condenser of 0.003 µF., with stand. (L. McMichael, Ltd.)
1 Grid-lead and clips of 2 megohms, with stand. (L. McMichael, Ltd.)
1 Clip-in condenser 0.002 µF., with stand. (L. McMichael, Ltd.)
2 Low-loss variable condensers, one of 0.005 µF., and the other of 0.003 µF. (Jackson Bros.)
9 Brass terminals. (Those illustrated are the P.O. type, obtainable from Radio Instruments, Ltd.)
2 Coil sockets for baseboard mounting. (Burne-Jones and Co., Ltd.)
1 Short-circuiting plug. (Burne-Jones and Co., Ltd.)
1 Anti-capacity valve holder. (Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.)
1 Fixed condenser of 0.001 µF. (Wales Bros.)
1 “Three-Step” coil former. (Burne-Jones and Co., Ltd. This firm also supplies the coil ready wound if desired.)
1 1/2 lb. No. 22 enamelled copper wire.
1 Insulating panel measuring 12 in. by 9 in. by 3/16 in. (Radion.)
1 Cabinet and baseboard. (H. Agar.)
1 Right-angle brackets for securing the panel to the baseboard.

The reaction coil L2 may be seen in the bottom slot of the coil former.
one set Press panel transufs. Quantity of connecting wire.

The Coil
As stated previously, this is wound upon a "three-step" former, which will be found to allow of 69 turns being wound from start to finish. In the present receiver the last turn is removed from the former altogether, the 58th turn being secured by threading the No. 22 enamelled wire through a hole provided in the former. The vacant slot is used for winding the reaction coil, the turns of which are close wound in the same slot, there being nine complete turns of No. 32 d.c.c. wire. The actual number of turns wound for this reaction coil should preferably be found by experiment, and though in most cases nine will be found sufficient, there may be other cases where the receiver will not oscillate at the lower end of the grid condenser scale, indicating that there are too few turns.

The Reaction Turns
When building the receiver it would be best to wind, say, a dozen turns for the reaction coil, when one turn at a time may be removed during the period of tuning the receiver in actual operation. This removing of turns does not in any way necessitate dismantling the coil or receiver, as they are easily removed by merely unsecuring the last turn and unwinding as required.

Construction
The winding of the coil, should it not be procured already wound, is perfectly straightforward, in that the No. 22 enamelled wire is first secured in one of the holes provided in the rings of the former and then one complete turn is wound in the first slots; the wire is then crossed over to the next slot, when the operation is repeated, the wire in this case being crossed over to the third slot. When this third turn is wound the wire is crossed over to the fourth row of slots, which will be of the same level as those of the first turn; the fifth turn will be of the same level as the second turn, while the sixth turn will be the same as the third, and so on. When sixty-eight complete turns have been wound the wire should be secured through one of the holes provided in the ring at the opposite end to that where the coil winding was commenced.

We now have one row of slots perfectly free, and into these are wound the reaction coil turns, using No. 32 d.c.c. wire; the number of turns, as previously advised, being determined by actual experiment. The beginning of this winding is secured by twisting the wire round the actual ebonite base where the first turn is to start, whilst the end of the coil is preferably not secured at all until the correct number of turns is found; the wire being of such a small gauge is soft enough to stay in position without unravelling. When the number of turns is decided upon, the end of the coil may be secured through one of the holes in the ring nearest to it.

Connecting Up
The panel, after being drilled in accordance with the instructions given in Fig. 1, should be secured to the baseboard by means of the two right-angle brackets, whereupon the components and terminals may be mounted in their respective positions, care being taken to give sufficient...
The N.A.R.M.A.T. Exhibition settled the question — made Ediswan superiority clear, undeniable.

The Exhibition Dispersed any doubts!

Thousands of Wireless Enthusiasts, not quite convinced of Ediswan perfection, learned at the Exhibition of the thoroughness that goes to the making of each Ediswan Valve, realised that such painstaking care in manufacture, backed by the Ediswan Patents, must inevitably result in Ediswan Users "Hearing more—Hearing better."

EDISWAN VALVES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Fil. Volts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.V. 5 D.E.</td>
<td>22/6 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.V. 6 D.E.</td>
<td>18/6 1.8-2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.V. 8 D.E.</td>
<td>22/6 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.R. (L.F. or H.F.)</td>
<td>8/- 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.</td>
<td>8/- 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.R.D.E. (L.F. or H.F.)</td>
<td>14/- 1.8-2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.R.O., 6</td>
<td>16/6 2.5-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At all Wireless Dealers.

EDISWAN VALVES

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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Ormond
Low Loss Condensers
(SQUARE LAW)

A new departure in British Condenser design, giving the following advantages:

1. Practically negligible losses.
2. One-hole fixing—one in. diam. hole is needed to fix this condenser to panel.
3. Rigid construction—cannot warp; end plates of stout aluminium, perfectly flat.
4. Fixed vanes supported by in. ebonite strips.
5. Smooth action, spindle tension is maintained by a specially designed friction washer.
6. Moving vanes and end plates are at earth potential.
7. One-piece knob and dial—supplied loose. Secured by 4BA Set Screw.

This condenser is fitted with optional soldering Tags, or Terminals, and can be supplied with or without Vernier as desired.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price with Vernier</th>
<th>Price without Vernier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.00025</td>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>6/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0003</td>
<td>7/6</td>
<td>8/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0005</td>
<td>9/6</td>
<td>10/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Complete with Knob and Dial.

We specialise in turning Brass and Steel Screws and Machined Parts and Accessories of all descriptions.

All Cheques and Postal Orders should be sent to "The Ormond Engineering Co."

Write for our new (1925) Catalogue. Trade Terms on request.

129-205, Pentonville Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.
Telephone—Clerkenwell 9344, 5 and 6.
Telegrams—"Ormondest, Klections."
Factory—Whiskin Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1

See the Inspection Label on every Condenser.

25 YEARS' BRITISH MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
October, 1925
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The choke coil socket L3 is secured to the baseboard by means of one screw only.

The reaction condenser should give a smooth and easy control of oscillation without "floopiness"; it will be found preferable to adjust the reaction turns so that the receiver will oscillate over the whole range without the ability to "howl"; the ideal being when the set will just oscillate over the whole range. A big reaction coil will mar to a great extent the smooth control which the reaction condenser will normally allow.

Valves

The receiver under description has been tried with both bright and dull emitter general purpose valves, and also with special valves, such as the B.4, D.E.4, D.E.5b, and has given equally good results with these types. Though with some valves the receiver is found to oscillate more freely than with others, there is nevertheless a good smooth control of reaction in all cases.

Testing for SXX

When the tests upon the shorter wavelengths have proved satisfactory, the aerial connection should be changed to A2, the shorting plug substituted for a No. 150 coil, and if the choke coil was formerly a large one, this should be changed to one of the order of a No. 100. The connecting clip should be connected to the last turn. The No. 100 coil should be set at right-angles to the loading coil (No. 150) and tuning made upon the grid tuning condenser with the reaction condenser set at, say, 90°. Increasing the reading of the reaction condenser and varying the angle between the choke and loading coils will now give a sufficient amount of reaction, control being obtained by varying the reading of the reaction condenser.

Operating the Receiver

Tuning is obtained by means of the grid tuning condenser.

(Continued on page 67.)

clearance between the valve and the moving vanes of the reaction condenser. The positions of the choke and loading coil sockets should also be determined upon with care.

When mounting the coil, that end which supports the reaction coil should be mounted on the base-board, and that section of grid coil turns which is nearest the loading coil socket should be rubbed with fine emery or sand paper in order to raise the enamel, thus enabling the connecting clip to make proper contact with whichever turn is being used.

Testing the Receiver

When the wiring is completed, the receiver should be tested for oscillation before the actual reception tests are attempted. The batteries, aerial and earth and telephones, should be connected to their respective terminals, and a suitable valve inserted in the valve socket. The aerial connection should be first made at A1, and the shorting plug inserted in the loading coil socket; a No. 250 coil or larger should be inserted in the choke coil socket, and the Burndept connecting clip attached to, say, the twelfth turn from the bottom of the coil. At this stage adjust the H.T. voltage to about 45 volts. Set the grid condenser at its 180° setting, with the reaction condenser adjusted to its zero reading. Light the valve to its normal degree of brilliance and turn the reaction condenser slowly towards its higher reading; if it is found that the receiver does not oscillate until, say, the 160° reading is reached, move the connecting clip up one or two turns, when the receiver will be found to oscillate more freely. If, however, it is found that the receiver will not oscillate at all, either by adjusting the connecting clip at various turns or by increasing the value of the reaction condenser by means of adding a fixed condenser in parallel, then the connections to the reaction coil should be reversed. If it is still found that the set will not oscillate, then the reaction turns should be increased in number, though if the former instruction indicating that twelve turns be wound to start with this difficulty will not arise. The position of the connecting clip will vary with different aerials, but as an indication of its approximate position the best results are obtained on my own aerial when it is connected to a turn about the fifteenth from the bottom; the actual turn number

The reaction condenser should give a smooth and easy control of oscillation without "floopiness"; it will be found preferable to adjust the reaction turns so that the receiver will oscillate over the whole range without the ability to "howl"; the ideal being when the set will just oscillate over the whole range. A big reaction coil will mar to a great extent the smooth control which the reaction condenser will normally allow.

Valves

The receiver under description has been tried with both bright and dull emitter general purpose valves, and also with special valves, such as the B.4, D.E.4, D.E.5b, and has given equally good results with these types. Though with some valves the receiver is found to oscillate more freely than with others, there is nevertheless a good smooth control of reaction in all cases.

Testing for SXX

When the tests upon the shorter wavelengths have proved satisfactory, the aerial connection should be changed to A2, the shorting plug substituted for a No. 150 coil, and if the choke coil was formerly a large one, this should be changed to one of the order of a No. 100. The connecting clip should be connected to the last turn. The No. 100 coil should be set at right-angles to the loading coil (No. 150) and tuning made upon the grid tuning condenser with the reaction condenser set at, say, 90°. Increasing the reading of the reaction condenser and varying the angle between the choke and loading coils will now give a sufficient amount of reaction, control being obtained by varying the reading of the reaction condenser.

Operating the Receiver

Tuning is obtained by means of the grid tuning condenser.

(Continued on page 67.)
**ELECTRADIX RADIOS**

The increasing scope of wireless apparatus has necessitated a wide increase of our already large and comprehensive stock in London. Our new July edition of our famous Catalogue of Radio and Wireless Goods contains about 500 illustrations of novel apparatus, with descriptions to help the experimenter find out exactly what is required. Many of these are unobtainable elsewhere and our prices are the very lowest. The experimenter on short waves, the expert transmitter and receiver will all find it advantageous to have a copy of "THE CATALOGUE THAT SAVES YOU MONEY," a book ranging from a 5c. pair of British Headphones to a £1000 test generator. It will pay him to have a copy.

If you cannot call and inspect goods in our showrooms between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., it will pay you to send 4d. for a copy of our Catalogue at once. Goods promptly despatched for any part of the world.

**Pickets Cabinets**

**Kettering DIXON & COMPANY,**
5 Colonial Avenue, Manchester, E.1.
**Telephone:** Avenue 1898.
**Trade:** (Electradix Ltd.)

Cabinets do not go out of fashion or date. The Nineteenth Century and the Eighteenth Century furnished hundreds of models, and every new idea has been put into this age. Prices quoted on receipt of instruments.

REPAIRS

**REPAIRS TO HEADPHONES TO LOW SPEAKERS TO COILS**


**THE VARIOLE MAGNET CO.**
Dept. M., WOOLWICH, S.E.18
Established 26 years.

**CABINETS**

Send us your requirements for Cabinets and "Paragon" Panels. Quality and Accuracy. Quotations free per return.

**EVERSOLE BROS.**
17 WALLER STREET, HULL.
Improv'in3 Reaction Control
By STANLEY G. MARRIOTT, M.I.E.
(Continued from Page 65)

Reaction is obtained with the re-
aviation condenser, and the connect-
ing clip is changed from one turn to
another until the maximum signal
strength and desired degree of
selectivity is obtained. It must
be remembered, however, that
any alteration in the position
of this clip necessitates resetting
both the variable condensers.
Probably the best station upon which
to practise for the first time is the
nearest, and those readers who live
fairly near to a main broadcasting
station, say, within 50 miles, will
be able to pick up this station by
first setting the reaction condenser
to its zero reading and then slowly
turning the grid tuning condenser
until the set stops oscillating, and
quickly
point the dial should be turned
towards the zero reading or just
a number of these appear to be too modest to
announce their identity, their
nationality, however, would appear
to be German.
Among the identified stations are
Oslo, Hamburg, Frankfurt and
Ecole Supérieure.
The receiver is both selective and
easy to operate, the control of
reaction being delightfully smooth.

Test Report
The receiver was tested on a
moderate aerial about 6 miles west
of 2LO. That station was received
at excellent strength, and it was
found that best all-round results,
considering signal strength together
with selectivity, were obtained
with the aerial coil in nearly the
maximum coupling position, and
the crystal tapped across only 52
turns of the secondary coil.
It was noticed that the smaller
the number of turns across which
the crystal was connected, the
greater was the selectivity ob-
tained. Quite good signals were
also received with the crystal across
only 12 turns.

Daventry
With regard to 5NX, this station
was heard at satisfactory strength,
the aerial now being joined to A1
with a 150-turn coil plugged in the
loading socket and the crystal
connected across both the low-loss
and the loading coil. Signals could
also be heard with crystal tapped
across only 30 turns of the low-loss
coil, but in this position they were
declaredly weak.

A Sharp-Tuning Crystal Set
by E. J. Marriott.
(Continued from Page 65)

Stations Received
Using this receiver in S.E.
London (in the lee of the Crystal
Path), with a poor outdoor aerial,
London is received at too
great a strength for telephone
use, though a few degrees on either
side of this adjustment upon the
grid tuning condenser eliminates
the signals completely. In the
reception of the more distant
stations, signals are relatively as
good, the reaction control being
delightfully smooth, while the selec-
tivity possible is equally attractive.
Using a D.E. 4 valve with 40 volts
on the plate, the loudest stations
appear to be Birmingham, New-
castle, Radio-Toulouse, and Radio-
Belge, whilst other stations come
in at good strength though not
quite so loud; a number of these
appear to be too modest to
announce their identity, their
nationality, however, would appear
to be German.
Among the identified stations are
Oslo, Hamburg, Frankfurt and
Ecole Supérieure.
The receiver is both selective and
easy to operate, the control of
reaction being delightfully smooth.

A Sharp-Tuning Crystal Set
by E. J. Marriott.
(Continued from Page 65)
THE attention of serious experimenters has for some time been concentrated upon very short waves, ranging downwards from 100 metres (100 Kc.), until at present waves of 20 metres (14991 Kc.) are in constant use, and this fact has necessitated the design of special transmitting and receiving circuits, or rather the modification of ordinary well-known circuits to suit the new conditions, and many interesting developments have been brought forward from time to time.

A Modification

The particular modification of the Hartley transmitting circuit which is in general use upon short waves, in which the main inductance is split into two portions, these latter being joined up through a variable condenser, provides much scope for experiment when the coils are increased in size so as to cover the broadcast band, and many interesting hours have been spent in getting the assembly to function satisfactorily on the broadcast waveband.

The aerial is joined through a twenty-turn coil, to earth, the coil being wound upon the same former as the anode and grid coils, the latter being of the same size and spaced equally on each side of the aerial coil. The inner ends of the anode and grid coils are connected together through the condenser C1, which serves to give a very smooth reaction control. In the original circuit which Mr. Cowper described, a variable condenser of 0.001 μF capacity was used, in order to enable broadcasting to be received with minimum interference from undesired sources, such as ships at close quarters, as well as providing a means whereby weaker signals may be searched for without the annoying background from the local station persisting.

The second inductance consists of 64 turns in two portions of 32 turns each, wound in low-loss fashion upon a threaded squirrel-cage type of former, the threads being cut sixteen to the inch. Five threads are left on each side of the aerial coil, which is wound in the middle of the former, the outer positions being occupied by the two halves of the main inductance. No. 20 d.c.c. wire is used for the aerial coil, twenty turns being wound on, and a...
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CALLERS (NETT PRICES) COLUMN

ALL CALLERS FROM OTHER 5 COLUMNS.

RAYMOND

Variable Condensers

SQUARE LOW LAW LOSS

One hole fixing. Ebonite Ends.

With Vernier. Without Vernier. 
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The simplicity of the panel layout is evident. Full-size Blue Print No. 132a may be obtained, price 1s. 6d., post free.

Experience Necessary
At the outset it must be emphasised that the circuit is decidedly of the "stunt" variety, and is therefore not to be recommended to the novice, only those with a thorough knowledge of ordinary reaction receivers being advised to tackle the present instrument. As previously stated, the circuit is one which, with suitable coils, is in common use upon short waves for transmitting purposes, and therefore is capable of causing considerable interference if incautiously or inconsiderately handled.

Components
The more experienced experimenter may wish to make up a set along the lines of the present instrument, and for this reason I am giving a list of the components actually used in my receiver in order that the experimenter may be able, should he desire, to make an exact copy of the original.

Tapping made at the fifteenth turn for an optional aerial tap, which is necessary in order that the aerial may be kept out of tune with the secondary circuit. The outer coils are wound with No. 18 or 20 enamelled wire, there being 32 turns in each.

Experience Necessary
At the outset it must be emphasised that the circuit is decidedly of the "stunt" variety, and is therefore not to be recommended to the novice, only those with a thorough knowledge of ordinary reaction receivers being advised to tackle the present instrument. As previously stated, the circuit is one which, with suitable coils, is in common use upon short waves for transmitting purposes, and therefore is capable of causing considerable interference if incautiously or inconsiderately handled.

Components
The more experienced experimenter may wish to make up a set along the lines of the present instrument, and for this reason I am giving a list of the components actually used in my receiver in order that the experimenter may be able, should he desire, to make an exact copy of the original.

One insulating panel, 14 in. by 7 in. by 3/16ths or 1/4 in. I have used Radion Mahogany, but any good brand of ebonite will do.

Suitable cabinet (Camco).
Two variable condensers, square-law type, with a geared motion.

Experience Necessary
At the outset it must be emphasised that the circuit is decidedly of the "stunt" variety, and is therefore not to be recommended to the novice, only those with a thorough knowledge of ordinary reaction receivers being advised to tackle the present instrument. As previously stated, the circuit is one which, with suitable coils, is in common use upon short waves for transmitting purposes, and therefore is capable of causing considerable interference if incautiously or inconsiderately handled.

Components
The more experienced experimenter may wish to make up a set along the lines of the present instrument, and for this reason I am giving a list of the components actually used in my receiver in order that the experimenter may be able, should he desire, to make an exact copy of the original.

One insulating panel, 14 in. by 7 in. by 3/16ths or 1/4 in. I have used Radion Mahogany, but any good brand of ebonite will do.

Suitable cabinet (Camco).
Two variable condensers, square-law type, with a geared motion.
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design, when housed in a cabinet the lid of which is made to lift up, is very handy, as all parts are easily accessible without disturbing battery and other leads, while at the same time the valves are well protected from damage. Again, in such designs as the present, in mounting purposes, and in this case the coil is easily removed by loosening two screws and lifting it off the supports.

Valve-Holders

In view of the fact that dull emitter valves will in all probability be used by any who make this set, and certainly in my own case, I have incorporated anti-capacity anti-microphonic holders, in order to reduce undesired noises as well as to reduce stray capacity effects.

A jack of the single filament type has been used, so that it is not difficult to use the valves burning when the telephones have been disconnected.

Panel Drilling

As will be seen from the drawing, Fig. 2, there are very few holes to be drilled in the panel, so that no possible to leave the valves burning when the telephones have been disconnected.

Panel Drilling

As will be seen from the drawing, Fig. 2, there are very few holes to be drilled in the panel, so that no

Fig. 3.—Showing how the set is wired up. The thin wires are ends of the coils taken to the correct points. Blue Print No. 132b, price 1s. 6d., post free.

which coils of the "low-loss" variety are used, it is almost essential to secure the coil to a baseboard as in the present set, in order that alterations may, if necessary, be easily carried out. The type of coil former employed is supplied with angle clips for
The combined forces of the Philips and Mullard Technical Research Organisations have achieved the first of many wonderful developments in the perfection of radio valves.

The first objective of this gigantic research collaboration was to produce a master loudspeaker valve with vastly increased life and reduced current consumption. The P.M.4 Valve is the result of their labours. No finer valve has ever been offered to the British radio public.

The Laboratories from which this master valve has emanated employ the services of over a hundred skilled technical radio experts. From end to end the P.M.4 Valve will be entirely of British manufacture.

For complete information ask your dealer for Leaflet V.R. 28.
The Finest Loudspeaker Valve ever produced

The P.M.4 Master Loudspeaker Valve stands triumphantly alone above the accepted standard in valves for loudspeaker reception. It is the NEW "N" FILAMENT VALVE! Behind its design and performance lies the most advanced knowledge in Europe. The most striking departure in the production of the P.M.4 is the filament. This filament is prepared by an entirely new process, whereby the special coating is obtained in an extremely adherent condition, making it capable of giving considerable electron emission at very low temperatures. There are four supports to this unique "N" filament. It is absolutely non-microphonic. The low current consumption of only 100 milli-amperes means vastly increased valve life and longer battery service without re-charging.

The whole construction is one of extreme rigidity and power, there being eight electrode supports. Only a 4-volt accumulator or three dry cells are required for the P.M.4 Master Valve. Try one in your set to-night and note the wonderful purity of tone and volume you will obtain from your loudspeaker. PRICE 22/6 each

Note the wonderful construction of the P.M.4 Master Valve.

Mullard

THE MASTER VALVE


In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
MANUFACTURERS OF MOTOR CAR ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT,  
BY APPOINTMENT TO  
H.M. THE KING.

Distortionless Amplification

All Purpose Transformer

This model, although enclosed in the same case as our De Luxe type, differs from it in all other respects except as regards quality of manufacture and performance. It works equally well as a first or second stage amplifier, and is strongly recommended for use with power valves.

You will need this Transformer when you build the new S.T. 100. It is the first-stage transformer for this popular circuit.

List No. 5152, in brown metal case ... 15/-

De Luxe Transformer

This model has achieved its pre-eminence by reason of the high degree of amplification obtainable, which remains constant over a wide band of frequencies, resulting in the reproduction of speech and music with all its natural characteristics preserved. The sectional illustration shows that the primary and secondary windings are side by side, which gives a high degree of insulation and low self-capacity between windings.

List No. 5150, High ratio (first stage)  
List No. 5151, Low ratio (second stage)  
In black metal case ... 27/6

Dimensions (both models):—Height, 2 in.; Base, 2½ in. by 3 in. Fixing centres, 3½ in.
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The valves are switched off upon removal of the telephone plug from the jack.

operation is carried out before any components are mounted, in order that the panel may be more easily handled.

The disposition of the parts on the baseboard has been carefully worked out, to provide good spacing of essential wires, together with ability to insert large valves into the sockets. If any departure from the design is effected, care must be taken to see that the valves will not be fouled by the moving vanes of the variable condensers. As designed, it is possible to use a D.E.3B valve in the detector socket, and a similar large valve in the note magnifying position without any trouble.

Good Spacing Essential
It is advisable to wire up the low tension side first, in order that the grid and plate leads may receive the fullest consideration. The connections to the coil and condensers should be spaced as well as possible. The remainder of the wiring is quite straightforward, and will be easily effected.

Valves to Use
The panel transfers may next be affixed, and in this connection it may be pointed out that the title of the receiver, as seen in the photograph of the front of the set, is made up from the transfers, the word “Hartley” being built up of single letters. This will be found easy to accomplish if a pencil line is lightly drawn along the position of the letters, and each letter in turn is then fixed in place, sufficient time being allowed between the fixing of each letter for the previous one to dry off.

With regard to valves, it is necessary that two valves of the same class should be used in this receiver, owing to the fact that only one resistance is provided.

Testing
The set is now complete, and ready for an initial test of the wiring. Join up the accumulator and insert the valves. Plug in the telephone plug and turn the rheostat towards the “on” position. If each valve lights correctly, turn the resistance off and move the L.T. leads to the H.T. terminals. Turn the resistance on and note that neither valve lights up. If this is so, return the L.T. leads to the correct terminals, join up the H.T. battery, aerial, and earth. Plug in a value of high-tension voltage to suit the particular valves you use, and be sure not to run the filaments of your valves too bright.

Operating the Set
The operation of the receiver is fairly simple after a little practice has been obtained, but some difficulty may be experienced at first. Tuning is so sharp that it is quite possible to revolve the dials and hear nothing, in which case it is not safe to assume that the wiring is incorrect. The reaction condenser should be kept at a setting which is just below the point at which the set commences to oscillate, and the tuning condenser is then rotated as slowly as possible, the reaction condenser being readjusted meanwhile. Tuning is a matter for two hands, and considerable practice will be necessary before the best results are obtained.

(Continued on page 94.)
The science of radio communication has developed so rapidly of recent years that the information on this branch of engineering is in a particularly scattered state.

Although many radio engineers and amateurs have a very good idea of the trend of development in the art of radio, quantitative information, such as actual figures and data, are available only through the publications of the various learned societies, or through the medium of expensive textbooks. Moreover, it is often found that a textbook which contains information on one point will not give the particular details required on some other point. To remedy this defect, Messrs. Radio Press, Ltd., have published a complete handbook on wireless entitled *Radio Engineering*.

This work, which has been compiled by Mr. J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., of the Radio Press research staff, is a unique collection of data on almost every phase of radio science. The work is in three sections. The first section deals with wireless data pure and simple; the second section is a brief review of the systems of telegraphy and telephony in use in this country; while the third section is a collection of general physical and electrical data.

**Circuit Design**

Chapter I. contains information on the calculation of inductance, capacity, resistance, etc., and the measurement of these quantities at high frequencies.

The next chapter deals with the properties of oscillating circuits, and shows various methods whereby the tuning properties of any given circuit may readily be obtained. This section will prove extremely valuable in the design of wave traps, rejectors, etc.

**Valves**

The next chapter is concerned with valves, giving details of their design and construction. An important feature is that tabular details and representative characteristics are given for over 60 of the principal valves in use at the present day.

**Radio Transmission and Reception**

The next chapter deals with radio transmitters, and much useful information is given on the subject of obtaining high efficiency in valve transmitters which should prove useful to the amateur. A very complete review of the modern methods of radio reception follows, and practical data are given on many points of circuit and amplifier design.

Two more chapters follow, dealing with the design of masts and aerials, and with miscellaneous points such as high-speed working, atmospherics, screening, etc.

A Book which Every Experimenter Should Have

In the other two sections, as has been stated, there are data on the principal telegraphic and telephonic systems in use in this country, and 196 pages of mathematical and physical tables. The whole book, which comprises 484 pages, with 314 illustrations, and 111 tables, is a new departure in wireless literature, and the volume is, unquestionably, one which should be in the home of every serious experimenter as well as the practising radio engineer. The price is 15s., or 15s. 9d. post free.

---

POWQUIP Tuning Coils (illustrated herewith) represent one of the most startling advances in coil design yet attempted. Here is a coil which will give you the station you want and retain its Amplification and Selectivity far in advance of all others. Fits the ordinary standard coil holder. Write for descriptive booklet, which explains how to use this unique coil.
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A Revelation in Radio Reproduction

The AMPLION Radiolux Series

of hornless Loud Speakers introduces the nearest approach to the ever-present ideal—perfect reproduction of Radio Broadcast.

This new masterpiece blends the art of furniture design with the science of electro-acoustics.

Here the living voice and true perspective in musical reproduction are within the immediate reach of all interested in Radio. Sensitive to a degree, loud in its fullest measure, with unequalled brilliancy and clarity, real music at last enters the home upon the trail of the Wireless Wave, providing an AMPLION is there to voice its accents.

The Radiolux series of cabinet styles is available in several alternative forms of varying capacity at "utmost value" prices ranging from £4 15s.

For those who may still wish to procure the hitherto standard horn models, available in the junior variety at even lower costs, the manufacturers continue to offer the famous "Dragon" range, a series known in every quarter of the globe.

It is a business principle of the House of Graham that every AMPLION user shall secure the best possible results and an unconditional guarantee of satisfaction with the advantage of free service is extended to every purchaser of a genuine AMPLION Wireless Loud Speaker.

THE WORLD'S STANDARD AMPLION WIRELESS LOUD SPEAKER

For Better Radio Reproduction

Patentees and Manufacturers:

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO. (E. A. GRAHAM), ST. ANDREW'S WORKS, CROFTON PARK, LONDON, S.E.4.

Demonstrations gladly given during business hours at the AMPLION Showrooms:

25-26, Savile Row, Regent Street, W.1; 79-82, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4;
and at the recently opened Scottish Depot:— 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow.
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Reception Conditions in Derbyshire

An interesting letter giving details of some results obtained with the All-in Portable Receiver, described by Mr. A. S. Clark in the June issue of "Modern Wireless."

Working the set in the open air.

Dear Sir,—I recently had an opportunity of spending a short holiday in Derbyshire, and as this seemed an excellent opportunity to study reception conditions in a country district well removed from all the main B.H.C. stations, it was decided to make use of the two-valve portable receiver, described by Mr. A. S. Clark in Modern Wireless, Vol. 4, No. 5. It will be remembered that this set employs a straightforward detector and low-frequency amplifier circuit, with transformer coupling and reaction on to the aerial coil. The usual series condenser is used for C.A.T., and a loading coil for the high-power station is incorporated.

At Spinckhill

The reception to be described was carried out at Spinckhill, a delightful little village situated on the top of a hill, about eight miles south of Sheffield, and surrounded on every side by open country.

The first step was to arrange a suitable aerial and earth connection. The aerial, thanks to a convenient tree, was not difficult, and consisted of 50 feet of rubber-covered flex. One end was attached to an insulator fastened on the tree at a height of about 20 feet, the other end passing through an open window, across a room, and straight on to the set, this end being but 7 ft. from the ground. The earth presented more difficulties than the aerial, because no water main was laid on to the house and it was impossible, for several reasons, to erect a counterpoise under the aerial. Some preliminary experiments were made with a few yards of flex laid across the floor of the room. This sufficed to bring in the Sheffield relay station at a good 'phone strength, but other stations were weak and the set was inclined to be unstable. This short counterpoise was therefore replaced by about 20 ft. of 26 gauge d.c.c. wire, which wandered across the room and out of the door, where it was securely fastened to a garden fork, the latter then being thrust into stony ground.

Screening Effect by Hills

Both the Sheffield and Leeds-Bradford stations now came in at tremendous strength on the 'phones, and subsequent test with a borrowed loud-speaker (a Junior model) showed that fair loud-speaker reception was possible, even during the afternoon, from 2LS at 35 miles. On a slightly higher wavelength was Nottingham. This relay station was 30 miles away, and although incapable of operating the loud-speaker, really good 'phone strength was obtained. At approximately the same strength was Manchester on 378 metres (793.2 Kc.). One might have expected really powerful signals from this station, since it was less than 40 miles distant, but a glance at the map will show that the Pennine Derbyshire Peak lies exactly between the two places, and this undoubtedly accounts for the loss of signal strength. Clear reception was possible at all times from Birmingham (65 miles), Newcastle (115 miles), and 2LO (140 miles), and their strength improved somewhat after sunset. The Bournemouth station (185 miles) was heard on several occasions, but only by careful adjustment of reaction. Stoke-on-Trent is only 8 metres above Sheffield in wavelength, and consequently could only be heard when the latter was not working; even then reception was rather difficult, and was not probably to the intervening hills.

Reception of Daventry

The only other British stations heard were Aberdeen, Glasgow and Hull, and these were very weak indeed. Petit Parisien came in on one occasion at about the same strength as 2LO, but this reception was after sunset. The high-power station at Daventry was received at about the same strength as it is heard in London with the same receiver.

Freedom from Interference

Whilst giving all due credit to the receiver, which invariably seems to give good results, the ease with which a number of distant stations could be tuned in at any time of the day shows how fortunate are those amateurs who are in a position to set up their aerials in the open country far removed from the screening effects of surrounding buildings and the howls of "local oscillators." To one living less than 10 miles from 2LO and on the west side of London, the most noticeable features were the freedom from interference with all the stations received, and particularly the absence of mush from powerful arc stations. On one or two occasions very slight interference was experienced from ship stations, but this seldom lasted long.

On Another Aerial

It may be of interest to record that the "portable" was also tested on the aerial of a friend living barely a hundred yards away. To our great surprise Sheffield was not nearly so loud, but 2ZY was practically at loud-speaker strength.

The valves used in the set were two D.E.3's, operated from a 4½-volt dry battery tapped at 3 volts. Best results were obtained with 13½ volts H.T. on the detector and 7½ on the amplifier.—Yours faithfully, K. T. ARTER.
WE have pleasure in announcing that the genuine Mansbridge Condenser, originated and designed by G. F. Mansbridge, Esq., over 20 years ago, will now be manufactured by the Mansbridge Condenser Co., Ltd., under the aegis of G. F. Mansbridge, Esq., himself, and marketed with the full backing of the Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.

No Condenser of the "Mansbridge" Type is a genuine Mansbridge product unless the words "Mansbridge Condenser" are plainly embossed on the metal case. The colour of the case is maroon.

The capacity is plainly marked and is accurate to within fine limits, and nickel plated screw terminals are provided for making connections.

In your own interests you should see that when you require condensers of this type you specify Mansbridge.

### Prices and Capacities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.05 mfd.</td>
<td>2/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>2/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>3/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>3/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>3/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>3/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>5/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS, LTD.

(Makers of Electric Wire for over forty years)

Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.1

Telegrams: Electrowire

Telephone: Clerkswell E.1388, 1389, 1390, 1391.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
New Range of Models

FROM THE HOUSE OF

A.J.S

(Sir Oliver Lodge's Choice after Test)

Considered from every standpoint the new A.J.S. Radio Instruments merit the closest investigation. Every model marks a definite step forward in Radio Evolution, and never before has such perfection been offered. Full details on receipt of post card.

COMPARE THE SPECIFICATION.


In addition, 12 months' WRITTEN GUARANTEE and 12 months' FREE INSURANCE with every set. Deferred Payments may be arranged.

2 VALVE LOUD-SPEAKER SET

In beautiful mahogany Cabinet. Designed to give Loud-Speaker results on near-by station, performance on actual test is truly amazing. Complete with A.J.S. Junior Loud-Speaker, 2 Mullard Dull Emitter Valves, 150 volt B.T. Battery, 2 volt 100 amp. Accumulator. Full Aerial Equipment and Coils (300-550), £13 10s. 0d. INCLUDING ROYALTY.

A.J. STEVENS & Co. (1914), Ltd. WOLVERHAMPTON.

RADIO BRANCH:

Telephone: 1748/52
Radio Call Sign: 5 R.I.
Telegrams: "Reception, Wolverhampton."

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
The Life of a Valve

By Capt. H. L. CROWTHER, M.Sc.

An interesting description by our Deputy Director of Research of some of the chief factors which govern this important subject.

The life of the thermionic valve is of extreme importance to everyone interested in wireless transmission or reception. The chief factors on which the life of a valve depend are not generally realised, and it is therefore proposed to outline briefly the essential points to keep in mind, so that one is able to obtain the longest possible life for any given valve.

In considering the question of life, valves should be divided into at least two definite classes, namely, ordinary bright emitters, and dull emitters, since in each of these cases the life is dependent on essentially different properties of the filament. The dull emitter that will be considered is the type with the highly thoriated filament. The coated filament dull emitter, and the low vacuum or soft valve will not be dealt with at present, as these are not in such general use.

Life of Bright Emitter Valves

By bright emitter valve is meant one which has an ordinary tungsten filament, which is normally run at a temperature of from about 2,000°K to 2,700°K. The life of the bright emitter essentially depends on the life of the tungsten filament. It is generally assumed that the condition in which the valve is used does not influence its life. That is, the life of the valve is approximately the same whether it is used in a transmitter or a receiver, or whether it is simply run as a lamp, without high tension on the anode. This of course would not hold good in the case of valves with faulty vacuums, since under these conditions the application of H.T. to the anode causes abnormal disintegration of the filament.

Evaporation of the Tungsten Filament

Whilst the valve is in use the tungsten filament slowly evaporates and in consequence gets gradually thinner. For a time this process is probably more or less uniform over the entire length of the filament. The filament then becomes slightly thinner at one spot, possibly owing to a slight flaw in the filament. This spot becomes hotter than the remainder of the filament. In consequence the evaporation at this particular point becomes more and more rapid, with the result that the filament ultimately fuses or burns out. The time required for a ten per cent. reduction in the diameter of the filament due to evaporation is generally considered the maximum figure that can be allowed for the life of the filament.

Effect on Life of Increase of Filament Current

Since the evaporation of a tungsten filament increases very rapidly as the temperature is raised it is very important that the filament current should not be more than is necessary to give the electron emission required.

Experiments have shown that the life of a tungsten filament is inversely proportional to at least the 15th power of the filament current. That is, a ten per cent. increase in the filament current above normal reduces the life of the filament to less than one-quarter of its original value. Thus if a 0.5 amp. filament valve gave a normal life of 400 hours, it would only last for 100 hours with a filament current of 0.55 amps.

The Longest Possible Life under Working Conditions

For a valve to function properly, a certain minimum electron emission is required. The emission from an ordinary tungsten filament is directly proportional to its area and to its temperature. Owing to evaporation, the resistance...
of the filament gradually increases throughout its life. It is thus impossible to keep both filament current and voltage constant. If the current is to be kept constant then the voltage will have to be gradually raised. In this condition, the temperature and also the emission gradually increase. Thus after a short time the valve is being run at a temperature considerably higher than is necessary to give the required emission. The life of the valve under these conditions is thus much shorter than it need be in order to give a

Emission may Decrease

The life of a valve as a dull emitter is not necessarily the life of the filament itself. In the case of the bright emitter valve, the emission is maintained until the filament actually burns out. In the case of the dull emitter, however, the emission may fall off, either temporarily or permanently, long before the filament actually fails.

In this type of valve, the emission at the working temperature depends almost entirely on the presence of thorium on the surface of the filament. Temporary loss of emission may occur through the evaporation of most of the surface thorium. By suitable treatment the surface of the filament can be reconditioned and the valve is then as good as before.

If, however, the distillation of the thorium from the filament has been more or less complete, then the valve is useless as a dull emitter. This loss of thorium may take place before the filament has completed 75 per cent of its actual life. This failure in emission before the filament actually burns out is not serious, as the life of the filament at the working temperature of the dull emitter is extremely long. When the valve fails as a dull emitter it can still complete its life as a bright emitter valve.

A Noteworthy Point

Temporary loss of emission may be caused by either running the filament at a temperature higher than that normally used or else using too much high tension. For example, if a valve which normally operates at 3 volts is run at, say, 4 volts for a few minutes, it may lose a large percentage of its emission and be quite useless when again run at its normal three volts. Similarly, if the anode voltage is raised much above its normal value the emission may be reduced to a fraction of its original value.

For dull emitter valves, therefore, it is very important not to exceed the values of filament voltage and high tension as recommended by the manufacturers for the particular type of valve in use.

Fig. 2.—The effect of different values of filament current upon the life and rate of decay.
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MODERN WIRELESS

FAMOUS FORMO PRODUCTIONS

THE NEW FORMO-SENSOR STRAIGHT WAVE, ULTRA LOW LOSS with 200-1 FINE TUNING RECORDING DIAL

-0.0033 μF -0.005 μF
FORMO-SENSOR complete with FINE TUNING RECORDING DIAL
17/6 FORMO-SENSOR without Dial.
10/6 FINE TUNING RECORDING DIAL separately
7/6

SEPARETES STATIONS WITH HAIR-SPLITTING EXACTITUDE
A Condenser of Advanced Design, Suitable alike for Laboratory and General Use, and for Super-Het., Neutrodyne and other Circuits designed for Super-Selectivity.

GROUNDRODOR, INDEPENDENT SKELETON FRAME, JEWELLERS' METAL VANES, NO HAND
CAPACITY, STATIONS LOGGED ON THE DIAL.

THE FORMO PERFECTION
L.F. TRANSFORMER

Full, Rich, Mellow Reproduction of Voice or Music, with the Utmost Fidelity.
ITS STRONGEST APPEAL IS TO THE MOST CRITICAL.

ONE GUINEA
30,000 Turns of Wire.

Correctly proportioned between the windings. On a core composed of the exact amount of iron.

THE EVER POPULAR FORMO SHROUDED MODEL
12,500 Turns.
10/6 Formerly 18/.
This transformer is increasing in favour by leaps and bounds, and, at the new price of 10/6, it is undeniably the utmost value in Radio that money can buy.
It is giving honest and faithful service to thousands of listeners in every quarter of the globe.

ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLETS ON REQUEST.

THE FORMO COMPANY,
(CROWN WORKS,
Cricklewood, London, N.W.2

Anyone can build this FADA Neutrodyne

NOTHING needed but a screwdriver, pliers and soldering iron and the FADA Radio 169a outfit of components—and in one short evening you will have a FADA 5-valve Neutrodyne Set complete—ready for use!

This wonderful set gives a degree of selectivity never before achieved. Under average conditions it will bring in any home or Continental station at loud speaker strength—at once—perfectly. A few degrees of calibration will cut out 2 LO in London.

Anyone can build the FADA 5-valve Neutrodyne this simple way. With each set comes a 75-page instruction book describing every operation in correct order down to the smallest detail.

The complete outfit (without cabinet and valves) £14. If your local dealer or motor agent does not stock, write direct to us.

Mullard Valves, type D.F.A.I., with standard American base are recommended.

FADA Radio Ltd.
(Dept. A) 31, Kingsway, London, W.C.
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"Having been persuaded by my local wireless dealer to try the Yesly Square Law Condenser I am writing to tell you that the results I have obtained with it are far and away superior to all other makes I have used."

"I have already thanked the dealer who recommended your condenser, and the increased signal strength I obtained with 'Yesly' Tuning makes me want to know what other components you manufacture."

"Please send me your list."

"I am so satisfied you are at liberty to use this letter if you wish."
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A Low-Loss Loud-Speaker Reflex Circuit

By A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor.

The very loudest signals ever heard by the writer on a single valve were obtained with the low-loss crystal-valve dual amplification circuit shown here, in which a number of separate factors that make for high efficiency in reception have been incorporated in the one circuit, and where, by making use of crystal rectification, combined with a heavily negatively biased valve of the small-power type, the heavy damping influence of a rectifying valve is to a large extent eliminated.

Low-Loss

The writer has had occasion recently to call attention to the surprising magnitude of this damping effect, which appears to baffle most of our efforts to attain a really "low-loss" circuit; but the effect of negative grid-bias in diminishing this damping of the valve is quite remarkable, when measured directly in the manner suggested by him in Wireless Weekly, July 29 issue. By using a crystal for rectification in a lightly-coupled tuned-anode circuit it is possible to operate with a negative grid; and by utilising one of the modern small power or L.S. valves with ample H.T. it is practicable to obtain a full degree of L.F. amplification in the same valve, without experiencing the distortion due to overloading the valve.

Fig. 1.—The L.F. transformer should be of good quality and preferably of the high-ratio type.
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Fig. 2.—An alternative method of aerial coupling employing a simple tapped coil.

The author of this article claims that although this circuit is not to be recommended for long-distance work, quite the loudest signals he has ever heard when using a single valve, were received from 2LO at a distance of twelve miles.

Full use can then be made of really low-loss tuning arrangements; the aerial has the semi-aperiodic, extremely loose coupling which the writer has shown by actual measurement to be most favourable for signal strength, with a secondary inductance of the low-loss type made up with spaced windings of a generous gauge on a skeleton former, and tuned by a parallel tuning condenser of low maximum capacity. The inevitable damping effect of the crystal detector across the tuned anode is diminished by placing it across only one-half of the inductance (as in the manner suggested for obtaining the maximum signal strength in plain crystal reception, where a low-resistance aerial and earth connection are available). Both signal strength and selectivity are favourably affected by this device. The low-frequency reflex feed is by the "parallel" method favoured by the writer, via a radio choke connected behind a small grid-condenser; this eliminates casual H.F. feed-back via the distributed capacities in the L.F. transformer, etc. An ample H.F. by-pass condenser is also inserted across the primary of this transformer.

Buzzing

A common fault of dual amplification circuits is that of buzzing or whistling, particularly when the crystal detector is disturbed. One reason for this is that the heavy damping of the crystal is necessarily relied upon largely to restrain the valve from oscillating, and in many dual circuits there is no fine control available to regulate the degree of this damping.

In a powerful, but admittedly trickly, neutrodyne dual circuit the writer described in Modern Wireless, Vol. 2, No. 7, which apparently aroused considerable interest at the time both here and in the States, the fine control necessary for obtaining the last ounce of signal strength was obtained as suggested by the title, by a small neutrodyne condenser operating in the manner now familiar in the neutrodyne-tuned-anode H.F. coupling. Here the control is effected by the expedient
described by the writer in *Wireless Weekly*, Vol. 4, No. 10, and subsequently utilised a good deal as a method of measuring H.F. resistances. The tuned-anode is isolated "up in the air" by a good radio choke, which latter is bridged by a "reaction-control" condenser, which gives the needed fine control over the degree of inherent capacitative feed-back, and, therefore, enables the circuit to be adjusted nicely for the degree of damping offered at the moment by the crystal; or can even control self-oscillation when the crystal is put out of action. The result is that buzzing and whistling are unknown, with any reasonably intelligent operation of the circuit; and, at the same time, the ultimate degree of power is obtained from the crystal-rectifying device for whatever setting has been obtained.

**An Important Point**

An obvious disadvantage of this method is that the tuning of the anode circuit varies appreciably with alteration of the reaction-control condenser; if for no other reason, the circuit should not be brought forward for distant reception (invariably involving searching). It is almost invariably found that the margin between quiet oscillation and howling is small in a dual circuit, so that such circuits are not, in general, recommended for critical work. The writer cannot too strongly emphasise that this particular dual circuit is not recommended for real long-distance work, but solely for loud-speaker reception of the local station, in which service he has found it to give more volume, and better reproduction, than any in his experience. Then the triple tuning-control (two of these controls are fairly flat) is not prohibitively difficult.

**Details**

The maximum effects will not be obtained unless each single one of the details implying efficiency be attended to; the valve must be of the small-power type, such as the D.E.5, or P.V.3D.E., to mention only two of the several types now available; at least 100 volts of H.T. should be employed, more, if possible, and really ample negative grid-bias must be used. The plate current is fairly heavy in operation (some 5 or 6 milliamperes in normal operation with proper grid-bias), so that a large type of H.T. battery—or better still, an H.T. accumulator battery—should be used, with the usual 2 µF blocking condenser across it. A modern large L.F. transformer of high ratio (61 or even higher) should be used for the reflexing; too large a grid-condenser should be avoided, as the effect of this is to lower the tone or "pitch" of the reproduction considerably.

**Construction of Inductances**

The primary coil is a 50-turn tapped solenoid of No. 22 d.c.c. wound on a 3 in. diameter plain dry cardboard former. The aerial is permanently connected to the upper end; the earth connection is made to a tapping point at No. 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, or 50 turns, as practical trial shown to be best, and according to aerial dimensions and wavelength. This will cover efficiently the ordinary B.B.C. short-wave range, with aerials varying from a short single wire to a large triple arrangement. A very small indoor aerial might possibly require a larger number of primary turns, which is readily adjusted. A simple alternative device is that of the auto-transformer semi-aperiodic coupling which the writer has advocated frequently; here alternative tappings should be tried at, e.g., No. 10, 15, 20, or even higher for a small indoor aerial on the secondary low-loss inductance. There appears to be no advantage in a low-loss primary.
The Grid Coil

The secondary must be of the low-loss design, of stout-gauged air-spaced wire on a skeleton former; the latter to avoid possible subsequent effects of moisture if, e.g., dry cardboard were adopted here, rather than to give any measurable improvement in immediate efficiency. The writer actually used a standard Collinson Precision Screw Co.'s low-loss former, 3¾ in. diameter and 6 in. long, wound with about 65 turns of No. 20 enamel-insulated wire, with about the usual spacing of 10 to the inch. The primary is mounted fully 2 in. below the commencement of the secondary winding, and at the "earth" end of the latter. There is no advantage at all in putting it closer, provided that it is roughly tuned by the tappings so that the natural frequency of the aerial, etc., is just above that of reception. The tuned-anode inductance is wound in a fairly low-loss manner (for we have the crystal-damping here, so that the ultra-low-loss is irrelevant) with 50 turns of No. 22 d.c.c. on a 3 in. former, 5½ in. long, of dry cardboard with a centre-tap for the crystal connection. This must have a minimum of direct magnetic coupling with the other inductances, so should be placed well away from the low-loss secondary, and so as to form the crossing of a T when the former represents the vertical stroke, i.e., exactly at right angles and symmetrically placed. Wiring should be kept as short as possible and well isolated for the same reason. The circuit would be uncontrollable if such direct magnetic back-coupling were permitted.

Radio Chokes

The radio chokes can be of the commercial type, or simply narrow coils, as shown above. The grid coil is just above that of the vertical stroke, i.e., exactly at right angles and symmetrically placed. Wiring should be kept as short as possible and well isolated for the same reason. The circuit would be uncontrollable if such direct magnetic back-coupling were permitted.

Radio Chokes

The addition of a clip-in type fixed condenser across the loud-speaker is useful for tone control. The writer recommends the use of the Colvern low-loss coil, 0.0006 mfd.

The Grid Coil

The writer made use of the matching coil, 0.0006 mfd., and so forth, in the tuned circuit. The setting of the two condensers is just above that of the vertical stroke, i.e., exactly at right angles and symmetrically placed. Wiring should be kept as short as possible and well isolated. The circuit would be uncontrollable if such direct magnetic back-coupling were permitted.

Radio Chokes

The radio chokes can be of the commercial type, or simply narrow coils, as shown above. The grid coil is just above that of the vertical stroke, i.e., exactly at right angles and symmetrically placed. Wiring should be kept as short as possible and well isolated for the same reason. The circuit would be uncontrollable if such direct magnetic back-coupling were permitted.

Radio Chokes

The addition of a clip-in type fixed condenser across the loud-speaker is useful for tone control. The writer recommends the use of the Colvern low-loss coil, 0.0006 mfd.

The Grid Coil

The writer made use of the matching coil, 0.0006 mfd., and so forth, in the tuned circuit. The setting of the two condensers is just above that of the vertical stroke, i.e., exactly at right angles and symmetrically placed. Wiring should be kept as short as possible and well isolated. The circuit would be uncontrollable if such direct magnetic back-coupling were permitted.
The general lay-out used by the author in his experiments. Note the method of arranging the tuning coils.

condensers. There should be no difficulty in picking up the local station on the 'phones'; it is quite futile to attempt to tune in distant stations at first. As stated explicitly, this is not a long-distance receiver, and the control has not the fine simplicity of a straight reaction circuit.

After finding the station, the optimum tapping of the semi-aperiodic primary is quickly found; then the secondary is tuned critically. Finally, that anode tuning which appears to show the most powerful reaction effect is sought, i.e., the setting in connection with which the 0.0001 μF control condenser has to be set to the lowest reading to avoid self-oscillation. The crystal is then set to give optimum signals, and the reaction control is adjusted so as to bring to bear all the power the crystal will stand without distortion appearing. Any large adjustment of the reaction control must be accompanied by a corresponding small adjustment of the anode tuning.

Results

When adjusted thus, real "loud-speaking" was readily attained, at about 12 miles from the local station and on a good aerial, at a strength comparable with a cabinet gramophone and readily relayed over the land-line telephone. With the window partly open on the first-floor, the Savoy band was readily audible in the street, the large loud-speaker used being pointed away from the window.

Similar results were obtained with a small single-wire aerial as well. On capacity aerial" alone, that is, without either proper aerial or earth connection, but merely casual pick-up on wires, etc., the band was audible along a passage and in another room in a quiet house at night, using the single valve. With the good aerial Bournemouth was tuned in directly on the loud-speaker some feet away, after other
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stations had finished, and one of the Paris stations was excellent on the head-phones; but as emphasised, such work is not the proper sphere for this type of loud-speaking dual circuit.

In the immediate locality of the local station, the smallest indoor aerial should suffice for good loud-speaking; for remoter suburbs evidently a good attic aerial and low resistance earth connection are all that will be needed. No A.C. hum was noticed at all, although close to the 50-cycle A.C. lighting mains.

**Components**

Components actually used in the experimental receiver were: Collinson Precision Low-loss Former; J.B. standard pattern tuning condensers; Lissen radio chokes; Grafton Electric 6V L.F. transformer, fixed condensers, and 120 volt accumulator H.T. battery; "Maxitone" Auto detector; Ediswan Dulcivox loud-speaker base; Scientific Supply Stores’ large fibre loud-speaker horn, H.T. and filament resistance; Ediswan P.V. D.E. valve; Ever-Ready grid-bias battery. Primary and anode formers were the ordinary 3 in. cardboard tube, carefully dried.

A.D.C.

---

**Continued popularity**

Since the days of Writtle, J.B. Instruments have been a popular product. This well-deserved popularity has advanced with the great science of broadcasting, since to-day the fame of the J.B. Condensers is known wherever a receiver is installed. That these products merit such astounding success is the outcome of utmost efficiency at a very reasonable cost.

There is little point in searching for a better instrument, for it has been proved by eminent experimental engineers that few instruments have such distinctions that justify their increased cost.

It matters little for what purpose you propose using a J.B. instrument—it will prove efficient. This surely is your principal requirement.

**SQUARE LAW.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>.001</th>
<th>.01</th>
<th>.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.0005</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**J.B. SQUARE LAW WITH VERNIER.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>.01</th>
<th>.01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.0005</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE PANEL**

RADION

American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd.

Head Office: 15a Fore Street, London, E.C. 2

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
Quality guaranteed by over 50 years' electrical manufacturing experience.

B.500. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER. Guaranteed for 12 months. Price 21/- each. This Transformer has been adopted by leading manufacturers of Wireless Receiving Sets and discriminating amateurs in all parts of the world. Excellent results have been obtained on tests carried out by the National Physical Laboratory. Copy of the curve can be had on application.

B.558. VARIABLE CONDENSERS. (For use as Independent Units.) Strongly constructed on the same principle as variable condensers for panel mounting. Enclosed in dustproof non-inflammable Celastoid covers, and fitted with dial, knob, two terminals and three feet for fixing to table or board if required. Price 15/- each.

EBONITE CONDENSER DIALS AND KNOBS. In one piece, graduated in white, ø 18 cm, highly finished, complete with fixing screw, dial approximately 3 in. diameter. Complete, 1/3 each. Dials only, 10d. each.

13.599. SILVERTOWN - FILAMENT RHEOSTAT. ONE HOLE FIXING. Circular pattern, on ebonite former, complete with knob, pointer, black celluloid scale engraved in white and two terminals for connections. The resistance wire is wound on an insulating rod, thereby giving a perfectly smooth adjustment. B.599 - Wound to approximately 5 ohms resistance; B.600 - Wound to approximately 30 ohms resistance. B.599. TESTING BUZZERS. Complete with Switch. Mounted on ebonite base with terminals and shunt, or mounted with terminals, shunt and switch. 7/- and 8/- each. Supplied unmounted, 3/6 each.

B.570. 10-WAY INDUCTANCE OR CAPACITY SWITCH. (Patent 226245.) This switch is of the under panel mounting type, and is fitted to the panel by means of the two countersunk head screws supplied. It enables the experimenter to build up large capacities, and is an invaluable addition to any set. Price 8/- each.

B.513. POTENTIOMETERS. (For panel mounting.) On rectangular ebonite former, complete with knob and pointer. Former mounted on cast brass frame. Resistance approximately 400 ohms. 7/- each.

MAKERS:
THE SILVERTOWN COMPANY

LIVERPOOL : 14, Castle Street.
LONDON : 500 and 1002, Cannon Street.
MANCHESTER : 16, John Dalton Street.
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE : 59, Westgate.
PORTSMOUTH : 49, High Street.
SHEFFIELD : 88-90, Queen Street.
**Tested by Ourselves**

"Ariane" Portable Aerial

A **SAMPLE of the "Ariane" portable aerial has been submitted by Messrs. B.E.N. Patents. This consists of a strip of enamelled wire-gauze about 3/4 in. wide and some 11 yards long, wound on a reel, with swivel, and with insulator and connecting terminal at the outer end. It is suggested that this can be suspended in any convenient position indoors, and does not require supplementary insulators. Tested practically first as a short indoor aerial in conjunction with a sensitive single-valve receiver, and in the same room, satisfactory reception resulted on the local station, and the valve oscillated with ease.

**A Second Test**

In a second test, under favourable conditions, using the whole length along a first-floor corridor and as lead-in down the staircase as well, in direct comparison with a similarly-wound aerial of standard 7/32" stranded copper wire of like dimensions, at a dozen miles from the local short-wave station the Ariane aerial gave 2.5 microamps rectified current with a good galena crystal used in a low-loss, "proportional-crystal-tap" crystal-receiver of the most favourable design; as compared with precisely the same figure for the stranded wire. The capacity of the Ariane strip was slightly greater, but which at the same time has a shank reduced to 1/4-in. diameter, and hence small enough to hold in the chuck of an ordinary geared hand-drill or breast-drill. This drill, a sample of which has reached us and has received practical test, is 4 in. long and has a parallel 1/4-in. diameter shank 11 in. long. On trial it proved to be fast-cutting and keen; and eminently suited for this special service.

The B.T.H. L.F. Transformer.

**B.T.H. L.F. Transformers**

**INTERVALVE low-frequency transformers of 4:1 and 2:1 ratio have been submitted by Messrs. The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. These are of medium size, standing about 3 in. high by 2 in. square. Both are enclosed in an insulated case of the familiar B.T.H. chocolate-brown colour, and have an unusually generous iron core of thin laminations. The four terminals are arranged conveniently on the sides of the case, and are plainly marked. The case also provides holding-down lugs. As might be expected in a product of a firm of Messrs. B.T.H.'s reputation, insulation-resistance, workmanship and finish were beyond reproach.

On practical test against standard large types, under the most favourable conditions as to grid-bias and plate-potential and controlling a small power-valve, in telephony reception the 4:1 ratio instrument gave excellent results, both as to the degree of amplification and freedom from distortion. After a low-impedance detector-valve the results were almost comparable with the standard, if a little "low-pitched"; after a high-impedance "R" detector-valve the performance fell off a little. But for a medium-sized instrument, the result was really good; the instrument can accordingly be recommended for the first or second stage.

**The 2:1 Ratio Type**

The 2:1 instrument showed a disappointing performance in the matter of degree of amplification, whether in a first stage or in a second or third stage of transformer-coupled L.F. amplification, using the proper equipment of power-valves and stabilising devices, and in comparison with the 4:1 and 6:1 ratio instruments which both modern practice and theoretical considerations as to matching valve and transformer primary impedances dictate. The tone was good, and, of course, stability may be obtained a little more easily in a third stage transformer-coupled L.F. valve if a low-ratio instrument be used (as in current American practice), and amplification thereby sacrificed; but it is not easy to see the point of a 2:1 ratio instrument in ordinary practice.

"National Super-Crystal Detector"

**A WELL-THOUGHT-OUT crystal detector of the horizontal glass-enclosed type for the galena cat-whisker combination has been submitted for our criticism**
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PROGRESS AT OUR ELSTREE LABORATORIES

The first two huts at Elstree are now completed. This photograph shows the site itself with the research hut in the foreground. Note the entire absence of trees, wires, iron pipes, etc., which could cause trouble with short-wave experiments.

Work has already commenced in the test hut, which is shown in the left-hand photograph, while the view above depicts the ideal conditions under which testing and research will be carried out.

Appreciation of "Modern Wireless" Sets

Sir,—A further note of appreciation on the sets described in MODERN WIRELESS. I have constructed at least a dozen of these, from "S.T. 100" onwards. My latest are Mr. Cowper's "Simple Selective Set" (MODERN WIRELESS for April, 1925), and the Simplified Three-Valve Dual (MODERN WIRELESS March, 1925, by John Scott-Taggart). To the former I added one stage of power amplification, and the results were extraordinary, and the set being constructed in the American style it made a most useful portable instrument. I wrote to Mr. Cowper thanking him, and he took a very kind interest in some further modifications for the reception of short waves, which I have carried out with much success.

The "Three-Valve Dual" was completed recently and was really originally the W1 3-valve receiver, which had been superseded by the Cowper set for loud-speaker work 17 miles from 5SC. So having a spare panel and handsome cabinet doing nothing, I converted the W1 to the Three-Valve Dual, taking great care in spacing wires. I expected little, but received much; and at the moment Arneagles' band is full loud-speaker strength on a short indoor aerial. I have logged Belfast, Dundee, Edinburgh, Bournemouth, Manchester, and several Continental stations on the loud-speaker up to date. I consider this is excellent for summer conditions.

The receiver is really delightfully easy to handle, and I am looking forward to the winter months and to enjoying many pleasant hours with the "Simplified Three-Valve Dual."—Yours truly,

WILLIAM SCOTT, M.B., Ch.B.
Alexandria,
Dumbartonshire.

The General Purpose Three

Sir,—I think it may interest you to know the results I have obtained from my "General Purpose" three-valve receiver, described by Mr. Johnson-Randall in MODERN WIRELESS, April, 1925. I am able to receive all B.B.C. stations except Edinburgh and Plymouth at good 'phone strength, and several of the nearer ones on loud speaker. Birmingham, 35 miles, being too loud for comfort. This set seems to have an appetite for Continental stations, some of my best being Petit Parisian, Radio-Toulouse, Hamburg, Frankfurt, Rome, and a Dutch on about 360 metres.

Some evenings Toulouse comes in at quite good loud-speaker strength. One evening last week I heard an American station, WGY, at about 12.35 a.m., but atmospherics were so bad that at times nothing was distinguishable. Considering that I have been at wireless for just under a year, and that I am only just 16, I do not think results at all bad. If you can make any use of this letter I shall be very pleased indeed. Meanwhile I remain a faithful reader of your excellent papers.—Yours truly,

S. E. KENWORTHY.
Priors Lee, Salop.
Envelope No. 4

Sir,—I enclose photograph of the "All- Concert de Luxe" receiver which I have constructed from instructions given in Envelope No. 4 by Percy W. Harris. I have incorporated a switch to cut out the third valve.

Have also built, as you will see by the photograph, an extra L.F. unit from instructions given in "Twelve Tested Wireless Sets," also by Mr. Harris, but made to match the design of the set.

The results I have obtained with this set are really marvellous; my aerial is 30 ft. high, total length 65 ft. about, and with coils 35, 75, and 75. I tuned in one evening twenty-seven stations in under fifteen minutes.

I get most of the British main stations on the loud-speaker with three valves, Glasgow, one of the most distant, coming in quite well.

Mr. Wall's "All Concert de Luxe" Receiver, with Note Magnifier added

With the four valves the loud-speaker brings in several Continental stations, also Edinburgh relay station and KDKA.

I have made my own coils for KDKA (one of which is seen in the receiver as photographed).—Yours truly,

Felixstowe. S. D. WALL.

"Full Volume from Three Valves"

Sir,—With reference to the article "Full volume from Three Valves" by Mr. A. Johnson-Randall, in the July issue of Modern Wireless, I should like to state that it fully justifies the author's remarks as to tone and volume, and it is well worth the time taken in constructing it.

On plugging in all three valves the Junior Amplion Loud-speaker has all its work cut out to carry the volume, and taking into consideration the above remarks the tone obtained is exceptionally pure.

I have a single aerial 25 ft. high each end, and the valves are Edison A.R.D.E. for the 1st and 2nd stages and a Cossor W.3 for the last stage.

The above remarks, I think, show that I for one am fully satisfied with the working of the set, and can only thank you for the opportunity of constructing same.—Yours truly,

Catford, S.E.

R. C. SHARWOOD.

A Simple Selective Set

Sir,—May I heartily endorse the tribute paid to Mr. A. D. Cowper, M.Sc., on page 926 of the last number of Modern Wireless. There is no Radio Press writer who gives me greater interest.

I have made up several circuits of his, including "A Simple Selective Set," given in the Modern Wireless some months ago (April, 1925). This I consider to be the ideal one-valve design for reception of short-wave broadcasting.

Finally, I hope to see more of Mr. Cowper's articles on the lines of "Low Resistance Frame Aerials and Distant Reception" in the March issue of Modern Wireless.

Yours truly,

Glasgow. THOMAS SCOTT.

A Two-Valve Hartley-Reinartz Receiver

By JOHN W. BARBER. (Continued from Page 75.)

The setting of the reaction condenser will be found to affect that of the tuning condenser, in a similar manner to that in which an ordinary reaction coil affects the tuning of a simple reaction receiver, hence it will be necessary to follow up adjustments of the tuning condenser with adjustments of the reaction condenser, in order to find the best setting for a particular station. The local station can be tuned out with remarkable ease, and it has been possible to receive Bournemouth, at five miles from London, with no interference from the local station, while during an initial test on a bench hook-up it was necessary to join up a crystal set to find out whether 2L0 was working, since that station was not discovered in two or three rotations of the tuning dials! When the operation of the circuit was understood more clearly, it was possible to receive several distant stations in a few minutes using the detector valve only, but as the reception was only in the nature of a preliminary test to find out the best number of turns in the coils, the call signs of the various stations were not waited for, but music was clear and distinct in all cases.

Results

After building the receiver up into its present form, the first station to be received was Radio-Toulouse on 275 metres (1090 Kc.), which came in at characteristically good strength. London is, of course, too loud at five miles for comfortable telephone reception, although it is hardly loud enough to operate a loud-speaker at sufficient volume for a medium-sized room.

Other stations received included 3IT, 5EC, Hamburg, Brussels, several British relay stations, Petit Parisien, and L'École Supérieure. In view of its selectivity, this set will provide the means whereby many distant stations may be heard without local interference.
Another "Cosmos" Development

The latest product of the "Cosmos" organisation, this compact New Model Three Valve Radio Set possesses a number of distinctive features, giving perfect reproduction with the minimum of controls.

A reflex circuit with resistance-capacity coupling is employed and Interchangeable Coil Units cover Wavelengths (i) 250 to 550 metres and (ii) 1300 to 3000 metres.

Anti vibration valve holders are fitted and a dual rheostat with battery switch allows for the use of either Bright or Dull Emitter Valves.

The approximate range with a Loud Speaker is 30 miles from an ordinary B.B.C. Station and 100 miles from the High Power Station.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
Obtainable from most wireless Dealers.

PRICE:
"Cosmos" 3-valve Set, complete with B.B.C Band Coil Unit Valves, Batteries, Aerial and Earthing Equipment, Earth Switch and Amplian AR Loud Speaker (£51), including Royalties £1 : 17 : 6.

£15 : 5 : 3

Send for copies of the attractive Booklet "In Pursuit of the Ideal."
BETTER ALL ROUND


Greater Selectivity. Greater Volume

Maximum Air Space. Uniform in Size.

Acknowledged as the Maximum Efficiency Inductance Coil.

Use them with the Transadapta —

(1) For H.F. Transformer work.
(2) As Coils for Neutrodyne Circuits.
(3) For Oscillators, Long-Wave Transformers and Transfer Coils in supersonic heterodyne Sets.

The increase in signal strength and selectivity and the ease with which neutrodyne sets are stabilised will be a revelation.

Note this extract from "Wireless Weekly" Editorial, June 17th, 1925:

"... It is not unprofitable to wonder what would be said by one of those who preach efficiency in tuning inductances if it was suggested to him that he should use tuning coils consisting of a winding of quite fine wire without any other separation of turns than that produced by slot winding, the whole inductance to be embedded in a lump of ebonite. His scorn would, no doubt, be vitriolic, yet is not the description which we have just given an approximately correct one of the average high-frequency plug-in transformer?"

The Sign of Efficiency.

GAMBRELL BROTHERS LTD.
76, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
October, 1925

MODERN WIRELESS

Loud Speakers
The Perfect Reproducers.

The real joy of Radio Entertainment comes with the possession of a reliable LOUD SPEAKER and the SERENADA is the instrument which attains this ideal. The SERENADA LOUD SPEAKER is the latest advancement in Reproducers. Its symmetrical lines are so designed to give maximum volume with PERFECT CLARITY AND MELLOWNESS OF TONE. For Quality and Price it has no equal. EVERY INSTRUMENT GUARANTEED FOR TWELVE MONTHS.

MODEL 25a.

Height 22 inches. Flare 10 inches. Price £2 10 0

Send for attractive Booklet B20 giving full particulars of the Serenada Loud Speakers.

MODEL 59.

THE SERENADA LOUD SPEAKER IS A THOROUGHLY BRITISH PRODUCT. It makes a very definite advance on all types of Speakers. Its pleasing design and finish make it an ornament in every home, whilst a special device eliminates all extraneous noise and, in conjunction with the non-metallic horn and super-vernier adjustment, assures perfect satisfaction in every respect. THE SERENADA SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

Ask for a demonstration from your local dealer. He will be pleased to give it.

MODEL 30.

Height 23 inches. Flare 12 inches. Price £3 3 0

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE SERENADA.
1. Maximum efficiency with either weak or strong signals.
2. A specially constructed device, which ensures absolutely VIBRATIONLESS REPRODUCTION.
3. A specially designed COBALT STEEL MAGNET which works in conjunction with balanced windings on laminated cores of soft iron, giving the correct flux.
4. STALLOY RUST-PROOF DIAPHRAGMS.
5. The base is of a NON-MAGNETIC MATERIAL, artistic in design, and finished in a pleasing shade of black.
6. The adjustment is by a lever, which gives ease of control without the use of GEAR WHEELS OR GADGETS.
7. A NON-METALLIC HORN, fitted to the base by a screw-necked ferrule, thus making a perfect and positive connection, and preventing any loss in volume of sound.
8. This Horn, specially constructed with ideal acoustic properties, gives a round and natural tone, FREE FROM METALLIC NOISES INHERENT IN METAL HORNS, and amplifies song, speech and instrumental music without adding to or subtracting from the original rendition.

Visit our STAND at the RADIO EXHIBITION, Royal Horticultural Hall, Westminster, S.W.1, Oct. 10 to 16.

THE SERENADA MANUFACTURING Co. Ltd.
22, PAPER STREET, LONDON, E.C.1.

Telephone: CLERKENWELL 7830.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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Vibration - distant shocks - they are always here

Protect your valves - float them on springs and kill noise in the filament!

The simplest, most efficient method of accomplishing this is to use a Benjamin Clearer Tone Valve Holder. This new shock-absorbing device prevents the transmission of outside noises to the filament. Outside vibrations (often inaudible to the ear, yet invariably destroying pure tone) are completely dissipated. The secret lies in the four delicately adjusted springs, cushioning the valve against all external shocks. Though responding to the slightest vibration these springs are immeasurably strong, permitting the tightest valve to be inserted without fear of damage. EACH SPRING HAS ONE TURN ONLY.

High insulation, low capacity and great mechanical strength is assured by using Bakelite for the body of the holder.

There are terminal connections for the experimenter and soldering tags for the permanent set. The Benjamin Clearer Tone Valve Holder is easily cleaned - little or no dust can collect in the sockets. The springs themselves, as shown in the lower of the two diagrams, form the valve pin sockets. No soldered joints - all one solid metal piece from tag to valve leg. No flexible wire connections. The spring supports are not affected by stiff bus bar wiring. For good reception with dull emitter valves, Benjamin Clearer Tone Anti-Microphonic Valve Holders are absolutely essential.

BRITISH BENE MIAM CLEARER TONE VALVE HOLDER

Patents (ANTI-MICROPHONIC) Pending

From your Dealer or direct from:

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LIMITED
Brantwood Works, Tariff Road, Tottenham, N.117.

The Benjamin Battery Switch gives perfect current control, 2/- each.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
"UTILITY" LOW LOSS CONDENSERS

are essentially low loss due to unique design. One end plate only is used, thus reducing end plate losses by half.
All solid dielectric is external and shielded from the electrostatic field. The spindle bearing is of generous length, automatically takes up wear, and end play and end thrust are entirely eliminated. These condensers are immediately convertible to Vernier type, by fitting the "Utility" Vernier dial.

All condensers have the usual "Utility" one hole fixing.

PRICES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W.M. 159</td>
<td>.001 mfd.</td>
<td>14/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W.M. 160</td>
<td>.0005</td>
<td>12/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W.M. 161</td>
<td>.0003</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W.M. 162</td>
<td>.00025</td>
<td>9/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W.M. 163</td>
<td>.0002</td>
<td>9/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"UTILITY" VALVE SWITCH UNIT

embodies in one unit our well-known "Utility" switch, a valve holder and rheostat. It is for use in multi-valve sets, to control a valve, to switch it in and out whilst still preserving the continuity of the circuit.

It has many advantages over separate components, such as lower self capacity, less wiring, one hole fixing and lower cost.

PRICE (complete with wiring diagrams), 8/- each.

"UTILITY" NO CAPACITY CHANGE OVER SWITCHES.

Made to change over any number of contacts. The design ensures that self capacity is negligible and contacts are rubbing and therefore self cleaning. Made in 2 styles—Knob and Lever Patterns.

PRICES (Each):

| No. W.M. 130/1* | 3/-                 | 4/-          |
| No. W.M. 130/2  | 4/-                 | 5/-          |
| No. W.M. 130/3  | 5/-                 | 6/-          |
| No. W.M. 130/4  | 6/-                 | 7/-          |
| No. W.M. 130/5  | 7/-                 | 8/-          |
| No. W.M. 130/6  | 8/-                 | 9/-          |

* This figure shows the number of poles changed over, e.g., W.M. 130/4 indicates Knob type 4 pole change over.

Nickel plate finish—Knob type, 3d.; Lever 6d. each extra.

Satisfaction is guaranteed, because if you have any cause for complaint, you have only to send it back to us and we will replace it entirely free of charge.

Every "Utility" product is unconditionally guaranteed.

WILKINS & WRIGHT, LTD., Utility Works, Kenyon Street, Birmingham.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
THE ONLY
VARIABLE
CONDENSER
SO GUARANTEED
Protected throughout the World
We back our statement that "the Fulstop variable condensers abolish hand capacity effects" with an unconditional guarantee to refund the money to any purchaser who does not find it true.
No other manufacturer can give this guarantee, which accompanies every Fulstop. No other device eliminates hand capacity and it is protected throughout the world.
You can tune to a metre with the new Super Fulstop—Fulstops get more stations.
In the Super-Fulstop, tuning is effected by means of a clockwork multigear giving the use of two ratios of movement: a 2 to 1 and a 125 to 1 ratio. Both are effective on all the vanes and with actual readings on the dial. The dial gives 200 actual readings, each capable of infinite adjustment. It is a no-loss condenser, perfectly square law and has brass vanes.

Guaranteed to abolish hand capacity effects

PRICES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>25/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>28/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>30/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also made in two other Models.

Standard Fulstop. Plain Fulstop.

Guaranteed to abolish hand capacity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>9/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>10/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>11/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>13/3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send for full descriptive leaflet. All models are guaranteed for 12 months.

If any difficulty in obtaining, write to us and we will send direct, post free.

J. H. NAYLOR LTD - WIGAN

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
The
MAGNADYNE
THE LATEST
DEVELOPMENT
IN BRITISH
SUPER-HETS

An Acceptor Wave Trap, as described in this issue by Mr. G. F. Kendall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kendall 3 Step Former, as used in the set described by Mr. S. Rattee, and fully described in &quot;Wireless,&quot; 10/-...</th>
<th>27 13 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Or ready wired, 12/6.</td>
<td>23 5 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send stamp for lists dealing with Components for Radio Press Circuits, also the Magnadyne Super-Het.

THE COASTAL THREE.
As described in this issue by Mr. Johnson-Randall.

| 1. Magnam Terminal Panel | £5 4 6 |
| 2. Ionic Variable Sq. Law Condensers, .0003 | £2 2 0 |
| 3. Anti Microphonic Valve Holders | £1 10 0 |
| 4. C.A.V. L.F. Transformers, 1st stage | £1 7 6 |
| 5. McMichael Potentiometer | £7 6 |
| 6. Dual Rheostats | 1 2 6 |
| 7. Fixed Condenser, .0003, and Leak | 2 0 6 |
| 8. Magnetic Core, A. | 0 6 6 |

Send stamp for lists dealing with Components for Radio Press Circuits, also the Magnadyne Super-Het.

THE COASTAL THREE.
Supplied ready wired and Aerial Tested, £12 0 0.

| Plus Marconi Royalties | £12 1 6 |

BURNE-JONES & CO., LTD.,
MAGNUM HOUSE, 296, BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON, S.E.I.
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

EVERY CONDENSER A VERNIER FOR 2/-

The Experimenters's Grid-Leak.
Invaluable for pure reproduction and delicate long-distance tuning. Under Panel, Single Hole fixing model, Fig. No. 1,109, "NEWLEAK," 5/- EACH, as illustrated. Top of panel mounting, Fig. No. 1,100, 4/- EACH. Standard Model 1-5 megohms, other calibrations to order. Anti-capacity handle 53 ins. long, Fig. No. 1,110, 9d. each. Postage 3d. extra. Obtainable from all dealers or direct from:
A. H. HUNT, LTD., (DEPT. 5), TUNSTALL ROAD, CROYDON.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
The chief difficulty in Radio is that the beginner cannot tune in success-fully. Tuning is erratic on account of reaction being difficult to control. Moving a reaction coil has the effect of adding or subtracting stray capacity to or from another coil, and vice versa. This means that the second coil is thrown out of tune. Hence the ever-present difficulty in tuning.

Verniers and "micro-adjustment" coil holders add further complications. They represent more knobs to turn. They mean separate and individual adjustments. When you correctly adjust one, you automatically upset the other. This increases the beginner's difficulties.

The Seamark Connode will take all standard makes of coils. It gives smooth and vernier-like control of coupling or reaction, without embodying a vernier. The adjustment is always the same for a given wavelength. It is adjusted from one point only — "one hand control."

The Seamark Connode means the multi-valve set with one dist control. Provision is made for one or three hole firing as desired. Manufacturing of the connode is simple. There is no annoying "wisp" hand-effect. The Connode can give you one increased selectivity.

The Seamark Connode means polished and high grade. It is a siring instrument of great beauty. Square-low qualities are embodied. It is designed by a wireless engineer, designed by a mechanical engineer, and is produced under ideal conditions from first quality materials. The superior advantages of this instrument are obvious to beginners and experts.

Price: 19/6

Long Life Batteries which Improve Reception

The new GECOPHONE Super-capacity High-Tension Radio Batteries have made an instantaneous appeal - Wireless users have found them to be "just the thing" they have long been waiting.

Their outstanding merits: LONG LIFE — to 3 times as long as other types, LARGE CAPACITY, SILENCE IN USE, MINIMUM INTERNAL RESISTANCE, are the outcome of much research and experiment, and bring for an immense improvement in reception.

These Batteries are the result of development to which the General Electric Company have been devoting for the past few years. The quality and character of the battery is such that it is ideal for Radio use.

GECOPHONE

Super-Capacity High-Tension RADIO BATTERIES

Prices from 7/6 to 27/6

Sold by Wireless and Electrical Dealers everywhere.

Manufacturers:

A. H. HUNT, LTD.

TUNSTALL RD., CROYDON.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.

H.P.

Order Form enclosed.

H.P.
The truth about the Mansbridge Condenser

In view of certain misconceptions, it is well that the public should know the facts about the Mansbridge Condenser—its origin and development.

The Mansbridge Condenser was invented in 1906. Up to this time all condensers were made by assembling alternate sheets of either mica or paper with tinfoil. This process was carried out by hand and was, therefore, relatively slow and expensive. The Mansbridge patent effected several improvements. Firstly, it enabled the condenser unit to be assembled at a rapid rate because the dielectrics and conductors are fed in continuous strips. Secondly, by reason of the very thin layer of metal which is used in the foiled paper forming the electrode (or conductor), the condenser is not easily short-circuited. This feature forms its well-known self-sealing property.

Undoubtedly the Mansbridge Condenser was a wonderful advance—and even to-day is unexcelled where a compact condenser of large capacity is required.

As a pioneer condenser-making firm, it was only natural that these improvements should attract the attention of the Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd., and negotiations were early concluded between this Company and the inventor for manufacturing condensers under his patents. Since then T.C.C. Mansbridge Condensers have been supplied in large quantities to the British and Colonial Post Offices, while during the War the T.C.C. supplied the Army with the majority of Condensers for field telegraphs and many other purposes.

The Mansbridge Patent lapsed in 1919 and, provided that it possesses the requisite scientific resources, the right kind of machinery and a capable staff, any firm can now make Mansbridge Condensers.

But—and special emphasis is necessary here—experience plays a very big part in condenser making. The T.C.C. reputation has been built up over a period of 20 years. Obviously, the mere possession of a plant will no more ensure accurate Mansbridge Condensers than the purchase of a kit of tools will make a man a skilled mechanic.

The manufacture of Mansbridge Condensers presents its own difficulties—just as any other product. These difficulties must be faced and overcome. For many years T.C.C. experts have been co-operating in making in the T.C.C. Mansbridge a Condenser which, in all the world, is unequalled for accuracy, dependability and constancy. When you choose a T.C.C. in its familiar green metal case in any value from .004 mfd. to 2 mfd., you obtain a genuine and fully guaranteed Mansbridge Condenser.
The Latest

Wireless Handbook
for the
EXPERIMENTER, ENGINEER,
AND RESEARCH WORKER.

"RADIO ENGINEERING"

By
J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.C.G.I.,
D.I.C., Staff Editor of "Wireless Weekly,"
"Modern Wireless" and "The Wireless
Constructor."

A Complete Library of Technical In-
formation, Valuable Scientific Data and
Reference Tables in one Handy Volume,

This book is a third of a series planned and edited by Mr.
Electrical and Allied Industries Research Association.

NOW ON SALE.
YOU CAN OBTAIN "RADIO
ENGINEERING" ON 5 DAYS
APPROVAL.

Fill and post this form to-day.

5 DAYS APPROVAL ORDER FORM.

To Radio Press Ltd.,
Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2

Please supply me/us with copies of the new handbook "RADIO
ENGINEERING" on 5 days approval, after which period, I/we either
return same, undamaged, and remit purchase price.

Name

Address

Radio Engineering
Published Price 15/-
(Fast Free 15/-)

Write your name in Block Letters.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.

Variable Brass Vaned
Low Loss
CONDENSERS

Brass Pointer under Dial. Heavy
Gauge Brass Vanes. Brass Pig-tail
Spring Connection on Rotor. Latest
type Persistence Washer. All metal
parts highly polished. Loss is
practically negligible. Construction
and finish of the highest grade.

RETAIL PRICES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W/84</td>
<td>.00025</td>
<td>11/-</td>
<td>W/88V</td>
<td>.00025</td>
<td>12/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W/85</td>
<td>.0003</td>
<td>11/-</td>
<td>W/89V</td>
<td>.0003</td>
<td>12/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W/86</td>
<td>.0005</td>
<td>14/-</td>
<td>W/90V</td>
<td>.0005</td>
<td>15/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From all dealers or post free from
M.&A.W., 9-15, Whitecross St., London, E.C.1

Full illustrated list of "Etherplus +" Components post free on
application.

All the best Valve-Holder
features are contained in

The new Woodhall Universal Valve-Holder, which
is adaptable for use above or behind panel, or for
baseboard mounting. Spiral spring suspension to
sockets, perfect spring contact with valve legs, air
dielectric only between valve sockets, quick-grip
terminals. Plate socket coloured red. Self-
adjusting to all variations in valve-leg spacing.

WOODHALL
Universal Valve-Holder
Anti-microphonic, anti-capacity, surge-contact.
Obtainable from all Dealers.

WOODHALL WIRELESS MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
91, Garrick Street, W.C.2. (One minute from Leicester Square Tube Station).
Make your own Components!

Wireless components are expensive, and an enthusiast can appreciably lower the cost of building a set by making his own. Such things as grid leaks, fixed and variable condensers can be easily constructed at home with the minimum of expense and trouble. Among the many books published by Radio Press, Ltd., is one called "Home-Built Wireless Components." With the aid of this useful book you will find it an easy matter to build your own components.

You require no more tools than those to be found in every wireless man's workshop. Besides, it will give you great satisfaction to be able to say that you built everything in your set except the valves.

What Others Think.

It would be easy for us to write an advertisement telling you all about the sterling merits of the M.L. Transformer.

We think it is the best transformer that has ever been placed on the British market. Perhaps that is only natural since we are so interested in it. But here is what someone thinks who has no interest in the M.L. transformer, other than that of a satisfied user.

His testimonial is entirely unsolicited. Here is what he says:

"As you are aware, I have tried out practically every make of L.F. Transformer available to the amateur, and, in my considered opinion your latest production is superior to anything I have previously tested."

The 1:6 ratio is used for amplification after a crystal rectifier. The 1:4 ratio is used for single stage L.F. Amplification. The 1:2-6 and 1:4 ratios are used respectively in the first and second stages of two-stage amplification.

25/-

S. SMITH & SONS (M.A) LTD.
179-185 Great Portland Street, London, W.1

Also at Birmingham, Manchester, Glasgow and Belfast.

S. SMITH & SONS (M.A) LTD

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
**PETO & RADFORD BATTERIES**

Wireless experts are agreed that the very best Battery on the market today is a Peto & Radford Battery in a "Dagenite" Container.

"Dagenite" is our own special composition which has been tested and tried for over twelve years—it is absolutely impervious to acid, it will not rot or crack nor leak and it will not break, even when dropped.

For convenience, for economy, for efficiency and for best Radio results these "Dagenite" cells are unrivalled.

Ask your own dealer, or write to us for latest price lists.

**PETO & RADFORD**

(Properators: Pitchett & Gold and E.P.S. Company, Ltd.)

Head Offices and Showrooms:

50, GROSVENOR GARDENS, VICTORIA, LONDON, S.W.1.

Telephone: VICTORIA 3667 (5 lines).

Telegrams: "STORAGE, SOWEST, LONDON."

**Well below 20 Metres**

A famous Short Wave expert made a set with these condensers and found it oscillate on wave lengths well below 20 metres. With balanced vanes soldered to solid brass standards and moving plates on ball-bearings the "Four Square" Condenser is the most efficient instrument of its kind. Each one has four available capacities with the lowest losses in wireless. Write for descriptive brochure.

The

Bowyer-Lowe

FOUR-SQUARE

CONDENSER

For Short Wave Sets use

BOWYER-LOWE

Low Loss Components

Valves are SAFE with "Antipong"

Safe from artificial shocks. Safe from microphonic noises. Safe from inter-electrode capacities. The result is richer, louder signals and a longer life. SEE THE "ANTIPONG" ADVERTISEMENT IN THIS ISSUE OF "WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, ETC.

**AMATEUR CONSTRUCTORS**

WE SUPPLY COMPLETE SETS OF COMPONENTS AND CABINETS FOR ALL CIRCUITS IN MODERN WIRELESS, WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, ETC.

**THE COASTAL THREE**

As described by Mr. A. JENSON-RANDALL in this issue.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Ebonite Panel, 16 in. x 8 in. x 1</td>
<td>£ 6 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ebonite low condensers, Ignite</td>
<td>£ 2 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. L.F. Transformer, C.A.V. int stage</td>
<td>£ 17 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Bowyer-Lowe condenser holder, Anti-Pong</td>
<td>£ 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Single coil holder</td>
<td>£ 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Universal condenser unit, McMichael</td>
<td>£ 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. D.I.f. filament resistances</td>
<td>£ 1 2 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Potentiometer</td>
<td>£ 1 7 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. 2 way coil holder type H. Burne-Jones Co.</td>
<td>£ 9 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Terminals complete, nickelised</td>
<td>£ 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Ebonite strip, 7 in. x 2 in. x 1 in.</td>
<td>£ 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. 3 in. Heatshields</td>
<td>£ 4 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Set R.P. Transfers</td>
<td>£ 4 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. L.F. Transformer, C.A.V. 1st stage</td>
<td>£ 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. L.R. Transformer, C.A.V. 2nd stage</td>
<td>£ 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Grid leak and condenser unit, McMichael</td>
<td>£ 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. D.I.f. filament resistances</td>
<td>£ 1 2 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Potentiometer</td>
<td>£ 1 7 6 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Save Money on Valves!**

GUARANTEED BRITISH MADE

RADION G.P. A 4.5 volt D.C. valve, for general purpose use.

RADION D.E. 05 2 volt "very fast" £ 1 7 6 0

RADION D.E. 06 H.F. "same valve" £ 1 0 6

RADION D.E. 34 9 volt D.C. of first efficiency £ 1 0 6

RADION D.E. 34 H.F. 9 volt D.C. of highest efficiency £ 2 2 6

RADION PYRAMID VALVES 25/6

THE POWER VALVES OF LUXE. No. 1. 6 volt. N.C. £ 6 0 0

No. 2. 6 volt. The most powerful on the market. We guarantee the Evans. From named dealers or direct, Post Free.

RADIONS LTD., BOLLINGTON, Cheshire

RADIONS LTD., BOLTON, Cheshire

RAVIOES LTD., BOLTON, Cheshire

Our unique valve description labels and post free on request.

**TURRET MASTS**

SIMPSON & ELYTHE, 54-56, Sherwood St., Piccadilly, W.
Think this over carefully

If your progress in wireless has stopped at the building of a simple Crystal Set you are denying yourself one of the real thrills of Radio: The thrill of long-distance reception. Why not decide to build a good Valve Set now? Valves are cheap, and the upkeep costs of a really good Set are very low.

A good Valve Set built the Pilot way is wonderfully economical to make. Every Pilot Set is based on a proved Radio Press design—the Panel is drilled and engraved—the components fit snugly together—every part is supplied down to the last screw—the special diagram renders the wiring a simple operation of an hour or two. Everything, in fact, which human ingenuity can contrive to make Set-building easy has been done under the Pilot Service. When completed, the Set is one of which you can be justly proud. In appearance it will possess all the characteristics of the professionally built Set, yet its entire cost is no more than the bare price of the components.

The following are a few of the well-known Sets available under the Pilot Service: The ST100, All Concert de Luxe, Harmony Four, Transatlantic V, Anglo-American Six, and many others of proved efficiency. Send 3d. for a copy of the Pilot Chart and see how little it costs to build a really good Set—fully guaranteed to give you excellent results and backed by our Service department.

FREDERICK SCOTT, LTD.
Head Office & Mail Order: 77 City Rd., E.C.1

P.S. 3d.
The Simple 8-valve Supersonic.

"Modern Wireless," September,

Type "A" Kit of components comprises the following:— £ e.o.
1. Astley’s Diode (Shorted) 0.92
2. Reversing Switch 0.75
3. Transmitting Unit 0.94
4. Transformer for 1st and 4th Stages 0.10
5. Rectifier Unit 0.85
6. Battery 1.10
7. Diode Grids 0.25
8. Filter Condensers 0.10
9. Micrometer 0.10
10. K.F. Parts for highest efficiency

So we left the middle out, says CLIXIE

"Has it ever occurred to you," asks CLIXIE, "that the ordinary wire lead absorbs no end of the energy it's supposed to conduct?"

Realising this, my people have produced a conductor that sticks to its job and really does conduct. Radio Condit is a tiny copper tube, burnished inside and out. Since the middle of wire is useless Radio Condit is wire with the middle left out. Accordingly its H.F. resistance is cut down to the minimum for a given weight.

"With the minimum of useless metal it provides the maximum of conducting surface. Lateral surges are completely eliminated."

"Radio Condit is the H.F. conductor you've been looking for for ages."

Radio Condit

The H.F. Conductor

Tinned in 24-inch lengths (equivalent to 18 S.W.G.) in packets of 6 lengths £ 2 per pkt.

Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers or direct from the Patents:

AUTOVYORS LTD., 84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.

Build one of these three fine "Modern Wireless" Sets

—and you'll have a set you will be proud to own.

The D.X. Four (described in this issue).

Radio Condit

Tinned in 24-inch lengths (equivalent to 18 S.W.G.) in packets of 6 lengths £ 2 per pkt.

Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers or direct from the Patents:

AUTOVYORS LTD., 84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
When buying Radio Literature

See that it bears the stamp of Radio Press Ltd. It is a safeguard against disappointment and is an assurance of technical accuracy.


- Baby Grand No. 1 15/- (for 1st stage)
- Baby Grand No. 2 15/- (for 2nd stage)

A real Eureka for 15/-

Here's a real Eureka Transformer guaranteed to contain all the essential features of construction of the larger Concert Grand at a price within the reach of all. The same non-laminated core—the same exclusive method of winding—the same hermetical sealing to protect the contents from the action of the atmosphere—the same coppered steel case designed to prevent interaction—in every respect identical in design with the famous Eureka Concert Grand long ago accepted as the country's standard for volume and even amplification at all frequencies.

The manufacture of Eureka Transformers is a whole-time all-the-year-round job. It is directed by a group of engineers whose experience in the design of low-frequency transformers is absolutely unrivalled. When they say that the new Baby Grand is worthy of the name Eureka, you can rely on their judgment.

Don't judge the Eureka Baby Grand on its price—there is no transformer at anywhere near its price which can approach it for volume or mellowness of tone.

Other Eureka Transformers:
- Concert Grand 25/-
- Portable Utilities Co. Ltd., Eureka House, Fisher St., London, W.C.2

MODERN WIRELESS

No. 1 W.
Standard Pocket Lamp Size—4 volt with patent spiral wire terminals and plug sockets to take Wander Plugs.

Note:—1 doz. = 31 volts.
Used units replaced easily.

CONNECT AS ILLUSTRATED

PRICE CARRIAGE PAID 7/- PER DOZ., WITH PLUG

British Battery Co., Ltd.
Clarendon Road, Watford, Herts. (Telephone: Watford 617.)

WANT MORE STATIONS?
Like that elusive distant one you heard last night ... Well, the cheapest, simplest way to get them is to replace your old dials with

Pelicun Universnier

Pell, Cahill & Co., Ltd., 64 Newman Street, London, W.1

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
Still the Best way of building one's set

Radio Press Envelopes show the novice the simplest and safest way to construct his set. The possibility of error has been eliminated by the careful and complete instructions contained in each envelope. Their range covers every kind of receiver from crystal to multi-valve, and all are guaranteed to give efficient results if the instructions are carried out.

**RADIO PRESS ENVELOPES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Free</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>How to Build an ST100 Receiver</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>1/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P., M.I.E.E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How to Build the &quot;Family&quot; 4-Valve Receiver</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>2/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By Percy W. Harris, M.I.E.E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>How to Build the &quot;Simplicity&quot; 2-Valve Set</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>2/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>How to Build the All-Concert de Luxe Receiver</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>2/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By Percy W. Harris, M.I.E.E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>How to Build the Omni Receiver</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>2/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P., M.I.E.E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>How to Build the ABC Wave Trap</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>1/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>How to Build a 2-Valve Amplifier de Luxe</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By Herbert K. Simpson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>How to Make a 1-Valve Reflex Receiver</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>1/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By Herbert K. Simpson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>How to Build an Efficient Single-Valve Set</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>1/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By Herbert K. Simpson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>The Twin-Valve Loud-speaker Receiver</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>2/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P., M.I.E.E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>An Adaptible Crystal Set</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>1/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By Percy W. Harris, M.I.E.E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the above can be obtained from Wireless Dealers, Newsagents, Bookstalls—or direct from—Dept M.

For prompt and sure delivery when ordering direct, please write your name in BLOCK LETTERS.

**RADIO PRESS, LTD**

BUSH HOUSE, STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.2.

---

**Look at the plates in the Oldham**

—you tell a good Car by its engine and a good Accumulator by its plates

**OLDHAM** Accumulators are fitted with plates made under the Oldham Special Activation Process—an exclusive method of obtaining surprising vitality and long life. The Special Activation Process costs more than the ordinary method of plate manufacture, but since it means such a greater increase in efficiency—obviously it is a worthwhile investment. Remember the difference in cost between an Oldham and an ordinary Accumulator cannot be more than a shilling or two, yet whereas the latter may last only a twelve-month, the Oldham will last two or three times as long. And whereas the ordinary Accumulator may require to be charged every ten days, the Oldham will probably operate for a fortnight on a charge.

These are the points you should consider when choosing your Accumulator. Get your Dealer to show you an Oldham, compare its stout, well-impregnated plates with those in any other make of Accumulator. Compare them area for area and thickness for thickness. You’ll then see why an Oldham lasts longer and gives more hours to the charge.

**OLDHAM & SON LTD., DENTON, MANCHESTER**

London: Hazlitt House, Southwark Buildings, W.C.2
Glasgow: 100 Wellington Street

---

**Special Activation Process**

**OLDHAM** ACCUMULATORS

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
Under the Microscope

To the unexperienced eye a variable grid leak is just that and no more. Examine one under a powerful microscope, however, and we find out vital facts. The carbon pellet, impregnated paper or pencil mark grid leak looks like so much coarse sandpaper, and when current passes a minute arcing effect is noticed. This is so small as to be invisible except under the highest magnification. But as constant dropping wears away stone, so this arcing may ultimately consume considerable portions of the leak material, rendering it inconstant in action and finally worthless.

The use of such a leak produces a faint hissing noise that spoils the reception of weak signals.

By fitting a "Bretwood" variable grid leak you eliminate all such possible disadvantages. The material used is such that current flow is perfectly smooth and uninterrupted although it offers a high steady resistance. The "Bretwood" gives accurate readings consistently from 10,000 ohms to 100,000 ohms.

Price, 3/- With Condenser (as illustrated), 4/6.

Postage 2d. Postage 3d.

Other guaranteed Bretwood Specialities include:

The "Bretwood" Filament Resistance. Price 5/-.


Postage 3d.

WIRELESS SPECIALITIES

Obtainable from all Dealers

BRETWOOD LTD.

12-18 London Mews Maple St. London W.1

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
Hear this new Brown — and no other will ever satisfy your critical ear

The four new Brown Loud Speakers — of which that illustrated on the right is one — represent a big advance in the design of these fine quality British Loud Speakers. Hitherto many wireless enthusiasts have purchased their Loud Speakers on appearance alone — only to find that a handsome and pleasing outline does not necessarily mean purity and mellowness of tone. The Brown, on the other hand, has invariably been bought on actual performance. It has achieved a wonderful reputation throughout the world solely for the naturalness of its reproduction.

In the Brown, external shape has always been subservient — in the interests of good music — to the actual design of the reproducer itself. But now the Brown Loud Speaker has been greatly improved in appearance and these four new models possess a dignity and beauty which place them in a class by themselves. Ally this new beauty of outline to the wonderful sensitiveness of the Brown tuned reed movement and you possess a Loud Speaker which is a positive joy for all time.


The new HQ

A handsome instrument possessing the same beauty of outline as the famous Brown Q Loud Speaker. Gives a wonderful volume of crystal clear tone. Attractively finished in rich brown colour or a velvet black with polished nickel fittings. Height 27. 4,000 ohms resistance. Also in 120 and 200 ohms.

£6

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
"Tuning Coils and how to wind them"
BY G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

THIS useful Radio Press book provides the radio enthusiast with a wealth of information on Tuning Coil Winding.

With its assistance you will find coil winding an entrancing hobby, and a fine way of constructing really efficient coils.

The instructions given in the book are clear and lucid.

Simple Tables show how many turns of wire should be wound for all the important wavelengths, thus enabling the enthusiast to produce coils of accurate dimensions for the stations he wishes to receive, obviating waste of wire, and recourse to mathematical calculations.

Obtainable from all Newsagents, Bookstalls, your local wireless dealer, or direct from Radio Press, Ltd., Dept. M.

Radio Press, Ltd.
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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CLARITONE HEADPHONES

embody many modern improvements designed to give increased audibility and clarity of tone and maintain their worldwide reputation. They are light in weight, easily adjustable and exceptionally comfortable to the head.

**Price 20/-**

Supplied by all reputable dealers.

CLARITONE LOUD SPEAKERS

Senior Model
7000 ohms W.250
£5.0.0.

Junior Model
120 ohms W.291
£2.15.0.

Solo Distributors:

ASHLEY WIRELESS

TELEPHONE COMPANY

69, Renshaw Street, Liverpool

Telephone: 4628 Royal, Telegrams: "Rotary, Liverpool"

London and Southern Counties.

PETTIGREW & MERRIMAN, LTD.,

122, Tooley Street, London, S.E.1

Bring in the D.X. stations thro' the local!

If you would separate Radio Paris from 5XX, 2LO from Cardiff and so on up and down the scale ... if your local station is too "high-brow" this evening or too "low-brow" as the case may be ... you want an Ericsson WAVE TRAP.

By a careful combination of circuits skillfully arranged you can easily reach out to your heart's content. It simply means 50% extra selectivity for your set. Cuts out trouble from electric noise, local disturbances like trams, electric trains, etc. You can easily get distant stations on the loud-speaker, you never could try for before all through having an Ericsson WAVE TRAP in your aerial lead.

**Price 60/-**

Write for further information, also lists describing our receivers, crystal and valve Super Tone Load-speakers, components, etc.

The British L.M.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
"A Friend of the Family"

The contents include two full-sized blue prints, twelve pages of working instructions, four pages of working drawings, three sheets of reproductions of photographs printed on special art paper, list of components required, hints on their selection, full instructions on soldering and wiring and numerous other hints.

THE FAMILY FOUR-VALVE RECEIVER described in Radio Press Envelope No. 2, by Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E., has been built with success by thousands of radio enthusiasts. As a general purpose set for both skilled and unskilled operation it cannot be beaten. Once you have made the Family Four-Valve Receiver, you are assured of a really good dependable set. Nothing intricate or puzzling to unskilled hands. A child can operate it. The Family Four-Valve Set will give you excellent loud-speaker results from 5XX and your local station. All other B.B.C. stations and many Continental ones can also be heard, often at sufficient strength to operate the loud speaker. Under favourable conditions with careful manipulation and a reasonably good aerial and earth, American transmissions can frequently be picked up.

It is indeed the set for the home. When full strength is not required you can listen on one, two, or three valves.

RADIO PRESS ENVELOPE NO. 2

"HOW TO MAKE A FAMILY FOUR-VALVE RECEIVER"

BY PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.E.R.

EDITOR of 'THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR' AND 'WIRELESS.'

Obtainable at all Newsagents, Bookstalls, your local Wireless Dealer, or direct from Dept. M., Radio Press, Ltd. For prompt and sure delivery when ordering direct please write your name in BLOCK LETTERS.

Radio Press, Ltd.,
Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2
October, 1925

Peerless in name and in performance

As soon as you use the "Peerless Junior" Rheostat you will find it gives the full degree of faultless service that the name implies. The resistance element is immune from damage and will safely carry the current of two valves. An off position is provided and definite stops are so arranged that it is impossible for a short circuit to occur. Complete, with handsome engraved nickel dial and one-hole fixing. Made in three types.

From your dealer, or
THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO CO., LTD.,
22, Campbell Road, Bedford.

WHY BUY ACCUMULATORS?

A VAIL yourself of our real hire service. Practical, weekly or fortnightly deliveries of Batty Wireless Accumulators (Greater London Area) from 9/6 per quarter. If you have your own accumulators, let us maintain them. Always clean, fully charged. We guarantee satisfaction.

A RADIO DOCTOR at your service.

If your set gives poor reception, our Wireless specialist will call at your house and examine it for a small fee (Greater London Area), and, if necessary, estimate for repair or reconstruction.

RADIO SERVICE CO., 103A, TORRIANO AV., KENTISH TOWN, N.W.1
REAL SERVICE-HIRE or MAINTENANCE
Write for Folder Z 6. "Powquips" bring in every station, hence their world-wide reputation.

"Powquips" bring in every station, hence their world-wide reputation.

The above is the winning slogan in our cross-word and slogan competition. The prize winners are:

W. Thompson, 22, Tredgold Ave., N.19; First Prize—5s. J. B. Newton, Romford Road, Forest Gate, E.7; Second Prize—4s. H. B. Bandy, 24, Clapton Green, E.5; Third Prize—3s.; Geoffrey Eastham, 10, Crouch End, N.8; Fourth Prize—2s.; E. J. Illingworth, 22, Oatlands Park Road, Northwood, Herts; Fifth Prize—1s. 6d.

A list of consolation prize winners can be seen at our office.

CABINETS for your set


WRITE NOW FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST

A. MUNDAY, Ltd.,
Electrical and Wireless Engineers.

WE are Stockists of all well known English and American Wireless Components.

VISIT US before constructing.

Catalogue ready in a few days.

Post 6d.

(One door from Queen Victoria Street and Queen Street.)
Tele.: CITY 9797.

AND

45, EASTCHEAP, LONDON, E.C.3.
Tele.: ROYAL 4532.

POWER TRANSFORMER

All R. A. S.

GUARANTEED

NON-MAGNETIC

SHROUD

500-2000 IN USE

FROM ALL WIRELESS DEALERS.

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS, United Kingdom:
THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS CO.,
103, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C.
Colonies and Dominions:
A. VANDAM, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.

FROM ALL WIRELESS DEALERS.

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS CO.,
103, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C.
Colonies and Dominions:
A. VANDAM, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
"WIRELESS," the great new Radio Press weekly, has exceeded all expectations in demand. Its light varied contents have gained the approval of thousands of Radio enthusiasts, hitherto without an appropriate weekly.

"WIRELESS" appeals to everybody. You cannot help liking it. Start with No. 3 TO-DAY, it contains many striking features.

ARTICLES YOU MUST READ IN No. 3:

- LICENCE PROFITEERING BY THE POST OFFICE. By Lt. Commander Kenworthy, R.N., M.P.
- HOW TO GET THE MOST FROM REACTION. By Major James Robinson, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P.
- HOW AMERICA PAYS FOR BROADCASTING. By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.
- HOW TO MAKE A VERNIER CRYSTAL SET.
- HOW TO MAKE a SENSITIVE ONE-VALVE SET. By Stanley G. Rattee, M.I.R.E.

And numerous practical and constructional notes.
A.C. MODEL
Output 6 amps, 9 volts. Complete with Pole indicating Ammeter and all connecting leads and adapter. To standard voltages 110/110, 200/220, and frequencies 50/60.
£6.6.0

Other voltages and frequencies 1/- extra.

"ELLA"
BATTERY CHARGERS
WORK FROM A LAMPHOLDER
IN YOUR OWN HOME

D.C. MODEL
Output 8 amps, 9 volts. Machine only. £5 12s. 6d. With Switchboard and Pole indicating Ammeter and Regulating Resistance as illustrated ... 6s 15s. Od.
"ELLA" Battery chargers save their cost many times over.

For further particulars write to—
LIONEL ROBINSON & CO.
3a, STAPLE INN, LONDON, W.C.1.

Telephone: Holborn 6323 (2 lines).

W O O D S' W I R E L E S S

6,000 Pairs of Headphones FREE.

Before buying your components elsewhere, send for our New Season's Fully Illustrated Catalogue of Components, Super Receiving Apparatus, and particulars of free gift of headphones (guaranteed), post free 1/-, returnable to all customers. We carry the largest stock of Wireless Apparatus in the Southern Counties at London Prices. Actual manufacturers for 12½ years.

EVERYTHING GUARANTEED.

H. L. WOOD & SON, 36, RUSSELL STREET, PORTSMOUTH and 69D, ELM GROVE, SOUTHSEA, HANTS.

Phone: 2800

Members of B.B.C., P.M.A.
Licensed by Marconi and P.M.G.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
ENGINEERING SUPPLIES

Drummond Bros.
British L. M. Ericsson Mfg. Co.
Bretwood, Ltd.
Brandes, Ltd.
Bedford Electrical Co.
Beard and Fitch
American Hard Rubber Co., Ltd...
Fada Radio, Ltd.
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1921), Ltd.
Curtis (Peter), Ltd..
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C. A. FINCHETT, Old Armoury, Oswestry.

October, 1925

Why buy inefficiently scaled-in batteries? 1/2" terminal Giant Unit Dry Cells, 41 volts of g.p.e. same capacity. See photo. Cell, 4/-
doz., plus carriage. 60 volt type in polished Oak Case as reported 19 F, cartridges 1/9. In card box 1/6. Every cell replaceable.

Lists Free. Sample Cell, 1/6. Volt Grid Battery, 2/6. Money back guarantee. Direct only from Sole Maker:

C. A. FINCHETT, Old Armoury, Oswestry.

Obtainable at all Radio Stores

The Service Micrometer Rheostat is a complete departure in Rheostat design and adopts an entirely new principle of working. Owing to the fact that the two knobs are required to the control arm to travel over the range of the resistance bobbin, the variation in current is gradual and smooth, thus assuring the life of the valve. Resistance values of different values in suit either Dull Emitter or Bright Emitter boxes can be readily Interchanged without in any way disturbing terminal connections.

This Rheostat, which is one-hole fitting and requires the small panel space of 1 1/2" by 1 1/2", is mechanically robust, and has an elastic back to work on.

Write for full illustrated price list of all Service Products.

COUPON.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

In future this coupon must be accompanied with 2s. 6d. P.O.

"MODERN WIRELESS" October, 1925.
The Wireless Constructor shows how the novice can build a set with an ease and success that hitherto seemed beyond his wildest flights of imagination.

There are over 250,000 Wireless Constructor readers. Thousands have built efficient and satisfying sets from its articles. There is no reason why you should not join this army of happy enthusiasts.

The current issue will fascinate you, not only because it contains a complete description with constructional details of the very set you may have been wanting to build, but because of many other articles of great interest. Major James Robinson, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P., Director of Research to Radio Press, Ltd., and late Wireless Head of the R.A.F., contributes “Possibilities of Secret Broadcasting.” Capt. P. P. Eckersley, Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., writes on “Why We Built Daventry.” Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E., the Editor, describes how to build two different sets, one a crystal and the other a “two-valver,” while other well-known Radio Press experts also describe their latest experiments.

Buy your Copy TO-DAY.

FREE BLUE PRINT GIVEN WITH EVERY COPY.
Think what this means! At first it is not easy to grasp the wonderful advance in wireless reception which this R.I. Retroactive Tuner implies. With the aid of this perfectly designed instrument the use of plug-in coils is entirely eliminated and correct and efficient aerial reaction is assured over a wavelength range of from 175 to 4,000 metres. In addition, it is practically impossible to obtain equal efficiency with plug-in coils, firstly because of the difficulty of selecting the correct combination over such a wide wavelength band, and secondly, because coils of fixed value are not so finely graded as a tapped inductance, in which the same station can be got on two or three different switch positions. The special dead-end switch entirely eliminates all energy loss, and when used in conjunction with a variable condenser it practically forms a complete receiving circuit.

Get the best out of your set to-day by fitting the new R.I. Retroactive Tuner.

There are many imitations of the original R.I. Retroactive Tuner, but you will only be satisfied if you insist on R.I. PRICE 39/6

Write for the new R.I. blue and gold Catalogue

THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO